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I. SPECIFIC PHYSICAL EFFECTS IN STRUCTURES
WITH HYDROGEN BONDS

Hydrogen bonds and the motion of protons in hydrogen-bonded networks exhibit
a great number of interesting physical effects, which, in turn, bring profound
theoretical studies into being.

The most reliable information on the behavior of hydrogen bonds and proton
motion in a hydrogen bond and through hydrogen-containing compounds yields
X-ray diffraction, Raman and infrared (IR) spectra, nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR), absorption electron spectra, microwave and submicrowave spectro-
scopy, quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS), and rotational spectroscopy of
supersonically expanded jets. The arrival of intense neutron sources has had a
new dramatic impact on hydrogen bonding studies in solids [1]: Neutron
diffraction and vibrational spectroscopy can also be performed with inelastic
neutron scattering (INS) techniques. Besides, a very remarkable result has
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recently been obtained by Isaacs et al. [2]: Studying high-momentum transfer
inelastic (Compton) X-ray scattering of the hydrogen bond in ice Ih, they have
revealed the Compton profile anisotropy that has reasonably been interpreted as
the first direct experimental evidence for the substantial covalent character of
the hydrogen bonds. The results obtained in Ref. 2 indeed demonstrate a high
sensitivity of Compton scattering at the investigation of the phase of the
electronic wave function. Thus, a pure classical (electrostatic) bonding model
turns out to be inconsistent to describe the dynamics of the hydrogen bond, and
that is why the role of quantum mechanical description of the behavior of the
hydrogen bond is growing.

By means of the IR spectroscopy, Zundel [3–6] could show that various
homoconjugated hydrogen bonds demonstrate a large proton polarizability. He
found that in the case when a system of hydrogen bonds is completely
structurally symmetrical, the whole system shows a large proton polarizability
due to the strong coupling of proton motions.

Inelastic neutron scattering studies have shown [7–11] that many hydrogen-
bonded crystals [potassium carbonate (i.e., KHCO3), various polyanilines,
Ca(OH)2, and others] are characterized by the proton dynamics that is very
decoupled from the backbone lattice.

The availability of the coherent proton tunneling and cooperative proton
tunneling and transfer of four protons in hydrogen bonds of benzoic acids
crystals (including dye doped) have been revealed by Trommsdorff and
collaborators [12,13] by reading the electron spectra of the crystals.

Describing different techniques employed at the investigation of the motion
of protons in hydrogen bonds, Fillaux [11] in particular notes that optical
techniques are very sensitive to the hybridization state of valence electrons,
which are largely unknown, and quantum calculations are not yet able to
provide reliable values. On the contrary, the neutron scattering process is
entirely attributable to nuclear interactions, and cross sections are independent
of chemical bonding. It is interesting that the inelastic neutron scattering
spectrum of the KHCO3 cannot be described by conventional harmonic force
fields because its protons are almost totally decoupled from surrounding heavy
atoms, and it is also interesting that the dynamics of the protons are rather
specified by localized modes in a fixed frame [11]. Similar results have been
obtained for a whole series of molecular crystals, and this means that the
description of the dynamics of molecular crystals based on the normal modes
formalism should be reconsidered. Fillaux [14] has suggested that such a
peculiar dynamics of protons might be resulted from quantum mechanics of a
nonlocal sort.

At the same time, Trommsdorff [15] advocates low-temperature spectro-
scopy combined with single-molecule spectroscopy, calling them an exraordinal
powerful tool to study the structure and dynamics in condensed phases. He
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intimates that high-resolution optical spectroscopic methods make it possible to
directly investigate some aspects of proton transfer reactions in which the proton
displacement takes place by tunneling [15,16]. The observation of intramole-
cular coherent proton tunneling has allowed the detailed theoretical examination
and qualitative numerical calculations for such compounds as porphyrine,
namalonaldehyde, topolone, and so on [15]. Intermolecular proton tunneling
occurs in a great number of systems; as a rule, researchers talk about incoherent
tunneling, which implies the direct influence of the thermal bath [15,17].

There is no energy difference in the symmetric double-well potential, and
this gives rise to the direct proton tunneling, however, any asymmetry of the
double-well potential creates the energy difference between vibrational levels.
In this case one can infer that the tunneling motion should incorporate the
vibrating energy of surrounding atoms. Indeed, it seems reasonable that when
the proton moves, surrounding atoms should adjust to new equilibrium positions
and hence the potential energy, or potential energy surface will govern the
proton motion; in the general case it should incorporate the interaction with
surrounding atoms including the rest protons and outside fields [18,19].
Theoretical consideration conducted in Refs. 20–22 [see also Refs. 23 (review
paper) and 24] showed that the tunneling motion could occur when the
tunneling motion of a proton is associated with phonons.

In particular, recent results [25] obtained by quasi-elastic neutron scattering
are consistent with the fast localized motion of hydrogen associated with
phonons within the hexagons formed by interstitial g(Hf2Mo2) sites. Besides,
the researchers [25] has also revealed the slower jump process corresponding to
hopping of hydrogen from one hexagon to another, which has been proven by
nuclear magnetic resonance measurements. The ratio of the characteristic
hopping rates for the two jump processes is "103 at 300 K.

A very peculiar dynamics has been revealed in the Ca(OH)2 crystal by means
of inelastic neutron scattering technique [26]. It has been found that anharmonic
terms must be included, which mix the vibrational states of the OH and lattice
modes. In particularly, the lattice modes have successfully been represented as
the superposition of oxygen and proton synchronous oscillators, and it appears
that the proton bending mode Eu is strongly coupled to the lattice modes. The
contribution of the proton harmonic wave functions has been taken as the zero-
order approximation.

Thus it seems that the whole variety of hydrogen-containing compounds
might be subdivided to three conditionally independent groups. The first group
embraces compounds that feature coherent proton tunneling, the second one
covers compositions in which incoherent tunneling occurs, and the third one is
intermediate between the first and second groups.

Other problems are associated with the motion of an excess proton through
the network of hydrogen bonds (e.g., ice) or along a hydrogen-bonded chain.
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Such a motion in many aspects is very different from the discussed above. We
can mention here an early review paper by Morowitz [27] on biological systems
considered as proton semiconductors, and we can also mention experimental
work [28] on the first evidence for high conduction of protons along the
interface between water and a polar lipid monolayer. A number of hydrogen-
containing solids, such as lithium hydrazium sulfate Li(N2H5)SO4, tri-
ammonium hydrogen disulfate (NH4)3H(SO4)2, and others, exhibit the protonic
conductivity three orders of magnitude greater along the c axis than in the
perpendicular directions [29,30] (this is because of very long hydrogen-bonded
chains, which are parallel to c axis and spread along the whole crystal [31,32]).
Hydrogen-bonded chains are also present in many biological objects, in proton-
conducting membrane proteins in particular [1,33–37]. The titled crystals
together with other ones—for example, (NH4)3H(SeO4)2 [38–42] and
NH4IO3!2HIO3 [43–48]—belong to superionic conductors due to abnormal
high proton conductivity.

Modern inelastic neutron scattering technique has made it possible to
discover free protons in solids [49]; that is, free protons have been found in
manganese dioxides, coals, graphite nitric acid intercalation compounds,
polypyrolles and polyanilines, and b-alumina. Perhaps the said compounds
may be called protonic conductors as well, though in the solids the density of
free protons is very small and the distribution of proton kinetic momentum is
hidden by the zero-point oscillations of the host matrix [49].

In liquid phase, hydrogen atoms (or hydrogen bonds) display other
peculiarities. For instance, the hydrogen bond structure of liquid water and
alcohols is exemplified by the existence of three different species, as it follows
from the infrared overtone spectra [50]: OHnonbounded, OHweak-cooperat., and
OHstrong-cooperat. By increasing the temperature, the content of strong cooperative
hydrogen bonds decreases and a similar number of weak cooperative hydrogen
bonds increases. Thus the difference spectra indicate identically the necessity to
differ between three types of hydrogen-bonded interacting OH groups. In the
next sections, we touch some other subtle structural characteristics of water.

Based on the nuclear magnetic resonance results, Huyskens [51,52] (see also
Ref. 53) has corrected the ratio of a definite number of hydrogen bonds for a
given number of molecules, rf # $1% NH-bond=Nmolecules&, deduced for alcohol
by Luck [54–56]. Huyskens has shown that the hydrogen bonds perpetually
jump from one partner to another; in other words, molecules are completely
inserted in a chain, acting at the same time in hydrogen bonding as proton donor
and proton acceptor.

The arrangement of hydrogen bonds in hydrogen-containing compounds,
which takes place in condensed phases (liquid, liquid crystal, and solid) due
to the phase transition, is often accompanied by the appearance of open asso-
ciates with their following polymerization, or clustering as it happens in
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alkoxycyanobipheniles. A sophisticated theoretical analysis of the mechanism
of dissociation of the cyclic dimmers accompanied by formation of opened
chain-like associates and monomers has recently been proposed by Krasnoho-
lovets and co-workers [57–62].

One more interesting aspect that we would like to mention has recently been
emphasized by Gavrilov and Mukina [63]: Common to all protonated crystals
with hydrogen bonds is the existence of distinguishing ranges of temperature,
which are typical for crystals with weak hydrogen bonds (100' 10 K) and those
with strong hydrogen bonds (210' 10, 260' 10, 380' 10 K).

In the next section we describe the most general approaches that are
successfully employed at the theoretical study of the hydrogen behavior in
compounds with hydrogen bonds. Then in the following sections we will show
how some concrete problems are solved using methods developed in quantum
mechanics, quantum field theory of solids, and statistical mechanics.

II. QUANTUM MECHANICAL DESCRIPTION OF
HYDROGEN-BONDED SYSTEMS

A. Hydrogen Bond Vibrations

First consideration for the motion of the hydrogen atom in double-well potentials
were proposed by Kovner and Chuenkov [64] and Hadzi [65]. However, the
detailed analysis of the separability of the X%%H stretching vibrations (with
energy about 3000 cm%1) from the hydrogen bond vibrations (with energy
around 100 cm%1) in the linear triatomic X%%H ! ! !Y system was carried out by
Marechal and Witkowski [66].

Their attempt [66], rather successful, was aimed to fully explain the
experimental infrared spectra. The normal stretching coordinates representing
the X%%H motion and the X%%H ! ! !Y motion were designated as q and Q,
respectively (Fig. 1). The Hamiltonian describing such a system was written as

H$q;Q& # P2

2M
( p2

2mH
( U$q;Q& # P2

2M
( H1$q;Q& $1&

Here P and p are the conjugate momenta of the coordinatesQ and q, respectively;
M and mH are the masses of points described by the coordinates Q and q,

Q

X H Y

q

Figure 1. Q and q are normal coordinates.
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respectively. U$q;Q& is the potential energy for this motion. Using the fact that
the oscillatory motion of the q coordinate is several tens faster than the
oscillatory motion of the Q coordinate, the eigenfunctions ! of the Hamiltonian
H$q;Q& was expanded as

! #
X

n

an$Q&fn$q;Q& $2&

Thus fn$q;Q& is the wave function for the q motion when Q is fixed. The
corresponding characteristic equation is

Hfn$q;Q& # En$Q&fn$q& $3&

The wave function an$Q& for the Q motion is the characteristic of the equation

P2

2M
( En$Q& ( hjn$q;Q&j

P2

2M
jfn$q;Q&iq

! "

an$Q& (
X

n;n1

) hfn$q;Q&jPjfn1$q;Q&iq
P

M

!

(hfn$q;Q&j
P2

2M
jfn1$q;Q&iq

"

) an$Q& # Ean$Q& $4&

The function fn is reasonably approximated as a harmonic-oscillator function
whose force constant k and equilibrium position q0 depend on Q. Such an
approximation signifies that the potential energy in expression (1) can be written
as

U$q;Q& # 1

2
k$Q&*q% q0$Q&+2 ( U0$Q& $5&

Thus the frequency of the q motion is

oH$Q& #
##################

k$Q&=mH

p

$6&

Here oH$Q& is equal to the X%%H stretching mode when the hydrogen bonding is
still not switched. This allows the calculation of the eigenvalues [66]

En$Q& # hjn$q;Q&jH1jfn$q;Q&iq

# n( 1

2

$ %

"hoH$Q& (
1

2
mHo2

Hq
2
0$Q& ( U0$Q& $7&

hjn$q;Q&j
P2

2M
jfn$q;Q&iq # n( 1

2

$ %

"h2

M

do
dQ

$ %2

$1% 4m& $8&
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where

l$Q& # %q0$Q&*mHoH$Q0&=2"h+1=2

m$Q& # *oH$Q0& % oH$Q&+=2*oH$Q0& ( oH$Q&+
$9&

The other matrix elements involved in Eq. (4) are obtained [66] by using a
Lippinkott–Schröder potential [67]. Using expressions (7) and (8), the following
Hamiltonian can be derived:

H$n& # P2

2M
( n( 1

2

$ %

"hoH$Q& (
"h2

M

dl
dQ

$ %2

$1% 4m&
" #

( 1

2
mHo2

H$Q&q20$Q& ( U0$Q& $10&

The two main consequences follow from the Hamiltonian (10): (i) The difference
between the Hamiltonians of the first excited state (n # 1) and the ground state
(n # 0) for the q motion is

H$1& % H$0& , const ( BHQ; BH # "h
doH

dQ

$ %

Q0

$11&

(ii) The isotope effect is characterized by the substitution BD # BH=
###

2
p

.
Many carboxylic acids in gases and condensed states form dimers connected

by a couple of hydrogen bonds (Fig. 2). The said acids are often treated as
model systems for the study of spectra of hydrogen bonds [66], intermolecular

R C

O H O

HO O

C R

QA

QB

qA

qB

Figure 2. The cyclic planar carboxylic
acid dimer.
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hydrogen bonding and proton reactions [20–23], and rearrangement of hydrogen
bonds [57–60].

The total Hamiltonian of a cyclic dimmer can be written as

Htotal # HA ( HB ( Hint $12&

where HA$B& is the Hamiltonian (1). The individual wave functions for the O%%H
stretching modes of bond A and B are taken as the basis wave functions. In the
basis state the appropriate wave function is

fl
0 # bl0$QA;QB&f0$qA;QA&f0$qB;QB& $13&

The corresponding effective Hamiltonian is

H0 #
P2
A

2M
( P2

B

2M
( E0$QA& ( E0$QB& $14&

The wave functions that specify a single excitation in the group O%%H are

fl
1 # bl1$QA;QB& f1$qA;QA& f0$qB;QB&

( bl
0

1$QA;QB& f0$qA;QA& f1$qB;QB& $15&

Functions (15) split the effective Hamiltonian to

H' # P2
A

2M
( P2

B

2M
( E1$QA& ( E2$QB& ' Hint$QA;QB&C2 $16&

where C2 is the symmetry operator.
The transition probability from the l0th level of H0 is defined as

D
l0$'&
l # constjhbl

0

0$QA;QB&j1- C2jb'l $QA;QB&iQA(QB;QA%QB
j2 $17&

D
l0$'&
l was computed [66] by a variational method; in the first approximation

Du0;v0$'&
u;v # #2

u;u0
BH
##################

2M"hoOO

p
$ %

! $Cv0$'&
v &2 $18&

Here l stands for the two indices u and v and #u;u0 is the Franck–Condon factor.
The calculated transition probability (18) was very successfully applied for the
description of the experimental spectra for CD3COOH and CD3COOD [66].

The dependence of stretching vibrations of X%%H on the length of the
hydrogen bond is studied very well both theoretically and experimentally (see,
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e.g., Refs. 68–70). However, the reasons of the bending vibrations of hydrogen
bonds still remained unclosed so far. In Section II.E we will discuss a possible
mechanism of such a behavior of the hydrogen bond.

B. Proton Transfer Incorporating Acoustic Phonons

The interconversion of the two tautomer forms of dimers (Fig. 2) by a concerted
two proton transfer is governed by a double-well potential. In condensed
phases the two possible tautomers are identical. Skinner and Trommsdorff [21]
treated a model of crystalline benzoic acids in which the dynamics of each proton
pair is uncorrelated with other pairs. Their model was based on a single double-
minimum potential coupled to a thermal bath—that is, crystal vibrations. It was
believed that in a condensed phase the crystal field breaks the symmetry of the
two wells (Fig. 3). If Fig. 3 indeed represents the real situation when the proton
transfer from the left well to the right one should take place at the participation of
vibrations of the crystal; that is, phonons of some sort should activate the proton
transfer. We would like to emphasize that this is the conventional viewpoint,
which is widely employed by physicists.

For instance, a new method for dealing with phonon modes in path integrals
was proposed by Sethna [71,72]. Using the path integrals and an instanton

V(q)

!q0 q0 q

!A/2

+A/2

0

Figure 3. Asymmetric double-well potential v$q&. The minima are located at ' q0; the energy
of the localized states jbi and jai are, respectively, 'A=2.
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calculation, he could construct a detailed theory of the tunneling event in the
presence of phonons. The influence of dissipation on quantum coherence of a
quantum mechanical particle that moves in a symmetric double-well potential
and interacts with the environment by a phenomenological friction coefficient
was considered by Bray and Moore [73]. Those methods are very interesting
because they allow the quantitative calculation of rate constant which charac-
terizes the process of tunneling in a double-well potential.

Using the mentioned approach [71–73], Skinner and Trommsdorff [21]
started from the Hamiltonian

H # H0 ( Hph ( H0 $19&

Here

H0 # Tq ( v$q& $20&

is the Hamiltonian for the proton coordinate q, and Tq and v$q& are the kinetic
energy and potential energy, respectively;

Hph # TQ ( V$Q& $21&

is the Hamiltonian of the crystalline coordinate Q, and TQ and V$Q& are the
kinetic energy and potential energy, respectively;

H0 # V$q;Q& $22&

is the interaction potential energy.
The potential energy for proton coordinate written in the linear approxima-

tion is

v$q& # v0$q& ( ~Aq $23&

where v0$q& is a symmetric potential with minima at 'q0. For the symmetric
case when A # 0, there are two lowest states jc0

1i and jc
0
2i with an energy

difference E0
2 % E0

1 # J > 0, which is also called the tunneling splitting. Setting
E0
1 # %J=2, one can choose new states jai # 1

2$jc
0
1i%j c

0
2i& and jbi # 1

2$jc
0
1i (

jc0
2i&. The wave functions ca$q& # hq j ai and cb$q& # hq j bi are localized in

the left and right wells, respectively, besides hajqjbi # 0.
In such a presentation

H0 #
%A=2 %J=2
%J=2 A=2

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

$24&
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where A , 2~Aq0 is the energy asymmetry between the localized levels (Fig. 3).
The eigenvalues corresponding to the Hamiltonian (24) are

E1 # % 1

2

################

A2 ( J2
p

; E2 # %E1 $25&

In the framework of the model, the difference E2 % E1 is within the acoustic
phonon bandwidth, and that is why Skinner and Trommsdorff [21] reasonably
assumed that the longitudinal acoustic modes could influence the tunneling
proton transfer. The interaction potential (22) was chosen in the form of the
deformation potential approximation (see Ref. 74)

H0 , 1

2
adr$R&

dr$R& # %"h
X

k

############

okoD

N

r

$b̂keikR ( b̂(k e
%ikR&

$26&

Here a is a dimensionless constant, dr$R& is the density fluctuation of the
medium at the position R (the center of symmetry of the benzoic acid dimer), oD

is the Debye frequency, and N is the number of acoustic modes, ok # vsoundjkj,
b̂(k $b̂k& is the Bose operator of creation (annihilation of a acoustic phonon with
the wave vector k). In the localized representation we have

H0 #
%dA=2 0

0 dA=2

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

$27&

where dA # adr$R&.
The second-order perturbation theory makes it possible to calculate the rate

constant for the transition from the eigenstate jcmi to jcli [21]:

klm # 1

"h2

'1

%1
hH0(lm $t&H

0
lmie

iomltdt $28&

where

oml # $Em % El&="h; H0$t& # eiHpht="hH0e%iHpht="h

h. . .i # Trfe%Hph=kBT . . .g
Tre%Hph=kBT

; Hph #
X

k

"hok b̂(k b̂k (
1

2

$ % $29&
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For the chosen model (l;m # 1; 2), Skinner and Trommsdorff [21] calculated the
rate constant

k21 # k021 ! $n$o21& ( 1& $30&

k021 # ko21; k # 3p
2
a2

J

"hoD

$ %2

; n$o& # 1

e"ho=kBT % 1
$31&

Rate constants k21 and k12 satisfy the detailed balance condition

k21=k12 # e%"ho21=kBT $32&

The fundamental relaxation rate is

1

t
# k12 ( k11 # k021coth

"ho21

2kBT
$33&

In Ref. 21 it was also considered the model of two interacting double wells
coupled to a thermal bath. The problem was simplified by the consideration of
two dimers separated by the dye molecule when the distance between the
dimmers was about 1 nm. In this case the interaction Hamiltonian was
approximated by

H0 # dA ! $jf4ihf4j%j f1ihf1j& $34&

where jfii (i # 1; . . . ; 4) are the basis states for the Hamiltonian H0, which is the
four-row matrix that includes parameters A and J determined above and a new
one, B / 2v0q20. In the case when the inequality J . jA' Bj is not satisfied, H0

can be diagonalized exactly [21]:

H0 #
%A %J=

###

2
p

0 0
%J=2 %B %J=

###

2
p

0
0 %J=

###

2
p

A 0
0 0 0 %B

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

$35&

The calculation of the rate constant for the model described by the Hamiltonians
(35) and (34) results in [21]

kij # k0ij ! $n$oij& ( 1& $36&

kij # k0ijn$oij&; k0ij # koij
2"hoij

J

$ %2

*M3iM3j %M1iM1j+2 $37&
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where Mij are matrix elements for the eigenstates jcji, which are functions
of jfji.

The rate constant (36) and (37) as a function of temperature correlated well
with the experimental data obtained for the carboxylic acid protons of
crystalline perprotobenzoic acid and ring-deuterobenzoic acids by nuclear
magnetic resonance T1 [75] and inelastic neutron scattering (for an analysis of
the experiment see Refs. 76 and 77). It should be noted that some of the major
parameters of the model (for instance, J) allowed the direct determination by
fluorescence line narrowing technique.

The single-phonon absorption/emission is dominant at the low temperature
limit when A / kBT and a / 1 (a is the dimensionless constant). When tem-
perature increases, new factors begin to influence the proton transfer, namely,
multiphoton processes and the tunneling through intermediate excited states.

In particular, in Ref. 78 the proton transfer dynamics of hydrogen bonds in
the vicinity of the guest molecules has been studied by using a field-cyclic
nuclear magnetic relaxometry (spin-lattice relaxometry). It has been revealed
that the spin lattice relaxation incorporates the two major members:

T%1
1 $o& # T%1

1 $o&jp ( T%1
1 $o&jg $38&

The first member on the right in expression (38) is the relaxation rate caused by
dimmers of the pure material. The second member arises from dynamics of the
benzoic acid dimers contained within the range of the thiondigo quest molecule;
T%1
1 $o&jg is stipulated by modulation of proton dipolar interaction induced by the

proton transfer in the hydrogen bonds.
A very new methodology called the perturbative instanton approach has

recently been developed by Benderskii et al. [79–84] for the description of
tunneling spilling, which manifests itself in vibrational spectra of hydrogen
containing nonrigid molecules. The mentioned studies allow the detailed
consideration of resonances in tunneling splittings at the transverse frequency $
close to the energy difference D between potential wells. Taking into account
the asymmetry of the double-well potential, they chose the potential in the form
(for simplicity we treat here only one-dimensional case) [82]

V # m$2a20
8

$1% X2&2 ( 3D

4
X 1% X2

3

$ %

$39&

The dimensionless asymmetry D has been assumed to be of the order of the
semiclassical parameter g%1 where

g # m$a20
2"h

$40&
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The corresponding Schrödinger equation is

d2c
dX2

( 4g e% 3

2
aX 1% X2

3

$ %$ %

% g2$1% X2&2
! "

c # 0 $41&

which includes the dimensionless parameters

e # E

"h$
; a # D

2"h$
$42&

The solutions to Eq. (41) are [83]

cL
0 # DnL$%2

########

oLg
p $1( X&&; cR

0 # DnR$%2
########

oRg
p $1% X&& $43&

where

oL;D # 1' 3a

2g

$ %1=2

; e( a # oL nL (
1

2

$ %

; e% a # oR nR (
1

2

$ %

$44&

and Dn$x& are parabolic cylinder functions. Then solutions (43) and (44) make it
possible to obtain the equation for the instanton quantization [83], which, if the
asymmetry is small (a . 1), is reduced to the rules

nL # n( w%nn; nR # n% 2a( w(nn $45&

Here n is the integer and

w'nn # a'
#######################

a2 ( $w0nn&
2

q

$46&

where the value

w0nn #
1
######

2p
p 24n(2gn(1=2

n!
e%4=3g $47&

written in the dimensionless energy units is the tunneling splitting in the
symmetric potential. The appropriate spectrum of energy eigenvalues is

eL$R&n # n( 1

2
-

#######################

a2 ( $w0nn&
2

q

$48&
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The further complicated studies [83,84] have solved the quantum problem
within the perturbative instanton approach generalized for excited states
simulated above the barrier and for anharmonic transverse vibrations. The
parameters of many-dimensional torsion–vibration Hamiltonians of some
molecules (H2O2, malonaldehyde, etc.) have been derived. It has been shown
that the torsion motion and bending vibrations are responsible for vibration-
assisted tunneling and for significant dependence of the tunneling splittings on
quantum numbers of transverse vibrations. The dependence of tunneling
splittings on isotope effects of H/D and 13C/12C has also been calculated.

We have cited evidence supporting the proton transfer along hydrogen bonds;
however, there are investigations carried out on other species, which bring
forward an argument that the simple hydrogen-bonded dimer is favored over the
proton transfer. For instance, the title of a review article by Legon [85] includes
the following words: ‘‘Hydrogen bonding versus proton transfer.’’ Based on so-
called fast-mixing technique and pulsed-nozzle, Fourier-transform microwave
spectroscopy (i.e., rotational spectroscopy of supersonic jets) Legon [85] has
examined rotational spectra and spectroscopic constants of heterodimers in solid
particles in gas mixtures in the series (R3%nHnN ! ! !HX). Three possibilities
have been analyzed, namely, the hydrogen-bonded form, a form with partial
proton transfer, and a form with complete proton transfer. The conclusion has
been drawn that the species H3N ! ! !HX and H3P ! ! !HX (where X# F, Cl, Br,
and I) can all be described as the simple hydrogen-bonded type, without the
need to invoke an appreciable extent of proton transfer (thus the double-well
potential of the hydrogen bond is symmetric). And only the series
$CH3&3N ! ! !HX (where X# F, Cl, Br, and I) has shown that the progressive
weakening of the HX bond with respect to the dissociation products H( and X%

favors the ion pair.

C. Proton Polaron

In the case of the proton transfer, which takes place in the double-well potential,
the potential energy (or potential energy surface) governs the proton motion and
generally it incorporates the interaction with surrounding atoms including the
rest protons and outside fields. Diffusion and mobility of hydrogen atoms and
protons in compounds with hydrogen bonds allow the consideration very similar
to the one described above. Indeed, since in compounds protons are characterized
by localized wave functions, the motion of protons through the crystal should
include the tunneling matrix element, or the tunneling (resonance) integral J
and the possible interaction with the environment—that is, the thermal bath. By
definition, the resonance integral is

J #
'

c0$r1&Hc$r2& dV $49&
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where c$ri& is the proton wave function of a proton in the site described by the
radius vector ri. The wave function c$ri& is compared to a ground state and H is
the Hamiltonian, which includes the kinetic and potential energies of the proton.

The localized proton interacting with the corresponding ion (or atom) gives
rise to its displacement from the equilibrium position, which in turn should lead
to the lowering the potential energy of the atom. The problem is known as the
displaced harmonic oscillator (see, e.g., Ref. 86). The classical function of
Hamilton for the oscillator is

H # p2

2m
( m

2
o2q2 $50&

The Schrödinger equation for the oscillator is

% "h2

2m

d2

dq2
( m

2
o2q2

$ %

c$q& # Ec$q& $51&

or in the dimensionless presentation

"ho
2

% d2

dx2
( x2

$ %

c$x& # Ec$x& $52&

where the dimensionless coordinate x is determined by the relation

q #
#######

"h

mo

r

x $53&

One can introduce the Bose operators of creation (annihilation) of one
oscillation, b̂($b̂&:

x # 1
###

2
p $b̂( b̂(&; d

dx
# 1

###

2
p $b̂% b̂(& $54&

and then the Schrödinger equation (52) is transformed to

"ho b̂(b̂c # E % 1

2

$ %

c $55&

and the operators satisfy the commutation relation

b̂b̂( % b̂(b̂ # 1 $56&
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Now let the oscillator is subjected to the action of an outside force
###

2
p

g"ho, which
is not time-dependent. Then Eq. (52) becomes

"ho
2

% d2

dx2
( x2 %

###

2
p

gx
$ %

c$x& # Ec$x& $57&

and in terms of operators b̂( and b̂, Schrödinger equation (55) changes to

*b̂(b̂% g$b̂( ( b̂&+c # E=$"ho& % 1

2

! "

c $58&

The solution of Eq. (58) is very simple. Equation (58) is satisfied by the operators

b̂ # ~̂b( g; b̂( # ~̂b
( ( g $59&

and instead of Eq. (58) we acquire

~̂b
(~̂bj # E=$"ho& % g2 % 1

2

! "

j $60&

where the new operators ~̂b
(
and ~̂b obey the same commutation relation (56).

The displacement %g2"ho of the potential energy of the oscillator directly
indicates the possible strong interaction of a particle, which induced the
displacement, with the vibrating lattice. First of all the charged particle should
interact with polar modes—that is, optical phonons of the crystal studied. The
detailed theory of the particle behavior resulted in the developing the small
polaron theory for electrons was elaborated by Holstein [87] and Firsov [88].
The first theoretical research concerning the protonic small polaron was carried
out later by Flynn and Stoneham [20], Fischer et al. [89], Roberts et al. [90],
Klinger and Azizyan [91,92], and Tonks and Silver [93]. In the following
sections we will widely use the small polaron model, applying it for the study of
proton transport and rearrangements in systems with hydrogen bonds.

D. Proton Ordering

The necessity to analyze the phase transition in KH2PO4 crystals allowed Blinc
[94–96] (see also Refs. 97 and 98) to construct the special pseudospin formalism
describing the proton subsystem in many hydrogen-containing compounds.

So far we have dealt with the one-particle approximation, and the long-range
proton interaction has not been taken into account. Experimental examination of
ferroelectrics with hydrogen—that is, the KDP crystal (KH2PO4) and others
(CsH2AsO4, NH4H2AsO4, etc.)—showed that their physical properties are
essentially caused by the proton subsytem (see, e.g., Blinc and Žecš [96]). The
appearance of the soft mode in such crystals is associated with the parameter of
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proton cooperation, or proton ordering. The corresponding theoretical model is
the following. Protons being strongly localized along hydrogen bonds undergo
anharmonic vibrations near equilibrium positions in the potential with two
wells. The energy of the proton subsystem is presented in the form [96,98]

Hproton #
X

l

H1$l& (
X

j;l
$l>j&

H2$ jl& ( ! ! ! $61&

Here H1$l& corresponds to the part of the energy that depends on the configura-
tion of the lth proton, and H2$ jl& is the part of the energy that depends on the pair
configuration of the lth and the jth protons. It is assumed that protons tunnel
between two equilibrium positions (hence the double-well potential should be
symmetric). In the presentation of second quantization in which the one-particle
Hamiltonian H1$l& is diagonalized, the total Hamiltonian is written as

Hproton #
X

a
Eaâ

(
a;lâa;l (

X

a;b;g;d

n jl
abgdâ

(
a;lâb;lâ

(
g; jâd; j $62&

where â(a;l$âa;l& is the Fermi or Bose operator of the creation (annihilation) of a
proton/deuteron in the lth position in the one-particle quantum state a where
a # (;% (note that the ground state of a hydrogen atom in the potential with two
minima is doublet).

The corresponding eigenfunctions (see Fig. 4)

c( # 1
###

2
p $jL ( jR& $63&

c% # 1
###

2
p $jL % jR& $64&

are symmetric and asymmetric linear combinations of wave functions localized
in the left (jL) and the right (jR) equilibrium positions. The condition of the
presence of a hydrogen atom in the hydrogen bond is expressed as

â((;lâ(;l ( â(%;lâ%;l # 1 $65&

The operators â(a;i$âa;i& make it possible to introduce the so-called pseudospin
formalism that features the effective ‘‘spin-1/2’’ operators

Sxl #
1

2
$â((;lâ

i
(;l % â(%;lâ%;l& $66&

Syl #
1

2
$â((;lâ%;l % â(%;lâ(;l& $67&

Szl #
1

2
$â(%;lâ%;l ( â((;lâ(;l& $68&
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The pseudospin operators obey the known rules

*Sxj ; S
y
l +% # idjlSzl ; *S

y
j ; S

z
l +% # idjlSxl ; *Szj ; Sxl +% # idjlS

y
j $69&

The operators of creation (annihilation) of a particle in symmetric quantum
states, â((;l$â(;l&, and in asymmetric ones, â(%;l$â%;l&, can be presented through
the operators of creation and annihilation of a particle in the left and the right
equilibrium positions in the hydrogen bond. Then one can express the pseudospin
operators in the form

Sxl #
1

2
$â(L;lâR;l ( â(R;lâL;l& $70&

Syl #
1

2
$â(L;lâR;l % â(R;lâR;l& $71&

Szl #
1

2
$â(L;lâL;l % â(R;lâR;l& $72&

It can be seen from expressions (70)–(72) that the z component of the pseudospin
determines the operator of dipole momentum, the y component is the operator of

E

E!

E+

"!

"+

Q

QFigure 4. The basis state and proper
functions for one-particle potential with two
minima.
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tunneling current, and the x component is the operator of proton tunneling. In
other words, Sz characterizes the difference between the populations of the left
and the right equilibrium positions and Sx characterizes the difference between
the populations of symmetric and asymmetric states.

Thus the Hamiltonian of the proton subsystem becomes

Hproton , %"h$
X

l

Sxl %
1

2

X

j;l

JjlS
z
j S

z
l $73&

where the tunneling integral and the energy of proton interaction are,
respectively,

"h$ , E% % E( $74&
Jjl # %4n jl

((%% $75&

In the mentioned approximation we have

Hproton , %"h$
X

l

Sxl %
1

2

X

j;l

JjlhSzj iSzl $76&

The parameter
P

l JjlhSzl i contains information on the collective proton
coupling, and the order parameter hSzl i points to the degree of proton ordering.

The pseudospin methodology is widely used not only for the description of
hydrogen containing ferro- and antiferroelectrics, but also for the study of many
other systems with hydrogen bonds. In particular, the pseudospin methodology
was applied by Silbey and Trommsdorff [99] for examining the influence of
two-phonon process on the rate constant of molecular compounds. In the next
sections we will also employ the pseudospin formalism for the investigation of
some problems where protons are exemplified by the cooperative behavior.

E. Bending Vibrations of Hydrogen Bond

Perhaps the first theoretical model describing the three-dimensional pattern that
makes it possible to explain correlations between dependences of stretching and
bending vibrations of hydrogen bonds has been constructed by Rozhkov et al.
[100]. Their research was based on a work by Isaacs et al. [101], who showed that
hydrogen forms the covalent bond with two oxygen atoms. In the framework of
adiabatic approximation, Rozhkov et al. [100] chose the model potential of the
oxygen–hydrogen interaction in the form of the Morse potential:

V$r& # D$e%2a$r%r0& % 2e%a$r%r0&& $77&
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whereD, a, and r0 are parameters of the potential. In a recent work by Isaacs et al.
[101], it has been shown that the hydrogen atom forms the covalent bond with
two oxygen atoms. Because of the model for the construction of the potential of
hydrogen bond U, one more oxygen atom spaced at R along the x axis (i.e. the
O! ! !O line) has been added. Therefore

U$r& # V$q;X ( R=2& ( V$q;X % R=2& $78&

where X is the coordinate of the proton reckoned from the center of the hydrogen
bond and q is the radius vector of hydrogen in the yz plane; that is, q # $X; Y&.

Let us rewrite expression (2) explicitly:

U$r& # D*e%2a$r%%r0& ( e%2a$r(%r0&%2e%a$r%%r0& % 2e%a$r(%r0&+ $79&

where r' # f$X ' R=2&2 ( y2 ( z2g1=2. Coordinates of the minimum of the
potential (3) are

X0 # ' 1

a
arccot$e$R%Rc&=2& $80&

where y0 # z0 # 0 and Rc # $2r0 ( a%1 ln 2& is the minimum length of
the hydrogen bond at which the double-well potential is transformed to the
one-dimensional one (note that the coordinates are defined from the condition
grad U).

Having explained experimental dependences of frequencies of the stretching
and bending vibrations on the length of hydrogen bond, Rozhkov et al. [100]
have proposed to include one more parameter b 6# a to the potential (77). They
employed the method developed by Tanaka [69], which allowed the passage
from the dynamics of a proton in an isolated hydrogen bond to the
thermodynamics of a system of hydrogen bonds. The new parameter b becomes
responsible for the curvature of the potential (77) in transversal directions. In so
doing, ar is replaced for *a2X2 ( b2$y2 ( z2&+1=2 in expression (77).

Using the perturbation theory developed in Ref. 102, one can choose the
Hamiltonian of the three-dimensional oscillator with frequencies on and od
(stretching and bending, respectively) and a new equilibrium position x, which
are vibration parameters of the free energy. In this case the free energy per
hydrogen can be represented as

F # hU0i( F0 % hH0i0 $81&

F0 # %kBT ln 2 sinh
"hon

kBT

$ %

% 2kBT ln 2 sinh
"hod

kBT

$ %

$82&
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where

h. . .i0 #
Trf. . . e%H0=kBTg

Tr e%H0=kBT
$83&

For the calculation of hU0i, one can put r # r0 ( u, where r0 is the
equilibrium position and u is the displacement. In the harmonic approximation
we obtain

hei k ui0 # e%
1
2

P

i
hkii2huii2 $84&

Then the average value of a function f $r& is

h f $r&i0 #
(

dn f $r0 ( n&exp % 1
2

P

i n
2
i =s

2
i

) *

$2p&3=2sxsysz

$85&

where s2
i # huii

2
0 and i # x; y; z.

Setting hU$r&i0 # 2DW ; we obtain the dimensionless average potential

W , e%2x0(2l $x2 % w2&cosh 2w( 2m$x cosh 2w% w sinh w&
$x( 2m&2 % w2

%2e%x0(l=2 $x2 % w2&cosh 2w( m$x cosh w% w sinh w&
$x( m&2 % w2

$86&

where x # aR=2, x0 # x% ar0, w # ax, l # a2s2
n, m # b2sd, sn 1 sx, and

sd # sy # sz. In the harmonic approximation we obtain

s2
n #

"h coth$"hon=kBT&
2mon

$87&

s2
d #

"h coth$"hod=kBT&
2mon

$88&

where m is the proton/deuteron mass. Allowing for expressions (81)–(83) and
(87) and (88), one can show that the minimization of the free energy, qF=qon;d, is
reduced to the equations

o2
n # 2$2 qW=ql $89&

o2
d # 2$2 qW=qm $90&

where

$2 # 2a2D=m $91&
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Equations (13) and (14) along with the equation for determining the localization
of hydrogen in the hydrogen bond,

qW=qx # 0 $92&

makes it possible to define the needed parameters.
Numerical calculations have been performed [100] using the simplex

method [103]. Then calculated curves on$R& and od$R& and experimental
dependences of on;d as functions of R (see Ref. 70) have been superimposed for
comparison. We would like to note that the agreement is indeed remarkable.
The increase of the od$R& observed with the shortened length of hydrogen bond
has accounted for the increment of the rigidity of hydrogen bond in transverse
directions. The strong fall of the curve on$R&, which takes place in the same
region of R, is explained by the transformation of the potential (78) in
the vicinity of the equilibrium position of the proton to the one-dimensional
potential U # a4x4D=4 [104].

Thus the model of the three-dimensional hydrogen bond presented in Ref.
100 should be considered very realistic. The interaction between hydrogen
bonds (or hydrogen-bonded chains), which is taken into account in the model,
plays a key role in the behavior of the on$R& and od$R&, especially in the range
of small R that is typical for the strong hydrogen bond.

Another approach of O%%H%%O hydrogen bond dynamics is discussed in
Appendix A; the approach also accurately reproduces the well-known
dependence of the O%%H stretching mode on the hydrogen bond length.

F. Tunneling Transition and Coupled Protons

Quantum effects and strong interactions with vibrating surrounding atoms
complicate the detailed study of proton transfer in the hydrogen bond AH ! ! !B.
Owing to the small mass, quantum tunneling of the proton plays an important
role at a symmetric double-well potential.

The study of the time scale of proton transfer has shown [110] that the
transfer is specified by the residence time in a given well or by the frequency of
excursions to other well. Besides, the proton oscillates within the local potential
minimum of a given well with the period of 10%15 to 10%13 s, which is much
shorter than the residence time. The thermal motion of the molecules should
modulate the potential over a period of 10%13 to 10%11 s. Fillaux et al. [110] note
that the vibration assisted tunneling mechanism [21] has emerged from
extensive studies (mostly of carboxylic acid dimers) with nuclear magnetic
resonance and quasi-elastic neutron scattering [111–114], which probe a time
scale of the order of 10%9 s. This scale is significantly longer than that of proton
dynamics. This means that the two mentioned methods provide only the
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information averaged over many excursions of the proton between the two
wells, and quantum effects are then not observed directly.

Vibrational spectroscopy measures atomic oscillations practically on the
scale as the scale of proton dynamics, 10%15 to 10%12 s. Fillaux et al. [110] note
that optical spectroscopies, infrared and Raman, have disadvantages for
the study of proton transfer that preclude a complete characterization of the
potential. (However, the infrared and Raman techniques are useful to observe
temperature effects; inelastic neutron spectra are best observed at low tem-
perature.) As mentioned in Ref. 110, the main difficulties arise from the non-
specific sensitivity for proton vibrations and the lack of a rigorous theoretical
framework for the interpretation of the observed intensities.

Inelastic neutron scattering spectroscopy is characterized by completely
different intensities because the neutron scattering process is entirely
attributable to nuclear interactions [110]: Each atom features its nuclear cross
section, which is independent of its chemical bonding. Then the intensity for
any transition is simply related to the atomic displacements scaled by scattering
cross sections. And because the cross section of the proton is about one order of
magnitude greater than that for any other atom, the method is able to record
details of quantum dynamics of proton transfer.

As a rule, vibration dynamics of atoms and molecules is treated in the
framework of harmonic force fields. In the model, eigenvalues are the normal
frequencies, and eigenvectors determine displacements of atoms for each
normal mode (see, e.g. Ref. 115) and the eigenvectors are related to the band
intensities. However, transition moment operators are largely unknown for
optical spectra, and therefore theoretical descriptions are remaining question-
able. The inelastic neutron scattering technique allows the calculation of band
intensities, because they are proportional to the mean-square amplitudes of
atomic displacements scaled by nuclear cross sections [116–118]. This specified
force fields and makes it possible to extract modes involving large proton
displacements while contributions from other atoms can be ignored.

The inelastic neutron scattering spectra of potassium hydrogen carbonate
(KHCO3), some molecular crystals, and polymers have shown [8–11,110] that
these compounds can be regarded as crystals of protons so weakly coupled to
surrounding atoms that the framework of the atoms and ions can be virtually
ignored. This allows one to support Fillaux’s [119] quasi-symmetric double
minimum potential along the proton stretching mode coordinate. In this case,
proton transfer is associated with the pure tunneling transition, and the ‘‘phonon
assistance’’ of proton tunneling is unnecessary. Thus proton tunneling is purely
a local dynamics.

What is the reason for decoupling the proton dynamics from the crystal
lattice revealed in a great number of compounds? Fillaux [119] has investigated
the reason for this decoupling, supposing that the proton dynamics could be
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caused by the spin correlation for indistinguishable fermions according to the
Pauli exclusion principle. He has considered the dynamics of a centrosymmetric
pair of protons, assuming that the protons can be represented with identical
harmonic oscillators with mass m moving along collinear coordinates x1 and x2
and coupled to one another (Fig. 5). The Hamiltonian was chosen in the form

H # 1

2m
$P2

1 ( P2
2& (

1

2
mo2

0x

) *$x1 % X0&2 ( $x2 ( X0&2 ( 2gx$x1 % x2&2+ $93&

Here P1 and P2 are the momenta of the two oscillating masses; the harmonic
frequency of the uncoupled oscillators at equilibrium positions 'X0 is o0x. The
coupling potential proportional to gx depends only on the distance between
equilibrium positions of the two oscillating masses at 'X00 # X0=$1( 4gx&.

A system of coupled oscillators can be expressed as linear oscillations of
normal modes. The symmetric (xs) and asymmetric (xa) displacements of the
two particles represent normal coordinates. The coordinates are defined with
accuracy to an arbitrary factor, but frequencies and wave functions are
independent of it. Normalized normal coordinates corresponding to an effective
mass m are the following:

xa #
1
###

2
p $x1 ( x2&; xs #

1
###

2
p $x1 % x2& $94&

Pa #
1
###

2
p $P1 ( P2&; Ps #

1
###

2
p $P1 % P2& $95&

Substituting expressions (94) and (95) into the Hamiltonian (93), we get the
Hamiltonian that includes separated normal modes, that is,

H # Ha ( Hs ( mo2
0xX

2
0

4gx
1( 4gx

$96&

where

Ha #
P2
a

2m
( 1

2
mo2

ax
2
a $97&

Hs #
P2
s

2m
( 1

2
mo2

s $xs %
###

2
p

X00&
2 $98&

!X0

!X2 X1

X00
Figure 5. Two identical harmonic

oscillators.
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Here, in expressions (97) and (98), the normal frequencies are

oa # o0x; os # o0x

###############

1( 4gx
p

$99&

The corresponding eigenfunctions and eigenvalues are (see also Ref. 120)

cln # cl$xa& ! csn$xs %
###

2
p

X00& $100&

Eln # al( 1

2

$ %

"hoa ( sn( 1

2

$ %

"hos $101&

Spins of the two protons are correlated in a singlet (s # 0) and a triplet (s # 1)
state. The spatial part of the proton wave function, with respect to particle
permutation, is symmetrical in the singlet state and antisymmetrical in the triplet
state. Explicitly, the wave functions are

%0'$x1; x2& #
1
###

2
p cs0$xa&*cs0$xs %

###

2
p

X00& ' ca0$xs (
###

2
p

X00&+ $102&

If we drop the spin interaction and the tunneling resonance integral for two
protons in a dimer, the energy of splitting for the singlet and triplet states become
ignored. Hence the ground state remains degenerate similarly to the bosons.

If the proton oscillations are not coupled to the dimer oscillations, the
dynamics can be modeled by symmetric and antisymmetric normal coordinates
for proton modes (xa; xs) and for dimer modes (Xa;Xs). Then the total wave
function is

&0$x1; x2; X1;X2& # ca0$xa&cs0$xs %
###

2
p

X00&ja0$xa&js0$xs %
###

2
p

X00& $103&

If the nuclear spins are taken into account, the total vibrational wave function
according to the Pauli principle becomes similar to function (103):

&0'$x1; x2; X1;X2& #
1
###

2
p ca0$xa&*cs0$xs %

###

2
p

X00&

' cs0$xs %
###

2
p

X00&+ja0$xa&js0$xs %
###

2
p

X000 & $104&

In the case when the proton and dimer modes are coupled, the normal coordi-
nates become linear combinations of the proton and dimer’s atoms coordinates.
Fermions and bosons are not distinguished, and we have a conflict with the
Pauli principle: The two protons are not distinguished in the ground state.

Thus we can consider the two types of dynamics. The first one is usual,
which is met in vibrational spectroscopy; in this case, normal coordinates
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represent the mixture of fermion and boson displacements. The second one is
based on the Pauli principle, namely, that there is no mixing of the normal
coordinates for fermions and bosons and therefore the total wave function is
factored:

c$xi;Xi& # c$xi&'$Xi& $105&

Thus Fillaux [119], assuming that the spin interaction is extremely weak, has
argued that the factorization of the wave function must be regarded as a spin-
related selection rule. The rule applies to pairs of coupling terms and to the
mean distance between their equilibrium positions. This is treated as the
fundamental justification of the localized proton modes introduced empirically
to elucidate his previous observations [7–9].

The excited states, however, have no degeneracy, and that is why in this case
the dynamics can be represented by conventional normal modes that can include
the total number of atomic coordinates. The normal coordinates may be different
in the ground and excited states; and because of that, the calculation of the
scattering function can be more complicated with the analysis based on the
normal mode approach.

The spin-related section rule can be proved by elastic neutron scattering
measurements. In order to establish the specific fingerprint of the spin
correlation, the scattering functions for the linear harmonic oscillator, for the
double-well minimum function, and for pairs of coupled oscillators have been
calculated in Ref. 119.

Considering the harmonic potential, Fillaux chooses the wave functions for
an isolated harmonic oscillator along the x coordinate in the form [120]

cn$x& #
a2x
p

$ %1=4
1
#########

2nn!
p Hn$axx&e%

1
2a

2
xx

2 $106&

with

a2x #
mo0x

"h
# 1

2u20x
$107&

Hn is the Hermite polynomial of degree n, m is the oscillator mass, and u20x is the
mean-square amplitude in the ground state. The scattering process, which is very
important for the studies by the neutron techniques, is characterized by the
scattering function

S$Q;o& # jhcfin$r&jexp$iQr&jcin$r&ij
2d$Ein;fin % "ho& $108&
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where cin$r& and cfin$r& are the proton wave functions in the initial and final
states respectively, Ein;fin is the energy of the transition, and "ho is the neutron
energy transfer.

In the case of the harmonic oscillator, the elastic scattering function has the
form

S$Q;o& # exp$%Q2
x ; u

2
0x&d$o& $109&

A single particle in a symmetrical two-well potential is presented by the
symmetric (0() and antisymmetric (0%) substates. The difference between two
corresponding energies E0% % E0( # "ho0 represents the tunneling splitting. In
the case of the high potential barrier, the corresponding wave functions are
symmetrical and antisymmetrical combinations of the harmonic wave functions
(106) centered at the minima of two wells, 'X0:

c0'$x& #
1

#####################################

2*1' exp$%a2xX
2
0&+

p *c0$x% X0& ' c0$x( X0&+ $110&

The appropriate scattering functions, which characterize symmetric and
antisymmetric combinations of harmonic wave functions, are [119]

S$Qx;o&0(0( # 1

1( exp$%X2
0=2u

2
0x&
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2u20x
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+

+
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+

2
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1% exp$%X2
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2
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S$Qx;o&0%0% # 1

1% exp$%X2
0=2u

2
0x&

) cos$QxX0& % exp % X2
0

2u20x
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exp %Q2
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2
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2

$ %+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

2

d$o& $113&

Here, the periodic terms are caused by interferences between waves scattered by
the same proton at the two sites, and the exponent terms are stipulated by the
overlapping the wave functions centered at 'X0.

Functions S0(0( and S0%0% are analogous to the optical fringes; functions
S0(0% and S0%0( are associated with the tunneling transition at energy "ho0%.
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The elastic incoherent scattering functions defined in expression (100) yields
[119]

S$Qx;o& # 2 exp %Q2
x

u20x
2
###############

1( 4gx
p ( u20x

2

$ %! "

d$o& $114&

It is easily seen that the Gaussian profile in expression (114) is practically the
same as for the harmonic oscillator (109). Consequently, isolated oscillators and
coupled pairs of bosons are virtually are not distinguished.

Now let us look at the coupled fermions. Fillaux considers, as an example,
the hydrogen molecule and argues that a similar pattern should take place for
the oscillators in KHCO3. The vibrational ground-state wave functions are

%0'$x1; x2& #
1
###

2
p *cs0$x1 % x2 % R& ' cs0$x1 % x2 ( R&+ $115&

where R0 is the bond length. The part of the scattering function depending on the
spatial coordinates is equal to

S$Qx;o& # jh%0'$x1; x2&jeiQxx1 ' eiQxx2 j%0'$x1; x2&ij2d$o& $116&

Thus in the case of the coupled fermions when the singlet and tripled states
belong to the same molecular species, the corresponding scattering functions are

S$Qx;o&0(0( # 2 cos2$QxX
0
0& cos$QxX

0
0& ( exp % X020

2u20x
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) exp %Q2
x
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###############
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0
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x
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###############
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S$Qx;o&0%0% # 2 cos2$QxX
0
0& cos$QxX

0
0& % exp % X020

2u20x

$ %! "2

) exp %Q2
x
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2
###############

1( 4gx
p ( u20x

2

$ %! "

d$o& $119&

As can be seen from expressions (117)–(119), quantum interference leads to the
modulation of the Gaussian profiles by the cos2$Qx;X00& and sin4$Qx;X00& terms.

Thus the dynamics of the coupled oscillators is a function of their quantum
nature. In the case of bosons, the dynamics is described by usual spatial sym-
metric and antisymmetric normal modes; but in the case of fermions, spin–spin
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correlations result in a singlet and triplet state. In crystalline ground state, owing
to the Pauli principle the proton dynamics is the dynamics of fermions and it is
virtually decoupled from the dynamics of bosons—that is, O, C, N, and so on,
atoms.

The further study of pairs of coupled oscillators, both theoretical and
experimental, has been performed on the potassium hydrogen carbonate crystal,
KHCO3, and its deuterated analog, KDCO3, by Ikeda and Fillaux [121]. It has
been shown in their research that (i) the proton dynamics in fact is amenable to
the harmonic oscillator and in the ground state is largely decoupled from the
lattice; (ii) classical normal coordinates apply only to coupled pairs of bosons;
(iii) coupled pairs of fermions must be regarded as singlet and triplet states, and
the spin correlation for indistinguishable protons gives rise to quantum
interference; and (iv) deutron and lattice dynamics are correlates.

An interesting study concerning the tunneling of protons has been conducted
by Willison [122], who has treated the phenomenon of sonoluminescence in
liquid water just as caused by the proton tunneling between oxygens of nearest
water molecules (see Appendix B).

III. TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF HYDROGEN-BONDED
COMPLEXES: POLARONS AND POLARITONS IN

SYSTEMS WITH HYDROGEN BONDS

A. Orientational-Tunneling Model of One-Dimensional Molecular System

Proton transport along a hydrogen-bonded chain strongly depends on structural
peculiarities of the chain. In Ref. 135 the description of proton transport has been
based on the proton transfer process that involves the Grotthus mechanism with
the further reorientation caused by ‘‘tumbling’’ (vibrational and/or librational) of
the neighboring ionic group. In other words, the first step of the transport process
consists of ionic defect motion, and the next one is accompanied by occurrence
of the so-called orientational defect. Their existence is accepted in models
considering proton transport in ice and the orientational relaxation rates of icy
substances. Perhaps the first experimental study of the orientational (Bjerrum)
defect charge was carried out by Hubman [136] based on the measuring
the dielectric constant of ammonia-doped ice. In Ih ice, the energy of the Bjerrum
defects was determined [137] by relaxation of the surrounding neighbors when
the defects were forming.

The model proposed by Stasyuk et al. [135] describes the chain of hydrogen
bonds connecting by ionic groups. The model is a development of their previous
‘‘pseudo-spins reduced basis model’’ [138], which took into account only the
motion of a proton along the hydrogen bond. Reference 135 discusses the
orientational degrees of freedom, which make it possible to include rotations
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of covalent bonds connecting protons with ionic groups. The quasi-one-
dimensional chain with L- and D-Bjerrum proton defects (for a discussion about
the defects see, e.g., Ref. 139) as well as the chain with only one proton have
been considered. The energy levels, polarization, and susceptibility of the
proton subsystem that features a small number of hydrogen bonds have also
been investigated. It has been shown that the thermodynamic properties of such
molecular systems change strongly with the change of orientational motion
frequency and external electric field strength.

Stasyuk et al.’s model is the following. Let the molecular system
AH ! ! !CH. . .CH ! ! !B contain a chain of N hydrogen bonds between the ions
or ionic groups C (Fig. 6). A and B denote ions or ionic groups placed on the
ends of the chain. Stasyuk et al. [135] proceed from the concept implying the
availability of a double-well potential for each bond. The ionic defect represents
the motion of a proton within a single hydrogen bond between the two heavy
ions. The orientational defects allow a proton to move along a chain. In the
approach, there are only two lowest proton states in a bond and only two
different orientational positions for the covalent bond. The starting Hamiltonian
presented in the second quantization form is based on wave functions ca and cb

of the lowest proton states in the left (a) and right (b) minima of the double-well
potential:

H # HA (
X

N%1

l#1

Hl ( HB ( Htun ( Hrot ( HC ( HE $120&

The short-range interaction’s part of the Hamiltonian includes three terms:

HA # eA$1% n1;a& ( wAn1;a

Hl # w0$1% nl;b&$1% nl(1;a& ( wnl;bnl(1;a ( e$1% nk;b&nl(1;a

( e$1% nl;b&nl(1;a ( enl;b$1% nl(1;a&
HB # eB$1% nN;b& ( wBnN;b

$121&

Figure 6. Scheme of the hydrogen-bonded chain. The arrows show the direction of the motion
of a proton. (From Ref. 136.)
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where e; eA;B;w;w0;wA;B are the energies of proton configurations in the potential
minima nearest to the ionic groups (Fig. 7); nl;m are the occupation numbers of
protons in the positions m # a; b in the bond k$k # 1; . . . ;N&.

The tunneling energy Htun is presented in the form

Htun # $A$â(1;aâ1;b ( â(1;bâ1;a& ( $B$â(N;aâN;b ( â(N;bâN;a&

( $0

X

N%1

l#2

$â(l;aâl;b ( â(l;bâl;a& $122&

where â(l;m$âl;m& are the proton creation (annihilation) operators—that is, Fermi
operators. The tunneling frequencies of the outer and inner bonds are$A;$B, and
$0, respectively. The effect associated with the orientational motion is described
by the term

Hrot # $rot

X

N%1

l#1

$â(l;bâl(1;a ( â(l(1;aâl;b& $123&

where $rot is characterized by the pseudo-tunneling effect. The term

HC # U
X

N%1

l#1

nl;anl;b ( V
X

N

l#1

$1% nl;a&$1% nl;b& $124&

corresponds to the energy of Coulomb repulsion between two protons in the
hydrogen bond, the first term, and between free electron pairs without protons,
the second term (this is so-called lone pairs [138,140]). The last term in
expression (120)

HE # eE
X

N

l#1

X

m#fa;bg
Rl;mnl;m $125&

ww"

wA wA#A #B

# #

Figure 7. Proton configurations near ionic groups and the proton energies. (From Ref. 136.)
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describes the interaction between a proton with charge e and the external electric
field E; Rl;m is the distance between the left edge of the chain and the
corresponding potential well (l; m).

In the case of a symmetric system, some parameters are reduced to the
following: $A # $B # $; eA # eB # ~e, and wA # wB # ~w.

There exist 22N many-particle states in a chain with N bonds, namely,
jri #j n1;a; . . . ; nN;bi, where nk;m # f0; 1g is the number of protons in the
position m # fa; bg in the lth bond. In this case the Hamiltonian expressed in
terms of the Hubbard operators Xr;r0 # jrihr0j acting on the basis jri decomposed
into $2N ( 1& pairs that correspond to the various values of the proton number
n #

P

l;m nl;m # 0; 1; . . . ; 2N:

H # H0 2 H1 2 ! ! ! 2 H2N $126&

The eigenvalues of these Hamiltonians give the energy spectrum of the
system studied. Short-range proton correlations and a strong Coulomb inter-
action between protons in a bond could result in the equilibrium distribution of
protons without high-energy proton configurations [138]. Similarly, the
Hubbard-type interaction can also be excluded. Let us write, for example, the
basis for jri for N # 2:

c0;a # X1;2 ( X3;6 ( X4;7 ( X5;8 ( X9;12 ( X10;13 ( X11;14 ( X15;16

c1;a # X1;4 % X2;7 % X3;9 ( X5;11 ( X6;12 % X8;14 % X10;15 ( X13;16

c0;b # X1;3 % X2;6 ( X4;9 ( X5;10 % X7;12 % X8;13 ( X11;15 % X14;16

c1;b # X1;5 % X2;8 % X3;10 % X4;11 ( X6;13 ( X7;14 ( X9;15 % X12;16

$127&

The Hamiltonian decomposes into five terms:

H # H0
2 2 H1

2 2 H2
2 2 H3

2 2 H4
2 $128&

where

H0
2 # a02 ! 1̂ $129&

H1
2 # $$b% a& ( E$Ma (Mab&&X2;2 (MaE$X3;3 % X4;4&

( $$b% a& % E$Ma (Mab&&X5;5 ( $$X2;3 ( X3;2&

( $$X4;5 ( X5;4& ( $rot$X3;4 ( X4;3& ( a12 ! 1̂ $130&
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H2
2 # *U ( V ( E$2Ma (Mab&+X6;6 (Mab$X7;7 % X10;10&

( $b% a&X8;8 ( *J % $b% a&+X9;9 ( $$X8;10 ( X5;4&

( $$X9;10 ( X10;9& ( $rot$X6;7 ( X7;6&

( $rot$X10;11 ( X11;10& ( a22 ! 1̂ $131&

H3
2 # *U ( J % $b% a& ( E$Ma (Mab&+X12;12 ( $U ( EMa&X13;13

( $U % EMa&X14;14 ( *U ( J % $b% a& % E$Ma (Mab&+X15;15

( $$X12;13 ( X13;12& ( $$X14;15 ( X15;14&

( $rot$X13;14 ( X14;13& ( a32 ! 1̂ $132&

H4
2 # $2U ( J&X16;16 ( a42 ! 1̂

Here $b% a& # $~w% ~e& % $e% w0& is the difference between energies of proton
configurations at the first and last ionic groups (A and B) and an internal potential
well (C). The value a22 # ~w( ~e( e determines the energy of domain walls at the
ends of the chain (due to the fact that the boundary of the chain is characterized
by other parameters than the internal part). The other parameters aji are the
following:

a02 # a22 % $~w% ~e& % $e% w0&

a12 # a22 % $~w% ~e&

a32 # a22 ( $~w% ~e&

a42 # a22 ( $~w% ~e& ( $e% w0&

The parameter J # w( w0 % 2e is the effective short-range interaction between
the protons near an ionic group; Ma # %eRa, Mab # %eRab, where Ra is the
distance between the ionic group and the neighboring potential well and Rab is
the distance between two neighboring wells of the double minimum potential.
Note that for a chain with any finite number of N, the corresponding Hamiltonian
can be written in the same way.

The equation for eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian (126)

X

r0

hrjHjr0iurr0 # lmurm $134&

allows one to obtain the energy spectrum of the system.
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The dielectric susceptibility w of proton subsystem can be expressed via the
Green function

w$o& # % 2p
"h
hhP j Piio $135&

where P # %e
P

l;m Rl;mnl;m is the operator of electric dipole momentum of
protons in the chain. The Hamiltonian represented on the basis j~ri #

P

r urr0 jr0i
has the diagonal form

~H #
X

p

lp~Xp;p $136&

where the operator ~Xp;p is determined by the unitary transformation of Hubbard
operators Xp;p,

Xr;r0 #
X

m;n
u0rm~X

m;nunr0 $137&

The equation of motion of the operator ~Xm;n is the following:

i"h
q
qt

~Xm;n # *~Xm;n; ~H+t # $ln % lm&~Xm;n # lnm~Xm;n $138&

This allows the determination of the susceptibility of the proton subsystem,

w$o& #
X

m<n
2~P2

mnlnm
h~Xmm % ~Xnni
$"ho&2 % l2nm

$139&

where the operator of dipole moment constructed on the basis jr0i is equal to

~Pmn #
X

l;l0
umlhljPjl0iu0l0n $140&

and the average occupation number of state jmi is defined as

h~Xmmi # e%blm
P

n e
%bln

$141&

The energy spectrum and the susceptibility, for instance, for a short chain
with the number of ions N # 2 and two protons (n # 2) in the two hydrogen
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bonds have been calculated in Ref. 135. In this case the system studied is
described by the Hamiltonian (131) and the corresponding eigenvalues are

l1;2 #
1

2
$U ( V ' q%& ( E$Ma (Mab& ( a22

l3 # $b% a& ( a22

l4 # J % $b% a& ( a22

l5;6 #
1

2
$U ( V ' q(& % E$Ma (Mab& ( a22

$142&

where

q' #
####################################################

$U ( V - 2EMa&2 ( 4$2
rot

q

$143&

The examination of the spectrum (142) as a function of $rot that features
the proton’s orientational motion and at E # 0 shows that the behavior of
the system is specified by two regimes. At $rot < $0

rot, where $
0
rot # f$b% a&2%

$U ( V& $b% a&g1=2, the ground state corresponds to the location of the domain
wall in the center of the chain when the protons are found in potential wells
near the outer ionic groups A and B. At $rot > $0

rot one of the protons is loca-
lized at an internal ion. The appropriate static susceptibility at low temperature
becomes

w #
0; $rot < $0

rot

2M2
a

q 1% U2

q2

, -

; $rot > $0
rot

(

$144&

Numerical calculations performed for the system N # n # 2, N # n # 3, and
N # n # 4 have shown [135] that w as a function of $rot is smoothed in the
vicinity of $0

rot and that the value of $0
rot shifts to the low frequency region with

the increase of N.
The statistical sum for the considering system (N # n # 2) is equal to

Z # e%$b%a&=kBT ( e%$J%$b%a&&=kBT ( 2e%$U(V&=2kBT

) e%E$Ma(Mab&=kBTcosh
q%

2kBT
( eE$Ma(Mab&=kBTcosh

q(
2kBT

$ %

$145&

The average dipole moment is obtained from expression (145)

hPi # % qF
qE

$146&
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where the free energy is given by

F # % ln Z

kBT
$147&

Explicitly,

hPi # %2
e%$U(V&=2kBT

Z
fe%E$Ma(Mab&=kBTx% % eE$Ma(Mab&=kBTx(g $148&

x' # $Ma (Mab&cosh
q'

2kBT
(Ma

U ( V - 2EMa

q'
sinh

q'
2kBT

$149&

Expressions from (145) to (149) allows one to obtain the analytical expression
for the static susceptibility,

w$E& # e%$U(V&=2kBT

Z2
fe%E$Ma(Mab&=kBTx%%eE$Ma(Mab&=kBTx(g2

( e%$U(V&=2kBT

Z
fe%E$Ma(Mab&=kBTZ% % eE$Ma(Mab&=kBTZ(g $150&

where

Z' # 2

kBT
$Ma (Mab&2 %M2

a

U ( V - 2EMa

q'

$ %2

cosh
q'

2kBT

% 4
M2

a

q'
1% U ( V - 2EMa

q'

$ %2
" #

sinh
q'

2kBT
$151&

Expressions (142), (148), and (150) allow the consideration of the energy
spectrum, the dipole moment, and the susceptibility on the field strength E. A
numerical inspection of the spectrum performed in Ref. 135 has shown that the
ground state is reconstructed at E # E2 # $U ( V&=2Ma. The transfer of all the
protons along the field to an appropriate edge of the chain induces D defects at
this edge, and consequently L defects appear at the opposite edge. This changes
the inclination of the dipole moment hPi as a function of E just at E # E2. An
anomaly of susceptibility w$E& appears at E # E2 as well. Besides, it has been
concluded that the motion of protons along the chain under an electric field is
very sensitive to the value of $rot. In the general case, the peculiar value E2

depends on the number of ions in the chain [135],

E2 #
U ( V

2$N % 1&Ma
$152&
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The appearance of high-energy proton configurations, D and L defects, has
occurred at E > E2, which is caused by the increasing the dipole moment of the
proton subsystem with the gain of the number of hydrogen bonds.

The motion of L defects has been treated in detail in the case N # 3 and
n # N % 1. The energy spectrum as a function of $rot has been obtained
analytically at E # 0 and $ # 0. Two peculiarities have been found in the
spectrum at the parameters $$1&

rot # %$b% a& and $$2&
rot # %$b% a&=$

###

2
p

% 1&.
The rearrangement of the spectrum influences the behavior of the susceptibility:
w$$rot& decreases with $rot > $$2&

rot , and this takes place at the arbitrary number
of hydrogen bonds. With the increase of the number of hydrogen bonds, the
distance between $$1&

rot and $$2&
rot becomes smaller. Applying an external field

leads to the proton transfer along the field and the migration of an L defect in the
opposite direction. Thus an L defect is localized at the left edge of the chain, and
all the protons occupy the right potential wells in the remaining $N % 1& double-
well potentials. In other words, the protons are ordered and therefore the left
domain wall should appear between the first bond with an L defect and the
second left bond. Meanwhile the right domain wall is formed at the right edge;
that is, a D defect is created at the right edge of the chain. By the estimation
[135], D and L defects may be realized at value E, which decreases with the
growing the number of hydrogen bonds.

As an example of an object with more than one L defect, the chain with N
hydrogen bonds and only one proton has been studied [135]. They have
considered the energy spectrum as a function of the field E at the fitted
parameters $b% a&;$;$0;Ma;Mab and various values of $rot. The susceptibility
falls within two regions that are specified by $rot < %$b% a& and
$rot > %$b% a&. The $N % 1& energy levels form the energy band with the
increase of N. A peculiarity revealed in the behavior of hPi and w at
$rot > %$b% a& has been related to the motion of a delocalized proton from the
inner hydrogen bond toward the outer bond along the applied field.

B. Proton Ordering Model

A number of hydrogen-containing compounds, such as lithium hydrazium
sulfate Li(N2H5)SO4 (LiHzS), tri-ammonium hydrogen disulfate (NH4)3H(SO4)2
(TAHS), and others, exhibit an anisotropy of the protonic electrical conductivity
s at temperatures T 3 300 K: along the c axis the sc is about 10

3 larger than in
the perpendicular directions [29,30]. This effect is stipulated by long hydrogen-
bonded chains that spread along the c axis along the whole crystal. Thus the
relatively large sc is caused by the motion of protons along hydrogen-bonded
chains. The large proton mobility of ice is explained by the net of hydrogen
bonds [140]. The comparatively high proton conductivity was observed also in
proton-conducting proteins [141–143], which also connected with proton
transfer along the hydrogen-bonded chains.
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Having understood the microscopic mechanism of the motion of protons in
the hydrogen-bonded network and along the hydrogen-bonded chain, we should
know first the behavior of the proton subsystem in the aforementioned
compounds. The compounds are characterized by the complicated structure of
the primitive cell, and many of them possess typical ferroelectric properties
caused by the presence of hydrogen bonds. Experimental studies (see, e.g., Refs.
144 and 145) specify a significant role of the proton subsystem in proton
superionic phase transitions in a group of crystals M3H(XO4)2 (where M#K,
Rb, Cs, MH4; X# Se, S), which indicates the prime importance of the
consideration of a hydrogen bond network and its rearrangement at the number
of phase transitions of the crystals [42]. For instance, the structural X-ray
studies [146,147] revealed the following phase transition sequence in the
(NH4)3H(SeO4)2 crystal [42]: superionic phase I (with trigonal symmetry R"3m),
superionic phase II (space group R"3), ferroelastic phase III (triclinic symmetry
C"1 or P"1, with small deviations from monoclinic), ferroelastic phase IV
(monoclinic symmetry Cc) with the transition temperatures 332 K, 302 K,
275 K, 181 K, and 101 K, respectively.

In a series of works by Salejda and Dzhavadov [148] and Stasyuk et al. [38–
42], a microscopic description of the phase transitions in (NH4)3H(SeO4)2 has
been proposed. The results obtained have been compared with those obtained
from the Landau phenomenological theory. The original Hamiltonian has been
presented in a bilinear form

Hint #
1

2

X

m;m0; f ; f 0
'ff 0$mm0&nm f nm0f 0 $153&

where nmf # 0 or 1 is the occupation number of a proton in position f of unit cell
m; 'ff 0$mm0& denotes the energy of pair interaction. The Hamiltonian of the
proton subsystem includes, in addition to expression (153), the sum of single-
particle energies

H0 #
X

m; f

$E % m&nmf $154&

The chemical potential m of the proton subsystem at the given number of protons
is determined from condition

X

m; f

"nmf # "n $155&

where "n is the number of protons per unit cell, which for (NH4)3 !H(SeO4)2-type
crystals one can put "n # 1. In the mean-field approximation

HMF # U0 (
X

m; f

gf $m&nmf (
X

m; f

$E % m&nmf $156&
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where

U0 # % 1

2

X

m;m0; f ; f 0
'ff 0$mm0&"nmf "nm0f 0 $157&

we obtain

gf $m& #
X

m0; f 0
'ff 0$mm0&"nm0f 0 $158&

The statistical sum Z and thermodynamic potential $ for the system with the
Hamiltonian (156) are defined as

Z # Tr e%HMF=kBT #
Y

m; f

X

nf#f0;1g
e%$gf $m&(E%m&nm=kBTe%U0=kBT $159&

$ # %kBT ln Z # U0 % kBT
X

m; f

ln$1( e%$gf $m&(E%m&=kBT& $160&

Thus, the mean number of protons per unit cell obeys the Fermi–Dirac
statistics

"nmf # $e$gf $m&(E%m&=kBT ( 1&%1 $161&

Let us now represent the mean number of protons "nmf as follows:

"nmf #
1

3
"n( d"nmf $162&

where d"nmf is the deviation from the mean proton occupation number. The three
components can be represented in the form [38]

d"nm1 #
1
###

2
p ueik3Rm ( 1

###

6
p n

d"nm2 # % 1
###

2
p ueik3Rm ( 1

###

6
p n

d"nm3 # % 2
###

6
p n

$163&

The presentation (163) makes it possible to obtain the observed occupations of
proton positions ("nm1 # 1; "nm2 # 0; "nm3 # 0 or "nm1 # 0; "nm2 # 1; "nm3 # 0) for
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the saturation values of order parameters u and n: u # '1=
###

2
p

and n # 1=
###

6
p

,
where

u # ' 1
###

2
p hnm1 % nm2i; n # 1

###

6
p hnm1 ( nm2 % 2nm3i $164&

The resulting orderings are induced by the irreducible representation Ag$t1&
of the wave vector group Gki as well as by the representation Eg$t3 ( t5& of the
point group Gk7#0. Indeed, in a general case the deviation can be written as

d"n1 #
1
###

2
p *u3eik3Rm % u2e

ik2Rm + ( 1

3
$Z( !&

d"n2 #
1
###

2
p *u1eik1Rm % u3e

ik3Rm + ( 1

3
$e2Z( e!&

d"n3 #
1
###

2
p *u2eik2Rm % u1e

ik1Rm + ( 1

3
$eZ( e2!&

$165&

where e # ei2p=3; the variables

Z # "n1 ( e"n2 ( e2"n3
! # "n1 ( e2"n2 ( e"n3

$166&

are transformed according to the Eg representation under point group operations.
Setting

Z # jZjeic; ! # jZje%ic $167&

we obtain

Z( ! # 2jZjcosc

e2Z( e! # 2jZjcos c% 2p
3

$ %

eZ( e2! # 2jZjcos c% 4p
3

$ %

$168&

The choice jZj #
########

3=2
p

n;c # 1
3p; p; 1

3p
. /

corresponds to the orientation states
with vectors k3 # 1

2b3; k1 #
1
2b1, and k2 # 1

2b2, respectively.
The same proton occupation in each unit cell occurs in phase IV. Hence the

change in symmetry of the proton distribution in phase IV, in comparison with
phase II, may be formally connected with one of irreducible representations of
group Gk#0, if only the proton subsystem is taken into account.
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For the basis (n1; n2; n3), only a two-dimensional irreducible representation
Eg becomes suitable. In this case the expressions for the deviations dnf can be
derived from Eqs. (165) with restriction to uniform terms. The values jZj # 1
and c # 0; 2

3p;
2
3p correspond to three orientation states with nmf # (1,0,0),

(0,1,0), (0,0,1), respectively. Thus, Eqs. (165) for the deviations of proton
occupation numbers include the cases of all three phases (II, III, and IV). The
representation of dnf in the form of Eqs. (163) allows one to describe not only
the ordering to an orientation state with vector k3 of phase III (at u 6# 0 and
n 6# 0), but also the ordering with nmf # $0; 0; 1& for phase IV (with u # 0;
n 6# 0 and saturation value n # %2=

###

6
p

).
Equations (163) allow one to derive equations for the proton mean

occupation numbers and thermodynamic functions in the mean-field approx-
imation. Substituting variables d"nmi where i # 1; 2; 3 into Eqs. (157)–(159),
we get

g1$m& # g0 ( an( beik3Rmu

g2$m& # g0 ( an% beik3Rmu

g3$m& # g0 % 2an

$169&

Here

g0 #
1

3
"n
X

f 0

'ff 0$0&

a # 1
###

6
p *j11$0& % j12$0&+

b # 1
###

2
p *j11$k3& % j12$k3&+

$170&

where the following designation is used:

jff 0$k& #
X

m0

'ff 0$mm0& eik!$Rm%Rm0 & $171&

which is the Fourier transform of the proton interaction matrix. Then instead of
expression (157) we have

U0 # %N

2
g0 %

N

2

###

6
p

an2 % N

2

###

2
p

bu2 $172&

The symbols u and n here play the role of proton order parameters. Then the
thermodynamic equilibrium conditions q$=q"nmf # 0 and qF=q"nmf # 0 are
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rewritten with respect to the parameters u and n as follows:

q
qu

1

N
F

$ %

# 0;
q
qn

1

N
F

$ %

# 0 $173&

With the explicit form of the free energy F as a function of order parameters
u and n,

1

N
F # 1

N
U0 % kBT ln 1( 1

y
e%$an(bu&=kBT

$ %!

( ln 1( 1

y
e%$an%bu&=kBT

$ %

( ln 1( 1

y
e2an=kBT

$ %"

( m"n $174&

where y # e$E%m(g0&=kBT , one derives the following equations for u and n:

u # 1
###

2
p 1

ye$an(bu&=kBT ( 1
% 1

ye$an%bu&=kBT ( 1

! "

n # 1
#####

26
p 1

ye$an(bu&=kBT ( 1
% 1

ye$an%bu&=kBT ( 1
% Z

ye%2an=kBT ( 1

! "

$175&

The parameter y is deduced from the equation

1

ye$an(bu&=kBT ( 1
% 1

ye$an%bu&=kBT ( 1
% Z

ye%2an=kBT ( 1
# "n $176&

which follows from Eq. (161). For the sake of simplicity, let "n # 1. The solution
to Eqs. (175) and (176) and the analysis of extrema of the function F has been
performed numerically [38]. It has been found that a first-order transition to
phase IV takes place at b #

###

3
p

a with u # 0 and n 6# 0. At b >
###

3
p

a a transition
to the ordered state corresponding to phase III with u 6# 0 and n 6# 0 occurs.
Tricritical takes place at $b=a&c # 2:07 and Tc # 0:65a when the transition to
phase III changes from first to second. At b=a # $b=a&0 #

###

3
p

all three absolute
minima of free energy coexist (at T < Tc) having equal depth.

C. Proton Conductivity at the Superionic Phase Transitions

The rearrangement of the hydrogen-bonded network at the superionic phase
transitions studied in the framework of the lattice-gas-type model, which has
been described in the previous subsection, makes it possible to evaluate the main
aspects of proton conductivity in the mentioned compounds.
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Let us treat the proton dynamics starting from the modified Hamiltonian
(153), that is [149,150],

Hint #
1

2

X

m;m0; f ; f 0
'ff 0$mm0&nm f nm0 f 0 % m

X

m; f

nm f $177&

where nmf # f0; 1g is the proton occupation number for position f in the
primitive unit cell with the coordinate Rm, 'ff 0$mm0& is the energy of proton
interactions, and m denotes the chemical potential that determines the average
proton concentration.

The formation of a hydrogen bond induces the deformation of the XO4 group
[151–153], which leads to the shortening of the distance between the vertex
oxygens O$2&0 and O$2&00. In its turns, this localizes the proton, resulting in the
typical polaron effect described in Section II.C. Thus the appearance of the
polaron means the increase of the activation energy for the bond breaking and
the hopping of the proton to another localized position in the lattice.

The potential energy of the oxygen subsystem in the harmonic approxima-
tion is given by expression

f # f0 (
X

m;m0

X

k;k0

X

a;b

fab$mk;m0k0&ua$mk&ub$m0k0& $178&

where k # 1; 2 is the sublattice number of the mth unit cell and the force
constants

fab$mk;m0k0& #
q2

qua$mk&qub$m0k0&

+

+

+

+

0

$179&

The matrices fab$mk;m0k0& for the M3H(X04)2 class of crystals are represented
as follows [149]:

f$m1;m( a1; 2& #
a c

c a( 2=
###

3
p

$ %

f$m1;m( a2; 2& #
a %c

%c a( 2=
###

3
p

$ %

f$m1;m( a3; 2& #
a(

###

3
p

c c

c a% 2=
###

3
p

 !

f$mk;mk& #
h 0

0 h

$ %

$180&
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If we consider only displacements of the O(2) oxygens in (x,y)-plane, we gain the
dynamic matrix

D$k& # D11 D12

D21 D22

$ %

$181&

where

D12 #
a$eika1 ( eika2& ( $a(

###

3
p

c&eika3 c$eika1 % eika2&
c$eika1 % eika2& $a( 2

###

3
p

c&$eika1 ( eika2&
($a%

###

3
p

c&eika3

0

B

@

1

C

A

D11$k& # D22$k& #
h 0

0 h

$ %

; D21$k& # D12$%k&

$182&

Thus the determination of the normal vibration modes is reduced to the
evaluation of the vibration frequencies and polarization vectors of the matrix
D$k&. For instance, in the case k # 0 we have

o1=3$0& # h( $3a(
###

3
p

c&; o2=4$0& # h% $3a(
###

3
p

c& $183&

u1 #
1
###

2
p

1

0

1

0

0

B

B

B

@

1

C

C

C

A

; u2 #
1
###

2
p

0

%1

0

1

0

B

B

B

@

1

C

C

C

A

u3 #
1
###

2
p

0

1

0

1

0

B

B

B

@

1

C

C

C

A

; u4 #
1
###

2
p

%1

0

1

0

0

B

B

B

@

1

C

C

C

A

$184&

The solutions (183) and (184) point to the existence of the two different types (in-
and antiphase) of the oxygen vibrations with different frequencies.

The change of the proton potential on the hydrogen bond caused by the
antiphase vibrations of the oxygens results in the shortening of the bond length.
Hence the modes j # 2 and j # 4 are treated as having the coordinates of
polarization vectors u2 and u4 approximated by their values at k # 0. Thus the
interaction of the protons with the oxygen vibrations can be represented in the
second quantization form

Hpr-ph #
X

m; f

X

k; j

tmf $kj&$b̂kj ( b̂(kj&nmf $185&
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where b̂(kj$b̂kj& is the Bose operator of phonon creation (annihilation) in the jth
branch with the wave vector k. The coefficients tmf $kj& are given in Ref. 150. The
vibration energy of the oxygen subsystem is

Hph #
X

k; j

"hoj$k&b̂(kjb̂kj $186&

Neglecting the intrabond proton potential, the proton transport process is
considered as the dynamical breaking and formation of the hydrogen bonds
connected to the HXO4 ionic group rotations. This signifies that the tunneling
integral is presented as follows [149]:

Htun # $rot

X

m; f 6#f 0

fâ(mf âmf 0 ( â(m(af%af 0 ; f
âmf 0 g( h:c: $187&

Here â(mf $âmf & is the operator of proton creation (annihilation) in a position that is
characterized by indices m and f defined above. $rot is the transfer integral that
describes the interbond proton hopping as a quantum tunneling. Once again we
would like to emphasize that the parameter $rot does not characterized the direct
overlapping of the wave functions of protons located at the nearest sites. $rot is
associated with the rotational motion of ion groups, which in the first approxi-
mation one can consider as a proton ‘‘tunneling’’ of some sort.

Applying the canonical transformation ~H # eiSHe%iS used in the theory of
small polaron (see, e.g., Ref. 88), we obtain instead of the Hamiltonians (185)–
(187)

~H # %~m
X

m; f

nmf (
1

2

X

m;m0; f ; f 0

~'ff 0$mm0&nmf nm0f 0

(
X

k; j

"hoj$k&b̂(kjb̂kj ( ~Htun $188&

~Htun # $rot

X

m; f 6#f 0

fâ(mf âmf 0Xff 0$mm&

( â(m(af%af 0 ; f
âmf 0Xff 0$m( af % af 0 ;m&g( h:c: $189&

Here the band narrowing factor is

Xff 0$mm0& # e
%
P

k; j
(tff 0 $mm0;kj&$b̂kj(b̂(kj&="hoj$k&

(tff 0$mm0;kj& # tmf $kj& % tm0f 0$kj&
$190&
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the proton chemical potential is

~m # m(
X

k; j

jtmf $kj&j2

"hoj$k&
$191&

and the proton energy renormalized due to the polaron shift is

~'ff 0$mm0& # 'ff 0$mm0& % 2
X

k; j

tmf $kj&tm0f 0$%kj&
"hoj$k&

$192&

Proton conductivity of the systems studied has been considered in the
framework of the Kubo linear response theory [154], i.e., the conductivity has
been written as

s$o; T& # 1

V

'1

0

dtei$o(ie&t
'1

0

dlhJ$t % i"hl&J$0&i $193&

here V is the effective volume of the crystal studied, the proton current is given
by

J # e

i"h
*H; x+ # e$rot

i"h

X

m

X

f 6#f 0

Rff 0 *â(mf âmf 0Xff 0$mm&

( â(m(af%af 0 ;f
âmf 0Xff 0$m( af % af 0 ;m&+ ( h:c: $194&

where x #
P

m; f nmf rmf is the proton polarization operator and the vector con-
nected the centers of hydrogen bonds is equal to Rff 0 # Rff 0$mm& # rmf% rmf 0 .

Using the procedure with the deformation of integration counter in the
complex plane proposed in Ref. 155, Pavlenko and Stasyuk [149,150] have
arrived at the following result:

s$o& # e2$2
rot

"h2
2
###

p
p

V

sinh$"ho=2kBT&
"ho=2

e%5E0=$12kBT&

) ~t
X

f ; f 0
R2

ff 0"nf $1% "nf 0&e"haff 0=$2kBT&e%t2$o(aff 0 &
2

$195&

where aff 0 # '0$1% "nf ( "nf 0&=2"h and

'0 # '12$m;m( a1 % a2& # '12$m;m( a1 % a3& # '12$m;m( a1 % a3&

are the interaction energy matrix elements presented in the approximation of
nearest neighbors.
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The activation energy has the form

Eff 0

a # 5

12
E0 %

1

4
'0 ! $1% "nf ( "nf 0& (

3

80
'2

0 ! $1% "nf ( "nf 0&2=E0 $196&

which includes the contribution from different transfer processes. The first term
in expression (196) is the typical polaronic part, and the next two terms are
caused by the interproton interaction and proton ordering. Eff 0

a changes with the
temperature T as the proton ordering "nf is a function of T.

The temperature dependence of the different phonon-activated transfer
processes is defined by the redistribution of proton occupancies "nj of three
sublattices ( j # 1; 2; 3). For example, in the web-superionic phase the
hydrogen-bonded network is disordered, and that is why the system is
exemplified by only one activation energy, E0

a # 5
12E0 % 1

4'0 ( 3
80'

2
0=E0.

At low temperature, in phase III the saturation is realized (or "n2 # 1 and
"n1 # "n3 # 0); in this case, E23

a # 5
12E0 % 1

4'0 ( 3
80'

2
0=E0 and E12

a # E13
a # 5

12E0,
which typically holds for the strong polaron effect. In phase IV, the ordering
features the components "n3 # 1 and "n1 # "n2 # 0, and then the activation energy
is E31

a # E32
a # 5

12E0. Therefore, in ordered phases, the activation energy is
always higher than in the superionic phase that agrees with the experiments
[155,156].

A numerical calculation of the conductivity (195) has been performed in
Refs. 149 and 150 at different sets of parameters. The energy of activation
estimated in Ref. 149 varied from 0.288 to 0:32) 10%19 J, while the
experimentally obtained value was approximately 0:48 ! 10%19 J. The better fit
to the experimental data as mentioned in Ref. 149 could be possible if the
additional short-range proton correlations would be taken into account.

Short-range proton correlations have been introduced in the starting
Hamiltonian in Ref. 150; that is, the Hubbard operators describing the energy
of the hydrogen bond configuration with two possible protons have entered a
new term in the total Hamiltonian of the system studied, namely,

J
X

m; f

$Xab
mf ( Xba

mf & $197&

where J is the usual resonance integral that has been added to the term that
described the reorientational ‘‘tunneling’’ motion of protons (187). Xab

mf # jpimf
hqjmf are the projection Hubbard operators, constructed on states

j0imf # j00imf $there is no hydrogen bond&
jaimf # j10imf $proton is in the left well&
jbimf # j01imf $proton is in the right well&

$198&
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In particular, this allows the representation of the operators of occupation of
hydrogen bonds through the Hubbard operators

nmf # Xaa
mf ( Xbb

mf $199&

The numerical estimate [150] of the proton conductivity (195) derived in
the framework of the model described above is in good agreement with the
experimental results. This is the direct theoretical justification of the
experimentalists’ remark [152,153,157] that the reorientation of ion groups
should assist the proton transport in some superionic conductors.

D. Polaronic Conductivity Along a Hydrogen-Bonded Chain

In Section A, we have already considered the approach that includes the
movement of two types of faults: ionic state (positive or/and negative) and
Bjerrum faults. It has been suggested (see also, e.g., Refs. 158–160) that the drift
of the ionic state (i.e., strictly speaking, an excess proton or proton hole) along
the ordering chain changes the polarization of each site and therefore changes the
polarization of the whole chain.

Thus, for the motion of the next state along the chain it is necessary to
repolarize the chain into its initial state, which can be achieved by Bjerrum-fault
transfer. The semiphenomenological theory of proton transfer along the
hydrogen-bonded chain of the ice-like structure, developed in Ref. 161,
includes the influence of longitudinal acoustic vibrations of the chain sites on
the proton subsystem. Reference 162, in which the dynamics of the ionic state
formation in the hydrogen-bonded chains is considered, resembles roughly
Ref. 161.

One more approach based on the small polaron concept regarding the
description of the motion of protons along a hydrogen-bonded chain, which
allows the detailed calculation of the proton electric conductivity, was proposed
in Refs. 163–165. In Ref. 163 the ionic state transfer along the weak hydrogen-
bonded chain was treated. In that paper, expressions for the proton current
density are derived in the small polaron model with allowance for the strong
ionic coupling with intrasite vibrations of the nearest-neighbor A%%H groups,
n$AH& 4 1014 Hz (the weak coupling slightly decreases the A%%H group
longitudinal vibrations frequency, it is characterized by a large equilibrium
distance A ! ! !A, 0:29 nm 5 rA...A 5 0:34 nm [166], and, therefore, the proton is
strongly localized in the potential well near one of the A atoms). However, as
was mentioned in Ref. 167 (see also Ref. 3), the necessary reason for the proton
transfer in the hydrogen-bonded chain was the large proton polarizability of
hydrogen bonds. This polarizability is typical for the strong hydrogen bonds,
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which are specified by Ref. 167: (i) a considerable drop of the longitudinal
vibrations n $AH& from 6) 1013 Hz to 3) 1012 Hz in comparison with the
previous mentioned 1014 Hz; (ii) a short equilibrium distance A. . .A,
0:25 nm 5 rA...A 5 0:28 nm; and (iii) a small height of the energy barrier
between two wells, Ew . hn0 (n0 " 1014 Hz, the proton frequency in an
isolated well). The consequence of the above-mentioned facts is the proton
delocalization and the appearance of optical polarization vibrations of it in the
hydrogen bond with frequency n # $3:6 to 6& ) 1012 Hz 4 kBT=h, where
T 4 300 K. These conditions have been well known for many years (see, e.g.,
Ref. 168). Besides, numerical calculations by Scheiner [168] show that in a
chain with the number of bonds exceeding four, the influence of marginal
effects upon the excess proton located on the middle molecule can almost be
neglected.

Let us suppose that the strong hydrogen-bonded chain is absolutely ordered
either by a strong external electric field E or by the asymmetrical arrangement
of side bonds (Fig. 8). Then we assume that thermally activated structural
defects in a hydrogen-bonded chain (like those in ice) are practically excluded
(in the similar structure system—that is, ice—the concentration of Bjerrum
faults is 5)10%7 per molecule H2O, and the concentration of ions is 10%12 per
molecule H2O [159]).

Let us consider the migration of a charge carrier—that is, of an ionic state (an
excess proton or a proton hole)—assuming that the chain does not change the
polarization after a charge carrier has passed along it (Fig. 9). This is true if,
firstly, the charge carrier lifetime t0 on the lth site considerably exceeds the time
dt required for hopping from the neighboring (l% 1)th site, and, secondly,
the initial polarization recovers on the (l% 1)th site for times less than or of the
order of t0. Such an approach assumes that the Bjerrum fault, which follows the
ionic state, is removed by the repolarization of the (l% 1)th site before an ionic
state can pass to the next site. This Bjerrum-fault turning can be caused by
electrical momenta of the neighboring ordered A%%H chain groups. If we treat
the case of a strong longitudinal field E (for instance, E # 107 to 108 V/m), the

Figure 8. Chain of hydrogen bonds in longitudinal electric field E;6 is atom A, where A#O,
N, F; * is H; ----- is hydrogen bond;——is covalent bond.
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initial polarization of the A%%H ! ! !A complex broken in the neighborhood of the
ion recovers both under the influence of the large total polarization of other
ordered chain links and under the influence of the field itself. The fact that the
total polarization of the ordered chains is large in the electric field is a
consequence of the strong polarizability of hydrogen bonds. The latter, if we
neglect the coupling of separate O%%H ! ! !O complexes, was shown in earlier
works by Zundel and collaborators [169,170]. They demonstrated that in field
E # 107 to 108 V/m the strong hydrogen bond polarizability is of the order of
10%28 m3. This value exceeds the polarizability of the isolated (H3O)

( ion and
water molecules by 102 times.

Thus in view of the aforementioned reasons, for times t 3 t0 we can ignore
the local changes of the chain polarization while an ionic state moves along it,
and imagine the latter as is shown in Fig. 9.

Positive
ion

Negative
ion

(a)

(b)

l ! 1 l + 1l

l ! 1l + 1 l

Figure 9. (a) Ionic state (%) moves to the right; this corresponds to the motion of the chain
protons to the left. (b) Ionic state (() moves to the left; this corresponds to the movement of chain
protons to the left, too.
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In the small concentration of charge carriers the hydrogen-bonded chain
Hamiltonian can be written as

H # H0 ( H1 ( Htun $200&

H0 #
X

l

Eâ(l âl (
X

q

"ho0$q& b̂(q b̂q (
1

2

$ %

%
X

l;q

"ho0$q&â(l âl*ul$q&b̂
(
q ( u0l $q&b̂q+ $201&

Htun #
X

l;m

J$Rm&â(l(mâl $202&

where E is the quasi-particle energy in the site; â(l $âl& is the charge carrier
creation (annihilation) Fermi operator in the lth site; b̂(q $b̂q& is the optical
phonon creation (annihilation) Bose operator with momentum q and frequency
o0$q&; the tunneling Hamiltonian operator (202) is taken as perturbance; J$Rm&
is the wave-function overlap integral of charge carriers responsible for the carrier
intersite hopping;

ul$q& # N%1=2eiqRl *u1e%iqg ( u0 ( u2e
iqg+

is a dimensionless quantity characterizing the displacement of protons in the
nearest-neighbor (l% 1)th and (l( 1)th sites (as well as that of the lth site, in the
case when the carrier is an excess proton) due to polarization of carrier
interaction with the proton vibrations on the hydrogen bonds to the left (to the
right) of it; u0 is a constant responsible for the carrier interaction with the lth
site proton (in case when the charge carrier is a proton hole, then u0 1 0); g is the
chain constant; Rl # lg, where l is the site index; and N is the number of chain
sites.

The operator H2 introduced in expression (200) corresponds to a possible
optical and acoustical phonon interaction in the chain (this is because AH
groups of which the chain is constructed would be treated as external, and then
the entire compound governs the behavior of the A atoms embedded in the
chain; see also the next subsection). In the adiabatic approximation, it is
expressed in the following way:

H2 #
X

k

"hoac$k& B̂(
k B̂k (

1

2

$ %

( "hw
X

l;k;q

nl*ul$q&b̂(q ( u0l $q&b̂q+*"l$k&B̂
(
k ( "0l $k&B̂k+ $203&
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where the second term describes the reverse influence of displaced protons (ul$q&
value) of the (l% 1)th and (l( 1)th sites upon the ion located in the lth site which
has induced these displacements. The interaction results in the attraction of the
ion itself to the (l( 1)th site proton (Fig. 9). In expression (203), B̂(

k $B̂k& stands
for an acoustical phonon creation (annihilation) Bose operator with momentum k
and frequency oac$k&; "l$k& is the dimensionless site vibration amplitude; w is the
constant of possible interaction of acoustic and optical phonons with charged
fault (in s%1); and nl # hâ(l âli is the number of carriers in the chain (below we
put hnli # n # const).

The Hamiltonian (203) is diagonalized in the operators b̂q; B̂k by the
Bogolyubov–Tyablikov canonical transformation [171,172]. The diagonaliza-
tion results are (see Appendix C)

H # ~H0 ( Htun $204&

~H0 #
X

l

Eâ(l âl (
X

2

l#1

X

q

"h$$q& b̂(l $q&b̂l$q& (
1

2

$ %

%
X

2

a#1

X

l;q

"h$$q&â(l âl*~ual$q&b̂
(
a $q& ( ~u0al$q&b̂a$q&+ $205&

Here

$1;2$q& #
0

1

2
$o2

0$q& ( o2
ac$q&& '

1

2

!

$o2
0$q& % o2

ac$q&&
2

( 4w2n2juqj2j"qj2o2
0$q&o2

ac$q&
"1=211=2

$206&

~ual$q& # 2ul$q&

o2
0$q&

$1$q&*$1$q& ( o0$q&+
$a # 1&

$2$q& % oac$q&
wnjuqjj"qj

$a # 2&

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

$207&

where uq and "q are defined by ul$q& and "l$q&, respectively, divided by
N%1=2exp$iqRl&.

Let us note that with the variation of w from zero to the maximally
permissible value wmax # *o0$q&oac$q&+1=2=2njuqjj"qj, the frequencies $1;2$q&
change within

o0$q& < $1$q& <
##############################

o2
0$q& ( o2

ac$q&
q

; oac$q& > $2$q& > 0 $208&

wmax corresponds to $2$q& # 0.
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In the Hamiltonian (205) the operator b̂(1 $q&$b̂1$q&& describes the creation the
creation (annihilation) of an optical phonon with frequency $1$q& and takes into
account the polarizing influence of the charged fault on proton subsystem. The
operator b̂(2 $q&$b̂2$q&& corresponds to creation (annihilation) of an acoustic
phonon with frequency $2$q& relative to new equilibrium site positions; in this
case the renormalized acoustic phonons become also polarizational ones. This is
taken into account in the last term of the Hamiltonian ~H0 describing the ionic
state interaction with the new optical and acoustical vibrations of the chain.

Let us now consider the proton current in the hydrogen-bonded chain
studied. With the use of the unitary operator

S #
X

2

a#1

X

l;q

â(l âl*~ual$q&b̂(a $q& % ~u0al$q&b̂a$q&+ $209&

we perform the canonical transformation "H # e%S ~HeS, which is diagonalized
with an accuracy to terms of fourth order in the Fermi operator:

"H0 #
X

l

"Eâ(l âl (
X

2

a#1

X

q

"h$a$q& b̂(a $q&b̂a$q& (
1

2

! "

$210&

where

"E # "El # E %
X

2

a#1

X

q

$a$q&j~ual$q&j2 $211&

(the second term on the right-hand side is the so-called polaron shift). The
operator "H0 is site-diagonal and characterizes stationary states of the system, and
it resembles the small polaron Hamiltonian with allowance for "H1 # e%SH1e

S

(the Hamiltonian H1 is assumed to be a perturbation). But, since "H0 includes in
addition to polarizational also optical renormalized phonons, operator (204)—or,
more exactly "H0 ( "H1—would be more properly called Hamiltonian for a
polaron–condenson whose binding energy is defined by (211).

Let us calculate the proton current density of I due to hopping (at room
temperature). On calculating I, we apply the method based on the usage of the
statistical operator, proposed earlier by Hattori [173] for another type of
systems. Setting J$Rm& . kBT where kBT 4 300 K, with accuracy to terms of
order J2$Rm& we have for the current density

I # Tr$rE j& $212&
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The current density operator is

jE # e

Vi"h

X

l

Rlâ
(
l al;H1

" #

# e

i"h

X

l;m

J$Rm&$Rl(m % Rl&â(l(mal $213&

where V is an effective volume occupied by a carrier in the chain and the
operator rE is the density matrix (or statistical operator) correction due to the
interaction with the external field E:

rE # % i

"h

't

%1
dt exp % i

"h
$t % t&$H ( HE&

! "

*HE; r1+

) exp
i

"h
$t % t&$H ( HE&

! "

$214&

Here the field Hamiltonian is

HE # %eE
X

l

Rlâ
(
l âl $215&

and the correction to the statistical operator is

r1 # % e%
~H0=kBT

Tre%~H0=kBT

'1=kBT

0

dlel~H0Htune
%l~H0 $216&

Expression (212) is reduced to

I # E

VTre%~H0=kBT

'1

0

dt
'1=kBT

0

dlTrfe%~H0=kBTe
~H0lj$%t&e%~H0ljg $217&

j$%t& # exp % i

"h
t$~H0 ( HE&

! "

j exp
i

"h
t$~H0 ( HE&

! "

$218&

Using the invariability of the trace, we perform the canonical transformation
in expression (217) by means of quantum mechanical thermal averaging over
Fermi operators with an accuracy to terms linear in the carrier concentration,
and then averaging over the phonon bath, we obtain [165]

I # Ee2g2J2nh%2

'1

0

dt
'1=kBT

0

dl exp
i

"h
teEg

$ %

exp %2
X

l

ST ;a

 !

) exp
X

a;q
j($a&$q&j2cosech "h$a$q&

2kBT
cos t% i"h

2kBT
( i"hl

$ %

$a$q&
! "

( )

$219&
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where the constant of charge carrier (i.e., proton) coupling with optical (a # 1)
and acoustical (a # 2) phonons is

ST ;a # 1

2

X

q

j($a&$q&j2coth "h$a$q&
2kBT

$220&

j($a&$q&j2 # 4juqj2
2

N
$1% cos qg&

o4
0$q&

$2
1$q&*$1$q& ( o0$q&+2

$a # 1&

*$2$q& % oac$q&+2

w2n2juqj2j"qj2
$a # 2&

8

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

:

$221&

In view of the comparatively large mass, a proton drifting along the
hydrogen-bonded system resembles a classical particle; therefore in order to
obtain expression (219), we have performed the following simplifications. The
assumption mentioned above is that the overlap integral is J$Rm& . kBT , and
for dE # E % "E > "h$1$q& 3 "ho0$q& " kBT the inequality J$Rm& . dE is valid.
This shows that on drifting along the chain a proton hops only to neighboring
sites. Under these conditions the overlap integral is nonzero only between
nearest neighbors, J$g& # J # const. Besides, in expression (217) after aver-
aging over Fermi operators, terms with Rl(m % Rl # g are nonzero in the sums
over l and m. Let us also note that the assumed condition J . kBT enables us to
take into account the field E to practically any order in expressions (217) and
(219).

In the small polaron theory the coupling constant ST is much greater than 1,
which allows the calculation of integrals in expression (219) [165]

I # 23=2p1=2egnJ2"h%2e%
Ea
kBT

X

a;q
j($a&$q&j2$2

l $q&cosech
"h$a$q&
2kBT

" #%1=2

) sinh
egE

2kBT
exp % $egE&2

P

a;q j($a&$q&j2"h2$2
l $q&cosech

"h$a$q&
2kBT

 !

$222&

where n is the polaron concentration and the activation energy of polaron hops is

Ea #
1

kBT

X

a;q
j($a&$q&j2tanh "h$a$q&

4kBT
$223&

An analysis conducted in Ref. 165 has shown that the phonon–phonon
interaction that is described by the constant w does not virtually influence ST ;1.
However, the interaction leads to a considerable coupling of a polaron with
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acoustic phonons, and therefore the value of ST ;2 is able to reach ST ;1 (in the case
when the concentration of protons is not very small).

A hydrogen-bonded chain with no temperature-activated free charge carriers
is a dielectric. But charge carriers can be injected by the external electric field.
Such a situation corresponds to the case of space-charge-limited proton current.
A number of materials, including ice crystals—that is, a system with a
hydrogen-bonded network—exhibit stationary proton injection currents [174].
Thus the space-charge-limited proton current can be found in hydrogen-bonded
chains. To calculate the current, we start from the following equations [175]:

I # enm$E&E $224&
dE

dx
# en

e0e
$225&

where m$E& is the carrier mobility, e is dielectric constant of the system studied,
and e0 is the dielectric constant of free space. In Eqs. (224) and (225) we usually
ignore the diffusion current, because the connection of the current with the local
field is the same as that with the field average.

Let us calculate the space-charge-limited density of proton current I ! m$E&
needed for this purpose is obtained from the right-hand side of formula (222)
divided by enE. Putting en from Eq. (224) into Eq. (225), we arrive at the
differential equation

m$E0&E0 dE0 # I

e0e
dx $226&

Here 0 5 E0 5 E, where E is the applied field; 0 5 x 5 L, where L is the
screening length of the charge in the chain. The solution to Eq. (226) with
account for expression (223) is [165]

I # 25=2p1=2e0
"h2e

ekBTJ2

L
cosh

eEg

2kBT
% 1

$ %

) exp$%Ea=kBT&
P

a;q j($a&$q&j2$2
a$q&cosech

"h$a$q&
2kBT

h i1=2
$227&

The electrical conductivity s is easy defined by expression (217) or (221) for I
because, by definition, I # s$E&E.

Experimental values of conductivity sc at room temperature in the
Li(N2H5)SO4 and (NH4)3H(SO4)2 crystals (i.e., conductivity along hydrogen-
bonded chains) are equal to 0:23) 10%8 $%1 cm%1 [29] and 5) 10%8 $%1 cm%1

[30], respectively. Choosing reasonable values of three major parameters J, ST ,
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and $, we obtain [165] the same values of s by derived expressions (223) and
(227). Moreover, expressions (223) and (227) correlate well with the measured
proton conductivity of proton-conducting membrane proteins (see Refs. 33
and 34).

E. The Anharmonicity Influence

In complex compounds including proton-conducting proteins the hydrogen-
bonded chain is formed by means of AH groups, the position of which is rather
rigidly fixed by the side chemical bonds. Therefore the distances between the
sites (AH groups) and, thus, the chain rigidity appear to be functions of external
parameters—that is, thermostat functions. In other words, if we neglect a
comparatively weak influence of the light H atoms upon the vibrations of A
atoms, then the A atom participation in acoustic vibrations of the molecular
chain will be entirely environmental, with A atoms being rigidly connected to the
environment by the side chemical bonds. Therefore, these acoustic vibrations
appear to be external with respect to the chain. Owing to this fact, a bilinear
connection of the acoustic vibrations with the longitudinal optical polarizational
phonons (the chain proton vibrations on the hydrogen bonds) responsible for the
proton formation appears. On calculating the proton conductivity, all these
peculiarities of a hydrogen-bonded chain have been taken into account.

Apart from the bilinear connection between acoustic and optical vibrations,
the usual phonon anharmonicity takes place in the chain. The acoustic
vibrations modulate the distances between A atoms and thus influence the fre-
quency of proton vibrations on hydrogen bonds. The proton vibration frequency
can be presented as

o$q&! oq (
qo

qUq$r&
dUq$r& $228&

where Uq$r& is the coordinate of the normal acoustic vibrations of the chain. The
calculation of the second member in expression (228) results in an addendum of
the type

H0 #
X

q

$kqB̂(
q ( k0qB̂q&b̂(q b̂q $229&

appearing in the Hamiltonian that describes the motion of an excess proton (or
proton hole) along a hydrogen-bonded chain; here kq is the anharmonicity
constant, B̂(

q $B̂q& is the acoustic phonon creation (annihilation) operator, and
b̂(q $b̂q& is the analogous optical phonon operator.

In Ref. 176 the estimation of anharmonicity on the proton conductivity,
neglecting the bilinear phonon–phonon interaction, has been calculated. The
proton current density is obtained from expression (219); in this formula we
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should now formally put n! 1, j($n&$q&j ! j(qj, ST1 ! ST , and $1$q&! oq

*1( $kqB̂(
q ( k0qB̂q&+, and the thermal averaging after Gibbs should be

additionally performed:

e
% 1

kBT

P

q
"h$q B̂(

q B̂q(1
2$ &

Tr e
% 1

kBT

P

q
"h$q B̂(

q B̂q(1
2$ & $230&

where "h$q is the energy of the thermal vibration quantum—that is, the lattice
acoustic phonon energy. As a result, we gain

I # 23=2p1=2"h%2engJ2 sinh
eEg
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) e%Ea=kBT
X

q

j($q&j2o2
qcosech

"hoq
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"hoq
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cosech4
"hoq
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(

) 1% cosech
"hoq

2kBT

$ %2

coth
"h$q

2kBT

)

$231&

Expression (231) is correct at E < 108 V/m and jkqj. 1. Setting kq # 0, we
arrive at the current density derived in the pure small polaron theory [88].

If we put jkqj # 0:1, j(qj # 20–30, and oq # 2p ! 6) 1012 s%1 and T is
around room temperature, we can estimate the last term exponential factor in
expression (231) by

exp a coth
"h$

2kBT

0 1

$232&

where a varies from 10%3 to 10%2 and $ is a typical frequency of the acoustic
phonons conditioning the anharmonicity. Since the charge carriers (protons or
proton holes) in a hydrogen-bonded chain should be described by strongly
localized functions (see also Kittel [177]), they should also interact with the
shortest wave vibrations. Let us take as the Debye value $Debye # $1 to 5&)
1012 s%1, then we can assume that $ # $0:01 to 0:1&$Debye. Substituting these
values into expression (232), we get a rough estimation of the last exponential
factor in I (231): e0:2 to e1.

Thus, the adduced estimation shows that under the indicated values of
parameters the anharmonicity can appreciably influence the proton current in
compounds with hydrogen-bonded chains.
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F. Influence of Coulomb Correlations and the Electric Field Local
Heterogeneities on Proton Conductivity

Nonlinear transfer and transport phenomena in hydrogen-bonded chains can be
caused not only by a strong coupling of moving protons with the chain sites, but
also by the relative large concentration of charge carriers in the chain. The model
proton polaron Hamiltonian, which takes into account proton–proton correlation
in the chain, can be written as [178]

H # H0 ( Htun $233&

H0 #
X

l

Eâ(l âl (
X

q

"hoq b̂(q b̂q (
1

2

$ %

%
X

q

"hoqâ
(
l âl*ul$q&b̂

(
q ( u0l $q&b̂q+ (

X

l;m

Ulmâ
(
l âlâ

(
mâm $234&

Htun #
X

l

J$mg&â(l(mâl ( h:c: $235&

Here once again â(l $âl& is the Fermi operator of charge carrier creation
(annihilation) in the lth site, E is the quasi-particle (i.e., polaron) energy in the
site, b̂(q $b̂q& is the optical phonon creation (annihilation) Bose operator with the
momentum q and the frequency oq, Ulm is the energy of the Coulomb repulsion
among the carriers sitting in the l and m sites, operator (235) is the tunnel
Hamiltonian assumed to be perturbation, J$mg& is the resonance overlap integral,
ul$q& is the dimensionless value characterizing the displacement of protons in the
(l% 1)th and (l( 1)th sites by the carrier located in the lth site, and Rl # lg,
where l is the site ordinal index and g is the chain constant.

It should be noted that the Coulomb correlations among the carriers on one
site should have been taken into account in the Hamiltonian H in the general
case, yet we assume that the energy of such interaction is too large and thus the
Hamiltonian in Eqs. (233)–(235) describes the carrier migration along the lower
Hubbard band (about Hubbard correlations see, e.g., Ref. 173).

To derive the current density, we apply the method employed in the previous
subsection. Thus we proceed from the formula [cf. with Eq. (212)]

I # Tr$rtot j& ’ Tr$rE j& $236&

where rtot is the system total statistical operator and j is the operator of current
density. The operator rtot satisfies the equation of motion

i"h
qrtot
qt

# i"h
qrE
qt

# *Htot; r+ $237&
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where

Htot # H ( HE; HE # H
$0&
E ( H

$1&
E $238&

rtot # r( rE $239&

Here the operator HE describes the interaction with the field E and

H
$0&
E # %eE

X

l

Rlâ
(
l âl

H
$1&
E # %eE

X

l;m

L$mg&â(l(mâl
$240&

r ’ const is the statistical operator of the system studied, when the field is
absent, in linear approximation r # r0 ( r1:

r0 #
e%H0=kBT

Tr e%H0=kBT
$241&

r1 # % e%H0=kBT

Tr e%H0=kBT

'1=kBT

0

dlelH0Htune
%lH0 $242&

rE is the correlation to r due to the interaction HE [rE is directly derived from
Eq. (237)]:

rE # % i

"h

't

%1
dte%i t%t

"h Htot *HE; r+ei
t%t
"h Htot $243&

In the case where hopping motion is involved, the density operator j is written as

j # e

Vi"h
*Htun;<+ $244&

where V is an effective volume occupied by a carrier in the chain and (in the
general case) the coordinate operator is expressed as

< #
X

l

Rlâ
(
l âl (

X

l;m

L$mg&â(l(mâl $245&

It should be noted that in expression (245) and, therefore, in expressions (240) we
have neglected the coordinate dependence of the phonon subsystem (i.e., indirect
transitions have been dropped). Then, with allowance for expressions (235) and
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(245) we obtain the following from commutation (244) for j:

j # j$0& ( j$1& $246&

j$0& # e

Vi"h

X

l;m

J$mg&$Rl(m % Rl&â(l(mâl $247&

j$1& # e

Vi"h

X

l;m;n

*J$ng&L$$m% n&g& % J$$m% n&g&L$ng&+â(l(mâl $248&

In the Hamiltonian Htot contained in expression (243), we neglect the
operator H1; such an approximation corresponds to the calculation of I with the
accuracy of J2$g&. Besides, in Htot in expression (243) the operator H

$1&
E can also

be neglected; in this case the criterion that it be small can be derived as follows.
Let us formally expand in expression (243) exp*'i$t % t&$H0 ( H

$0&
E ( H

$1&
E &="h+

in a series in the operator H
$1&
E with restriction to the first members of the

expansion. Then the corrections proportional to J2$mg&eEL$g& will appear in
the current density. Hence as we neglect the members proportional to J3$g&,
acquire the following restriction on the parameters of the operator H

$1&
E :

eEL$g& 5 J$g& $249&

Note that the function L$g& characterizes the site neighborhood in which the
meaning of the electric field is different from the applied field E; that is, just
L$g& is responsible for the electric field local heterogeneity.

With allowance for the above-mentioned facts, the current density I can be
presented as the sum of three terms:

I # I0 ( I1 ( I2 $250&

where

I0 # Tr$r$0&E j$0&& $251&

I1 # Tr$r$1&E j$0&& $252&

I2 # Tr$r$0&E j$1&& $253&
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dte%i t%t

"h $H0(H
$0&
E &*H$0;1&

E ; r$1;0&+ei
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"h $H0(H
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E & $254&

By means of the unitary operator

S #
X

l;q

â(l âl*ul$q&b̂
(
q % u0l $q&b̂q+ $255&
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we perform the canonical transformation "H0 # e%SH0e
S, diagonalizing the

Hamiltonian with respect to the phonon variables
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(
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(
mâm $256&

Here "E is the carrier coupling energy on the site including the polaron shift, and
~Ulm is the energy including not only the Coulomb correlations but also the
correlations according for phonon exchange,

"E # El # E %
X

q

"hoqjul$q&j2 $257&

"Ulm # "Uml # Ulm %
X

q

"hoqRe*ul$q&u0l $q&+ $258&

According to expressions (227) and (254), we get for the current density I0 [178]
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Calculating the integrals and performing thermal averaging over the phonon
subsystem in expression (259), we obtain [178]
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Here n is concentration of polarons and Ea is the activation energy [see
expression (223)].

Making use of the explicit form of the commutator *H$1&
E ; r0+, we gain for the

current density I1 instead of (252) and (254)
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The calculation of the right-hand side of (261) is analogous to that in the case
of I0. The final expression is [178]

I1 ’
######
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Since the theory, which is developing, is applied to strongly localized heavy
charge carriers (i.e., protons), we have performed the calculations in the limiting
transition l! 1, reflecting the fact that protons hop only to nearest sites. In this
approximation, the contribution of I2 to the total current density can be
neglected [178]. Thus, the total current is

Itot # I0 ( I1 $263&

where I0 and I1 are given by expressions (260) and (262), respectively.
Let us calculate the space-charge-limited density of proton current (263). In

this case the polaron potential energy changes from site to site within the chain
and, being due to the field, remains smaller than the value of the Coulomb
repulsion between the carriers, U (the latter obstructs the filling of a chain by
carriers by definition). The value of the Coulomb correlation energy is limited
by the inequalities J . "U < E % "E, where J . kBT and the polaron shift
energy E % "E can be approximately identical to the fault (ionic state) activation
energy within a chain, its value being of the order of 10–15 kBT [29,158,160].
Since L describes the neighborhood into which the carrier arrives after its
hopping from the nearest neighbor at distances between the sites smaller than g,
the inequality

eEg < "U $264&

should be considered as the criterion of validity of the small carrier concentration
approximation. At such values of the field E the contribution of Coulomb
correlations to the Hamiltonian (229) may be dropped [formally it corresponds to
"U # 0 in expressions for current (260) and (262)].

To derive the space-charge-limited density of proton current that takes into
account the local heterogeneities, which is given by the parameter L, we
proceed from Eq. (225) and the equation

I # I0 ( I1 # en*m0$E& ( m1$E&+E $265&
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where m0$E& is the carrier mobility without allowance for local changes of the
field; m1$E& is a correction to m0$E&with allowance for local changes of the field.
With E 5 108 V/cm the mobilities are [178]

m0$E& # 2JE%1 sinh$eEg=2kBT&M $266&

m1$E& # eLexp$%eEg=2kBT&*1% exp$%eEg=kBT&+M $267&

where

M #
######

2p
p

"h%2gJexp$%Ea=kBT&
X

q

j($q&j2o2
q cosech

"hoq

2kBT

" #%1=2

$268&

Solving equations (225) and (265), we derive the needed current density. It is
convenient to write the solution in terms of the effective electroconductivity

s$E& # s0$E& ( s1$E&

# 25=2p1=2e0ekBT
"h2eL

exp$%Ea=kBT&
P

q j($q&j2o2
qcosech

"hoq

2kBT

h i1=2

) cosh$eEg=2kBT&
E

( kBT

J

L

g
F$E&

$ %

$269&

where

F$E& # 1% 1( eEg

2kBT

$ %

e%
eEg
2kBT % 1

9
1% 1( 3eEg

2kBT

$ %

e%
3eEg
2kBT

! "

$270&

An analysis of the results obtained shows [178] that the correction s1$E& in
(269) reaches the value of s0$E& at the field E > 106 V/m and at the ratio
L=g # 0:001 to 0.05.

Thus, considering the transport phenomenon in a hydrogen-bonded chain in
an electric field E > 106 V/m, the calculation of the local field changes from
the value of the applied field becomes essential if L=g 3 0:01 (however,
L=g . 1). The Coulomb correlations must be accounted for at large values of
the field, but are not likely to considerably change the general trend of the curve
s$E&, yet influence quantitative estimates of the values s0$E& and s1$E&.

G. External Influences on the Proton Conductivity

Let us consider following Ref. 179 the character and value of the change of the
hydrogen-bonded chain proton conductivity under the influence of light (two
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cases can be treated: absorption by a polaron and absorption by a chain) and
ultrasound.

As is known from electron small polaron theory [88], transitions of charge
carriers from site to site are possible not only due to phonon activation but
owing to the action of light (so-called intraband absorption). With this regard
the adiabatic transition of a carrier from the ground state of the lth site to the
ground state of the (l( 1)th site occurs through an interval of excited states.
Assume that an excited virtual state is described by function jl0i. The matrix
element of such a process, corresponding to second order of perturbation theory,
can be written as

hlje~E$t& ! rjl0ihl0je~E$t& ! rjl( 1i
E0 % E

# $d ! ~E$t&&2

&
â(l(1âl $271&

Here e~E$t& ! r is the potential energy of a charge carrier, ~E$t& # ~E0 cos$t is the
variable electric field (in dipole approach), r is the charge carrier coordinate in a
unit cell between the lth site and the (l( 1)th site, & # E0 % E is the difference
between the energies of the carrier in excited and ground states, d is the dipole
transition moment, and â(l $âl& is the creation (annihilation) Fermi operator of a
charge carrier in the lth site.

With regard to these radiation transitions, the Hamiltonian of the system
available in the direct external electric field can be written in the small carrier
concentration approximation as

H # H0 ( Htun ( HE ( H~E $272&

H0 #
X

l

Eâ(l âl (
X

q

"hoq b̂(q b̂q (
1

2

$ %

%
X

q

"hoqâ
(
l âl*ul$q&b̂

(
q ( u0l $q&b̂q+ $273&

Htun #
X

l

Jâ(l(1âl ( h:c: $274&

HE # %e
X

l

Rlâ
(
l âl $275&

H~E #
X

l

$d ! ~E0&2

2&
â(l(1âl ( h:c: $276&

Here H0 ( Htun is the small polaron Hamiltonian, HE describes the correlation
between the carriers and the applied field E, H~E is the operator describing
intraband transitions conditioned by light absorption, E is the carrier coupling
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energy in the site, J is the resonance integral, and Rl # lg, where l is the site
index and g the chain constant.

Let us calculate the correction to the proton polaron direct current density
conditioned by light-induced transitions between the sites. This photocurrent
calculation is analogous to that of the correction to the drift activation current
carried out in the previous subsection [the analogy lies in the fact that operator
(276) is similar to the correction to the Hamiltonian if the electric field is taken
into account, with the correction being nondiagonal on the operator of the
coordinate; see expression (236)].

The current density sought for is obtained according to

I~E # *Tr$r$1&E j$2&& ( Tr $r$2&E j$1&&+ $277&

Here

r$1;2&E # % i

"h

'0

%1
dte%i t%t

"h $H0(HE&*HE; r
$1;2&
tun +ei t%t

"h $H0(HE& $278&

is the corresponding correction to the statistic operator of the system conditioned
by the correlation (276), where

r$1;2&tun # % e%H0=kBT

Tr e%H0=kBT

'1=kBT

0

dlelH0Htun;~Ee
%lH0 $279&

and

j$1;2& # e

Vi"h

X

l

Rlâ
(
l âl;Htun;~E

" #

$280&

is the current density operator.
The calculation of the density current (277) is very similar to that carried out

in the previous subsection. The final expression is

I~E #
######

2p
p

"h%2engJ
$d ! ~E0&2

2&
sinh

eEg

2kBT

) exp$%Ea=kBT&
P

q j($q&j2o2
q cosech

"hoq

2kBT

h i%1=2
$281&

where n is the carrier concentration in the chain, Ea is the polaron hopping
activation energy [see expression (223)], and j($q&j2 is the coupling function.
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The resulting proton current density (which includes the drift activation
current), considered in the two previous subsections and photocurrent (281)
is

I~E #
######

2p
p

"h%2engJ 2J ( $d ! ~E0&2

2&

 !

sinh
eEg

2kBT

) exp$%Ea=kBT&
P

q j($q&j2o2
qcosech

"hoq

2kBT

h i%1=2
$282&

If the dipole transition moment d is comparatively large and the value
$d ! ~E0&2=2& is of the order of J (recall that J " $10%4 to 10%2&kBT , where
T ’ 300 K), then expression (282) gives a considerable increase of the current.
With this regard the stationary photocurrent for E < 108 V/m below room
temperature is linear with the constant field E and quadratic with the amplitude
of the variable field ~E2

0.
The maximum jdj is reached in the region of the polaron resonance

absorption with radiation frequency $ 4 4Ea="h, where the width of the absorp-
tion curve is proportional to

#############

EakBT
p

[88,89]. According to data [165,180,181],
Ea # 3–20 kBT for systems with hydrogen-bonded chains. Therefore, the
frequency interval $ # 2p) 1–6) 1014 s%1 should correspond to the proton
polaron absorption in a hydrogen-bonded chain.

If we consider proton vibrations of a chain on hydrogen bonds as vibrations
of individual oscillators with the typical frequency o0 4 2p) 5) 1012 s%1,
then under the influence of infrared radiation with frequency o0, resonance
absorption should be observed. A wide absorption band in the crystal LiN2H5

SO4 with maximum in the region o0 has really been observed experimentally
[180]. Strongly correlated vibrations of protons of the hydrogen-bonded chain,
which result in a large proton polarizability of the chain, were observed by
Zundel and collaborator [see, e.g., Ref. 6 (review article); this effect is
considered in the following subsections.

The power absorbed by protons vibrating on hydrogen bonds in a chain can
be considered as that absorbed by N oscillators, the cooperative effect being
neglected [182]

P # N
e2

m
~E 2
0Z~o2 cos#

$~o2 % o2
0&

2 ( 4Z2~o2
$283&

Here e is the elementary charge, m is the proton mass, ~E0 is the amplitude of the
electromagnetic wave with frequency ~o, # is the angle between the dipole axis
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(i.e., the hydrogen-bonded chain) and the vector ~E0, and Z is the absorption
coefficient (the half-width of the absorption band). The absorbed energy
can cause the heating of chain protons and, therefore, the increase of optical
phonon temperature: T ! T0 > T . Since in the first approximation the phonon
heating is proportional to the temperature difference—that is, P # C$T0 % T&
[183], where C is a constant—then assuming P # P with resonance (~o # o0),
we get

T0 # T ( a$o0&~E 2
0 $284&

where a$o0& # $4mZC&%1Ne2cos#.
With the above-mentioned parameter values of a hydrogen-bonded chain,

with regard to anharmonicity (231) and heating (284) we obtain for the current
density instead of (283)

I # 23=2p1=2"h%2engJ2 sinh
eEg

2kBT0

) e%Ea=kBT
X

q

j($q&j2o2
qcosech

"hoq

2kBT0

" #%1=2

) exp
X

q

jkqj2j(qj2
"hoq

2kBT0

$ %2

cosech4
"hoq

2kBT0

(

) 1% cosech
"hoq

2kBT0

$ %2

coth
"h$q

2kBT

)

$285&

Here T is the temperature of acoustic phonons (thermostat), T0 is the temperature
of optical phonons (284), the anharmonicity constant jkqj is much less than 1,
and $q is the frequency of acoustic phonons; it is possible to assume $q # $10%2

to 10%1&$Debye. The coupling between the optical and acoustic phonons is
strongest near $Debye; and because of this, for sufficiently large anharmonicity,
jkqj 3 10%2 even at T # T0, the last exponential multiplier can be approximated
by the exponent below, with the dispersion being neglected:

exp 2jkj2j(j2 $10%2 to 10%1&"h$Debye

"ho0

T0

T

$ %2
( )

$286&

Hence it is clear that an increase of the temperature of the optical phonons T0

activating the charge carrier hopping leads to an increase of the proton current
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density (285). Such a stimulation mechanism remains working until the heating
(284) is small in comparison with the polaron shift energy 4 j(j2"ho0 (the
coupling function j(j2 4 20).

Let us now treat the influence of ultrasound (hypersound) on the proton
mobility in the hydrogen-bonded chain. The impact of ultrasound on free
electrons weakly connected with matrix vibrations (e.g., metals and nonpolar
semiconductors) has been studied in detail (see, e.g., Ref. 184). The effect of
ultrasound on the diffusion of atoms in a solid has also been studied in detail
(see, e.g., Ref. 185).

While considering the influence of sound on the mobility of protons, their
peculiar position should be taken into account, because in a solid they are
specified both by the quantum features (the availability of the overlap integral
between the nearest-neighbor sites in crystal with hydrogen bonds) and by
classical ones (a large mass and hence a usual diffusion in metals and nonpolar
semiconductors). The peculiar position occupied by the charge carriers in a
hydrogen-bonded chain enables us to point out a specific mechanism of the
proton conductivity stimulation by ultrasound.

The overlap integral J securing the carrier tunneling through the barrier
between the two neighboring polaron wells in the quasi-classical approximation
has the following appearance:

J ’ E exp % 2

"h

'a

0

dx
#############################

2m0*V$x& % K+
p

0 1

$287&

where a is the potential barrier width, m0 is the effective mass of a carrier
in a chain, V$x& is the potential energy, and K is the kinetic energy of a carrier.
Since the proton mass is much larger than that of the electron, the absolute
value of the exponential function is not small (compare with Ref. 186). The
probability of tunneling between polaron wells depends on the barrier width,
which can be modulated in turn by an external ultrasound in this case.

The sites of hydrogen-bonded chains are rigidly fixed by the side chemical
bonds in various compounds. That is why the distances between the sites and,
therefore, the chain rigidity are functions of external parameters related to it—
that is, the thermostat functions. In that event, longitudinal vibrations of the
chain sites imposed by the matrix lead to periodical oscillations of the barrier
width a between the neighboring polaron wells. If the barrier becomes thinner—
that is, if a! a% da—the overlap integral

J ! J exp
2

"h
hRida

$ %

$288&
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where hRi is the average meaning of the integrand
#############################

2m0*V$x& % K+
p

in
expression (287). The displacement of a can be quantized on the acoustic
phonon operators: da!

P

q $aqB̂(
q ( a0qB̂q&. Then, performing quantum

mechanical thermal averaging in expression (288) we have

~J # Jexp
hRi
"h

X

q

jaqj2 coth
"h$q

2kBT

( )

$289&

where $q is the acoustic phonon frequency with the wave number q.
On switching on ultrasound with the wave vector directed along the chain,

the vibration amplitudes of framework atoms will be already defined in the
chain not by temperature of the medium but by the ultrasound source intensity.
In this case we have instead of expression (289)

~J$A;$sound& # Jexp
hRi
"h

da 1( j!$$sound&j2
A

da

$ %0 1

$290&

where j!$$sound&j2 is a constant characterizing the interaction between ultrasound
with frequency $sound and the chain framework vibrations, and A is the ultra-
sound amplitude. The results obtained, (289) and (290), also agree qualitatively
with the behavior of the proton tunnel frequency in the complex O%%H ! ! !O of the
KH2PO4 crystal considered in Refs. 187 and 188 when the pressure and
temperature were taken as external factors.

Since the value da is under the exponential sign, even a small correction to it
should lead to a considerable change of the overlap integral. In fact, it is clearly
seen from expression (290) that the correction j!$$sound&j2A caused by
ultrasound to da brings about a considerable increase of the vibration amplitude
of chain framework atoms. This amplifies the modulation of the distance
between the neighboring polaron wells. Moreover, since the expression for the
proton current density is proportional to J2 when external effects are not
available [see, for instance, expressions (222) or (231)], the replacement of this
value for ~J2$A;$sound& including an exponential dependence on the ultrasound
amplitude should result in an appreciable exponential growth of the current (at
least, by several times).

Of course, expression (290) is correct only in cases when tunneling of a
quasi-particle (i.e., proton polaron), through the barrier takes place for times
shorter than the period of the barrier oscillations. The amplitude of ultrasound
vibrations in this situation should not exceed some critical Ac under which the
warning-up of the chain is essential (in particular, the critical power of
ultrasound for biotissues varies from 10%2 to 10%1 W/cm2).
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H. Vibration Fluctuations of a Resonance Integral in the Polaron Problem

In the small polaron model a charge carrier that is strongly connected with a
site locally deforms the crystal lattice and a consequence of the deformation is
the induction of the interaction of the carrier with polarized optical phonons. For
the most part, the impact of the phonon subsystem is reduced to the
renormalization of the coupling energy. Considering the phonon subsystem in
terms of second quantization makes it possible to take into account some
peculiarities associated with external factors such as temperature, electromag-
netic field, and ultrasound. Phonons are able to modulate the resonance overlap
integral, which results into the effective thinning of the barrier between two
polaron wells. In turn it leads to a significant increase of the current density (see
previous sections and also Ref. 189).

A small proton polaron is different in some aspects from the electron
polaron; that is, the hydrogen atom is able to participate in the lattice vibrations
in principle (in any case it is allowable for excited states; see Section II.F), but
the electron cannot. This means that one more mechanism of phonon influence
on the proton polaron is quite feasible. That is, phonon fluctuations would
directly influence wave functions of the protons and thereby contribute to the
overlapping of their wave functions. In other words, phonons can directly
increase the overlap integral in concept. Such an approach allows one to describe
the proton transfer without using the concept of transfer from site to site through
an intermediate state.

For instance, a similar approach was developed by Kagan and Klinger [190].
They studied the fluctuating diffusion through barrier (coherent) and over
barrier (incoherent) of 3He atoms in the crystal of 4He atoms. In other words, the
tunnel integral was treated as a matrix element constructed not only on wave
functions yl and ym of diffusing 3He atoms (l and m are the radius vectors of
the lattice sites between which the quantum diffusion occurs), but also on wave
functions jln and jmn of vibrating motion of the crystal where n is the number of
occupation of an excited state. The intersite diffusion of particles, which took
into account diagonal phonon transitions, was treated in detail in Ref. 190, but
the method of calculation did not allow them to investigate the contribution of
off-diagonal phonon transfers.

Another approach has been proposed in Ref. 191. The approach is based on
the model of small polaron and makes it possible to extend the range of the
model. In particular, it includes the influence of vibration wave functions on the
tunnel integral and provides a way of the estimation of diagonal and off-
diagonal phonon transfers on the proton polaron mobility. It turns out that the
one phonon approximation is able significantly to contribute to the proton
mobility. Therefore, we will further deal with matrix elements constructed on
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the phonon function j$q& # b̂(q jq$0& and will examine only the first excited
state with n # 1:

In the approximation of small concentration of carriers we can write the
polaron Hamiltonian as follows:

H # H0 ( Htun ( HE $291&

H0 #
X
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Eâ(l âl (
X

q

"hoq b̂(q b̂q (
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k;q

b̂(k j
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k$0&Jlmâ(l âmb̂qjq$0& ( h:c: $293&

Here E is the energy of connection of a carrier with the lth site; ul$q& # ueiq!l,
where u is the dimensionless constant, which characterizes the degree of local
deformation of the lattice by a carrier. The tunnel Hamiltonian (293) includes in
addition the overlapping the phonon functions b̂qjq$0& and b̂(k jk$0& as we
conjecture that the proton polaron engages in the lattice vibration as well (hence
Jlm becomes a function of the momentum q and/or k, too). In the present form,
Eq. (293), the total number of phonons is not kept; however, we imply that the
phonons are absorbed and emitted by polarons and thus their total number
remains invariable. Let us introduce the designation

Vlm
kq
# j0

k$0&Jlmjq$0& $294&

Then the tunnel Hamiltonian (293) changes to

Htun #
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(
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The Hamiltonian HE in expression (291) has the form

HE # %e
X

l

E ! lâ(l al $296&

and describes the behavior of the field E on a proton polaron located in the lth
site.

The diagonalization of the Hamiltonian H0 (292) by phonon variables is
realized by the canonical transformation

"H0 # e%SH0e
S; S #

X

l;q

â(l âl*ul$q&b̂
(
q % u0l $q&b̂q+ $297&
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Under the transformation (297) the Hamiltonian (1) is transformed to
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With regard for the rules of transformation of the operator functions b̂(q and
b̂q [88,192], the Hamiltonian "Htun can be presented in the form
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where the following designation has been introduced:
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Let us now calculate the current density of proton polarons by setting
jVlm

kq
j. "hoq; E; kBT . We start from the expression

I # Tr$rtun; j& $305&

where the correction to the statistical operator of the system studied caused by
the operator "Htun (303) has the form

rtun # % i

"h

't

%1
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the undisturbed statistical operator is equal to

r0 #
e%

"H0=kBT

Tr e%"H0=kBT
$307&

and the operator of current density is
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(V is the effective volume of the crystal which contains one polaron). Subs-
tituting expressions from (306) to (308), the current density (305) can be written
as
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where the following designations of the operators are introduced:
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Then the following transformations can be performed in expression (309):
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[here the structure of the operator '̂lm$x& is defined by formulas (310) and (311)].
Preserving in expression (312) only members approximated by nearest
neighbors, we then carry out the thermal averaging and integrate over t. As a
result we obtain
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where the activation energy is equal to
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Here the following designations are introduced: n is the concentration of
polarons, g is the lattice constant, Vlm

kq
! Vll(g

kq
# Vkq,

(lm$q&! (l(g$q& # ($q&; and M̂lm
qk
! M̂ll(g

qk
# M̂qk

Let us analyze the result obtained in Eq. (313) neglecting the dependence
of values on wave vectors q and k. The elements of operator M̂2 can be written
in agreement with expression (304) as below:

M̂2 / q4

qj(j4
; 'juj2 q2

qj(j2
; u

q3

qj(j3
; juj4

( )

$315&

On the other hand, in expression (313) the structure of the term (as a function
of parameter j(j), which falls under the influence of the operator M̂2, has the
form

f $j(j& / 1

j(j exp$%Cj(j2&; 0 < C < 1 $316&

Taking into account the inequalities "ho < kBT and juj2 4 j(j2 / 1, we can
compare all the terms of the series M̂2f $j(j&: It is easy to see that the term
proportional to juj4 is maximal in expression (315); the other ones are one to
several orders of magnitude smaller. Thus, we can retain only one, with the
biggest term proportional to juj4 in the series (315). Then setting juj2 4 j(j2
and assuming that eEg < kBT (it is correct until E 5 107 V/m and for moderate
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temperatures, see Ref. 88 for details), we finally obtain instead of expression
(313)

I # EE

jEEj
23=2p1=2ng

"h2
sinh

eEg

kBT
jV j2j(j4

) exp$%Ea=kBT&
*j(j2o2cosech$"ho=2kBT&+1=2

$317&

Expression (317) for the current density is distinguished from that derived in the
standard model of small polaron [see, e.g., formula (227)] only by multiplier
j(j4. However, in the theory of small polaron is assumed that j(j2 significantly
exceeds the unit. Consequently, the result obtained makes it possible to spread
the framework of the small polaron model very considerably. The inclusion of
phonon transitions is culminated in the renormalization of the overlap integral,

J ! V # Jj(j2 $318&

Therefore, in cases when the value of J is too small, the proton conductivity can
still be very substantial due to the fluctuating absorption and radiation of phonons
by charged carriers. This allows also the application of the approach developed
above to compounds in which hopping of heavy carriers occurs by comparatively
distant structural groups (for example, 0.4 to 0.8 nm, which takes place in some
superionic crystals).

I. An Example of Superionic Conductivity: The NH4IO3 !2NHIO3 Crystal

The crystal of ammonium triiodate was investigated by different methods: X-ray
diffraction analysis [193], neutronography [194], polarization optical techniques
[195], differential scanning calorimetry and vibrational spectroscopy [196], and
nuclear quadrupole resonance [197]. In Refs. 193 and 195 it was established that
at a temperature above T0 # 213 K, this is a superionic crystal with a
conductivity of the protonic type (s ’ 10%5 $%1cm%1 at 300 K [193]).
Transition to the superionic state is accompanied by anomalies in permittivity
and conductivity, characteristic of phase transition of the second kind [195], but
the polarization-optical changes indicate that at T # T0 the symmetry of the
crystal does not change. Neutronographic investigation [194] revealed the
presence of a system of bifurcated hydrogen contacts. In view of this fact,
transition to the superionic state was attributed to disordering of the protonic
subsystem (at T > T0). Raman spectroscopy studies [196,198] demonstrated that
ordering of the protonic subsystem actually occurs at a much lower temperature
Tc, which lies in the range of about 120–125 K and is accompanied by doubling
of the unit cell volume.
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Indeed, the results obtained in Refs. 196 and 198 have shown that the phase
diagram of ammonium triiodate NH4IO3 !2HIO3 crystal is essentially more
complicated than was assumed previously: In addition to the second-order
transition to the high proton conductivity state at the temperature Tc # 213 K,
the differential scanning calorimetry examinations has revealed two transitions
at the temperatures T1 # 365:6 K (first-order transition) and at T1

c # 365:6 K
(second-order transition). Starting from general theoretical views, Puchkovska
and Tarnavski [196] have proposed the symmetry of crystal phases which agrees
with the results of investigations of the vibrational spectra of the crystal.
Apparently the new phase 3 existing in the narrow temperature range from
T1
c # 365:6 to T2

c # 211:6 K is a metastable phase, and therefore it was not
found previously in the dielectric and conductivity measurements [195].
Metastable phases have been revealed also in other proton conductors. For
instance, in Ref. 199, transitions between stable and metastable phases in the
ammonium hydrogen selenates NH4HSeO4 and ND4SeO4 were discussed.

The finding of several phase transitions in triiodate ammonium allows the
examination of another proton conductor, the KIO3 !2HIO3 crystal, which at
room temperature has the same structure as triiodate ammonium and whose
dielectric properties and temperature dependencies are similar to the latter
[200,201].

Having understood the mechanism of the motion of protons in the
NH4IO3 !2HIO3 crystal, the investigation of the far-infrared absorption spectrum
(in the region from 60 to 400 cm%1) and the Raman spectrum (in the region
from 600 to 800 cm%1) has been performed [46]. The temperature behavior of
the vibration spectra has been studied in the range from 77 to 300 K. The Raman
spectra have been obtained from a polycrystalline samples on a DFS-24
(LOMO) spectrometer. The fragments of these spectra discussed herein are
illustrated in Fig. 10. Figure 11 shows the IR spectra recorded by a FIS-3
spectrometer (Hitachi, Japan). The temperature of the sample was stabilized
with the help of an ‘‘Utrex’’ K-23 thermostabilization system (Institute of
Physics, Kyiv) with an accuracy of '1 K.

Measurements performed revealed anomalous behavior of (a) the Raman-
active mode with a frequency of 4 756 cm%1 (Fig. 10) and (b) an infrared-active
mode with a frequency of 4 99 cm%1 (Fig. 11). The intensities of these modes
in the superionic phase are virtually constant, but at T < T0 the first of them
increases in accordance with the law j$T % T0&=T0j1=2, whereas the second of
these modes decreases in accordance with the same law.

The conductivity of the crystal in Arrhenius coordinates is represented by a
straight line, and the activation energy is evaluated from the conductivity plot as
a function of temperature, Ea ’ 46 kJ/mol [193]. The activation energy, asses-
sed from broadening of the PMR band in accordance with the Waugh–Fedin
relation, proved to be equal to E

$2&
a ’ 33:1 kJ/mol [193,202]. Investigation of
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the spin-lattice relaxation gives an activation energy of E
$1&
a ’ 8:8 kJ/mol (at

T > T0) [202], and the value E
$1&
a determined by this procedure characterizes

exclusively the hopping mobility of the protons. Such an appreciable spread of
activation energy values measured by different methods suggests that the
conductivity in ammonium triiodate is governed by two different mechanisms
with the activation energies E

$1&
a and E

$2&
a (E

$1&
a ( E

$2&
a ’ Ea). Therefore, it is

natural to suppose that anomalous modes with frequencies of 99 and 756 cm%1

found in Ref. 46 are directly connected with the two competing protonic
conductivity mechanisms.

$, cm!1800 600
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2
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5

Figure 10. Raman spectrum of the
NH4IO3 !2HIO3 crystal in the region of stretching
vibrations of the I–O group as a function of
temperature: 297 (1), 216 (2), 185 (3), 125 (4),
77 K (6). (From Ref. 46.)
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The presence of the polar mode oriented in the direction of maximum
conductivity gives grounds to postulate the feasibility of the polaronic
mechanism of motion of the protons in this crystal. As was shown in the
previous subsection (see also Refs. 57,58, and 191) the proton can traverse a
comparatively large distance between the nearest sites of the protonic sublattice
(0.4 to 0.8 nm) with the participation of vibrational quanta, that is, phonons;
the virtual absorption of such a quantum can appreciably increase the resonance
integral of overlapping of the wave functions of the proton on the nearest sites;
see expression (318).
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$, cm!1

Figure 11. Infrared absorption spectrum of
the NH4IO3 !2HIO3 crystal in the region of the
lattice vibrations as a function of temperature: 132
(1), 172 (2), 182 (3), 227 (4), 245 (5), 286 K (6).
(From Ref. 46.)
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As we pointed out above, not only the low-frequency mode (99 cm%1), but
also the high-frequency mode (756 cm%1), is involved in the protonic
conductivity. The criterion for the low-frequency polaronic conductivity is the
inequality "ho < 2kBT, where o is the frequency of the phonons; o # 99 cm%1

falls under the inequality at T > 50 K. At the inequality "ho > 2kBT, which
holds true for the mode with a frequency of 756 cm%1, the standard model of the
mobility of the small is not valid; therefore, this case should be treated
separately.

Let us apply expression (317) for the calculation of the proton current density
associated with the hopping mobility of protons. Neglecting the dispersion in
expression (317) and assuming that the applied electric field E is small, we can
write the hopping current density as follows:

I # 23=2p1=2e2ng2

"h2kBT
jV j2j($1&j4

) exp$%Ea=kBT&
*j($1&j2o2

1cosech$"ho1=2kBT&+1=2
$319&

where the activation energy is (314)

E$1&
a ’ kBT j($1&j2 tanh$"ho1=4kBT& $320&

Here j($1&j2 is the coupling constant, which ties protons in the polar low-
frequency mode (o1 # 99 cm%1); n is the proton concentration, and g the lattice
constant.

As is well known from the small polaron theory [88], in the region of
moderate temperatures the contribution made by the band mechanism to the
polaronic current is considerably smaller than the contribution made by the
hopping conductivity. However, this result was obtained in approximation of
low-frequency phonons, when "ho < 2kBT: At the same time, the polaronic
conductivity can be considered for the opposite case as well (in any case, for
heavy carriers, such as protons) [163] when the energy of the phonons exceeds
the thermal energy kBT. Then, it follows that the ratio of the hopping and band
conductivities satisfies the inequality in favor of the band mechanism
$Iband / Ihop&j"h$/ kBT

. Consequently, it is reasonable to calculate the density
of the band polaronic current Iband, brought about by mode with a frequency
o2=2p # 756 cm%1, and to compare the result obtained with that for the
hopping current Ihop (319) where the role of the activating system is played by
the low-frequency mode with o1=2p # 99 cm%1.
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It is convenient to start from the canonical form of the polaron Hamiltonian
"H # e%SHeS written in the momentum presentation

"H # "H0 ( "Htun $321&

"H0 #
X

k

E$k&â(k âk (
X

q

"ho2q b̂(q bq (
1

2

$ %

$322&

"Htun #
X

k;k0
â(k0 âk

1

N

X

l;m

V lm
kk0
'̂lme

i$k%k0&l%i k0m0 $323&

Here

E$k& # %Ep ( 2hVie%ST cos kg $324&

is the energy of band polaron where the first term

Ep #
X

q

juqj2"ho2q $325&

is the polaron shift—that is, the energy gap that separates the narrow polaron
band [the second term in Eq. (324)] from the valence zone. The phonon operator
is expressed as

'̂lm 1 '̂lm$0& # exp
X

q

*($2&
lm $q&b̂(q %($2&0

lm $q&b̂q+
( )

% e%ST $326&

($2&
lm $q& # ul$q& % um$q& $327&

and ul$q& # ueilq, where u is the dimensionless constant $juj2 / 1& that
characterizes the degree of local deformation of the crystal by the carrier with
respect to its interaction with the high-frequency mode, o2=2p # 756 cm%1. The
matrix element V lm

kk0
in the tunnel Hamiltonian (323) has been defined in

the previous subsection, expression (294). The value hVi in expression (324) is
the thermal average of the aforementioned matrix element (we do not define
concretely the phonon mode which leads to the increase of the resonance integral
because as it will be seen from the following consideration the parameter hVi
will drop out of the net result). â(k $âk& is the Fermi operator of creation
(annihilation) of a phonon with the wave vector k; the constant of proton–phonon
coupling is [see Eq. (220)]

ST # 1

2

X

q

j($2&$q&j2coth "ho2q

2kBT
$328&
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By definition [88] (see also Ref. 164), the operator of density of the band
current is equal to

jband #
e

Vi"h
i
X

k;k0

q
qk

dk;0

$ %

â(k(k0 âk0 ;
"H0

2

4

3

5

# e

V"h

X

k;k0
â(k âk

q
qk

E$k& $329&

Performing here the thermal averaging, we obtain the following equation for the
density of band current:

Iband #
e

V"h

X

k;k0
hâ(k âki

q
qk

E$k& $330&

where the brackets h. . .i just mean the thermal averaging. The average value
hâ(k âki of the operator of number of quasi-particles in the polaron band is defined
from the kinetic equation

i"h
q
qt

( ieE

$ %

hâ(k âki # %h*"Htun; â
(
k âk+i $331&

When we uncouple the commutator on the left-hand side of Eq. (331),
nondiagonal corrections to the operator â(k âk appear. A correction â(

k0
âk caused

by the electric field E and the interaction with phonons can be defined from the
equation of motion

i"h
q
qt

( E$k0& % E$k&
$ %

â(k0 âk ( *HE; â
(
k0 âk+ # *"Htun; â

(
k0 âk+ $332&

where the field operator "HE (296) written in k-presentation has the form

"HE # ieE
X

k0

q
qk

dk;0

$ %

â(k(k0 âk0 $333&

With regard to Eq. (332) we derive from Eq. (331) the kinetic equation for the
function f $k; t& # hâ(k âki which describes the quasi-particle distribution,

qf
qt

( eE

"h

qf
qk

#
X

k0
* f $k; t& % f $k0; t&+WE$k0; k& $334&
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where WE$k0; k& is the transitions probability that is given by the expression

WE$k0; k& # 2hVi"h%2

'1

0

dth'̂g$t&'̂g$0&i

) exp %e( i"h%1

't

0

dt0*E$k0 % eEg="h& % E$k% eEg="h&+
0 1

$335&

Let us represent the distribution function in the form

f $k; t& ’ f $0&$k& ( f $1&$k; t& $336&

where f $0& is the unperturbed distribution function and f $1& is a correction to it.
Substituting f from expression (336) into Eq. (334), we get

f $1&$k; t& ’ 1
P

k0 WE$k0; k&
e

"h
E$k& qf

$0&

qk
$337&

Rewriting expression (330) in terms of the result (337), we obtain

Iband #
e2

"h

X

k

X

k0
WE$k0; k&

 !%1
qf $0&$k&

qk
qE$k&
qk

$338&

First of all, let us calculate the value WE$k0; k& (335). Allowance for the
narrowness of the polaron band means that we can put E$k0 % eEg="h& ’ E$k%
eEg="h&. This assumption reduces the calculation of the integral to the
integration over t carried out in expression (309). The final result is

WE$k0; k& ’
2p1=2hVi2

"h2S1=2T o2

e%ST e%eEg="ho2 $339&

Substituting WE$k0; k& from (339) to expression (338), setting the Boltzmann
distribution for the population of polarons in the band, f $0&$k& # exp$%E$k&=
kBT&, and not taking the dispersion into account, we finally arrive at the density
of band proton current:

Iband #
e2g2nEo2j($2&j2exp$%j($2&j2=2&

21=2p1=2kBT
exp$%j($2&j2"ho2=kBT& $340&

(when deriving expression (340), we have taken into account that in the range
from low to room temperature coth$"ho2=2kBT& ’ 1 and that the inequality
eEg="ho2 . 1 holds right up to E " 109 V/m).
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The experimental protonic conductivity versus temperature dependence
curves s$T& are described in Refs. 193 and 195 by the simple Arrhenius law

s$T& # const

T
exp % Ea

kBT

$ %

in which the parameters const and Ea are determined empirically irrespective of
the microscopic characteristics of the crystal. In our present consideration we
derive formulas for polaronic conductivity shop$T& # Ihop=E and sband$T& #
Iband=E [where Ihop and Iband imply expressions (319) and (340) respectively],
proceeding from the notion of small proton polaron. The expressions for
shop$T&and sband$T& will now can be compared with the experimental depen-
dence s$T&.

In expressions (319) and (340) the lattice constant g equals 0.8 nm, the
concentration of bifurcated protons (between two hydrogen bonds of the cell)
per unit volume, n, is approximately 4) 1027 m%3, and the frequencies o1 #
2p) 99 cm%1 and o2 # 2p) 756 cm%1 are expressed in s%1. The coupling
constant j($1&j2 connected the charge carrier with the vibrations of the crystal
characterized by o1 can easily be found by comparing the calculated value of
the activation energy (320) with the experimental value E

$1&
a ’ 8:8 kJ/mol; from

the equation thus formed we get j($1&j2 ’ 25. Analogously, by comparing
the exponential term j($2&j2"ho2 from expression (340) with the experimental
value of the activation energy E

$2&
a ’ 33:1 kJ/mol, we obtain the coupling

constant of the carrier with the mode of collective vibrations of the IO3

pyramids: j($2&j2 ’ 4. Only one parameter of the theory—namely, the tunnel
integral to the second power jV j2—remains indeterminate.

Figure 12 shows the experimental curve for conductivity s$T& in the
direction of maximum mobility of the protons [193] and the plots of the band
and hopping polaron conductivity versus T dependence curves (shop$T& and
sband$T&, respectively), constructed in conformity with Eqs. (319) and (340);
the tunnel integral is assumed to be equal to jV j # 10%26 J. As can be seen from
Fig. 12, for the adopted parameter values, based on the experimental values of
the frequencies of optically active modes o1 # 2p) 99 cm%1 and o2 #
2p) 756 cm%1 and on the activation energies E

$1&
a ’ 8:8 kJ/mol and

E
$2&
a ’ 33:1 kJ/mol, the calculated total conductivity shop$T& ( sband$T& is

qualitatively consistent with the experimental value of the conductivity s$T& in
the region T > T0 # 213 K. Furthermore, from Fig. 12 it seen that in the region
T > T0 the band polaron conductivity prevails (the activation of carriers to the
band is effected by the mode with the frequency of 756 cm%1), whereas the
hopping polaron conductivity activated by the mode with the frequency of
99 cm%1 should prevail in the region of T < T0.
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Thus, the polaronic mechanism of the superionic conductivity in the crystal
of ammonium triiodate, which we propose in this chapter, is yet another, novel
conception in the range of the known [149,150,203,204] modernized models of
the hopping and continuous diffusion.

At the same time it is interesting to understand why the intracellular
756 cm%1 mode influences the proton conductivity. As we mentioned above, the
polarized optical 99-cm%1 mode activates the proton mobility in the range
Tc < T < T0, where Tc # 120K and T0 # 213K. However, the intracellular
756-cm%1 mode is not polarized; nevertheless, it is responsible for the proton
mobility for T > T0. With T > Tc # 120 K, these two modes demonstrate an
anomalous temperature behavior and the intracellular mode begins to intensify
[47]. It is the intensification of the cellular mode with T, which leads to its strong
coupling with charge carriers in the crystal studied. A detailed theory of the
mixture of the two modes is posed in Appendix D.

K. Polariton Effect in Crystals with Symmetric
O ! ! !H ! ! !O Hydrogen Bonds

Up to now there is still no complete information on the mechanisms of n$XH&
stretching vibration band broadening in the infrared spectra of hydrogen-bonded
systems. Among these systems the most intriguing seem to be those with strong
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ln (% (T ), &!1 .  cm!1 . K)

Figure 12. Conductivity of the
NH4IO3 !2HIO3 crystal as a function of
the reciprocal temperature: the experimen-
tal dependence (*) in the direction of
maximum conductivity of the crystal; the
dependence charts of hopping conductivity
(! ! ! ! ! !) and of band conductivity ( ----- ),
plotted in accordance with Eqs. (319) and
(340), respectively. The continuous curve
is a plot of the total conductivity
shop ( sband as a function of the reciprocal
temperature T%1. (From Ref. 46.)
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hydrogen bonds, when the effect is fairly pronounced and increases up to
continuous absorption of several thousands wavenumbers. According to Hadzi
[205], ‘‘With hydrogen bonds stronger than, for instance, those in carboxylic
dimers the absorption pattern in the region above 1600 cm%1 is very peculiar.
Instead of one, more or less structured, X%%H stretching band there appear
several, most often three bands. . . . This type of spectrum has been designated (i)
and the bands A, B, C may be taken as characteristic of a class of very strong
hydrogen bonds.’’ So far there is a large amount of experimental data on the
spectroscopic behavior of strong hydrogen bonds (the RO!!!O distance ranging
from 0.254 to less than 0.248 nm) [206–210], and the results obtained are related
mainly to liquids and solids. The origin of the ABC structure could be explained
by anharmonic coupling between the stretching high frequency X%%H ! ! !X and
low frequency X ! ! !Xmotions, called the strong-coupling theory [66], which we
discussed in Section II.A. The substructure of shape of the ABC region can also
be described by anharmonic resonance interactions with other intramolecular
vibrations and Fermi resonance [211].

The hydrogen bond potential for the systems with strong hydrogen bonds is
expected to be a single- or two-minima potential with comparably deep minima
and low barriers, so that the proton may be considered localized in the deeper
well. Furthermore, with hydrogen bond strength increasing, the redistribution of
the relative intensity of thee bands is observed (the intensity of the band A
decreases, whereas that of the B and particularly C band increases) along with
the band A lowering in frequency [209]. Thus, for the very short hydrogen bonds
the n$XH& stretching band developed into ‘‘very strong and broad absorption
culminating somewhere between 600 and 1200 cm%1’’ [66] with sharp low-
frequency edge. Furthermore, according to Hadzi [205], these spectra classified
as (ii) have led to later diffraction studies. Several models have been proposed
[211,212] for the description of the continuos absorption, though an explanation
of such spectroscopic behavior of strong symmetrical hydrogen bonds is still
questioned. It is likely that different mechanisms contribute more or less to the
proton behavior in solids with strong hydrogen bonds that we propose could
contribute to the knowledge of the n$XH& shaping mechanisms under various
conditions.

Let us consider molecular excitations in a system with strong hydrogen
bonds, which is under the light radiation according to Ref. 213.

The existence of hydrogen bonds with a high polarizability often leads to the
formation of a wide extended band in the infrared absorption spectra. This is
especially clearly manifested in compounds with strong hydrogen bonds when
the distance between oxygen atoms RO!!!O 5 0:25 nm. Hence, the motion of a
proton located at the center of a O ! ! !H ! ! !O bridge will cause strong
modulation of the cell dipole moment. When incident light is applied to a
crystal, those polarized proton oscillations will be coupled with falling photons
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forming polaritons. In such a case, high-frequency intermolecular vibrations
will interact just with polaritons.

High-frequency intermolecular vibrations and their interaction with optical
phonons are described by the Hamiltonian [214,215]

H0 #
X

n

Ef
n$0&â

f(

n â f
n (

1
####

N
p

X

n;k

"hwnfk â
f(

n â f
n $b̂k ( b̂(%k&

(
X

k

"h$$k&b̂(k b̂k $341&

Here Ef
n$0& refers to the f th excited state of a free molecule in the crystal;

âfn ( $âfn& is the Bose operator of creation (annihilation) of an intramolecular
vibrational excitation in the nth molecule; "h$$k& refers to the energy of an
optical phonon with the wave vector k connected with proton oscillations in the
O ! ! !H ! ! !O bridge; b̂(k $b̂k& is the Bose operator of phonon creation (annihila-
tion); and "hwnfk is the coupling energy between the molecular excitation and
phonons.

The most important feature of the present model refers to the strong
interaction between the incident photons and molecular excitations. Such a
model seems to be one more mechanism that explains the appearance of the
extended wing in the n$OH& infrared absorption.

The Hamiltonian of photon–phonon interaction has the form [171]

H # 1

2

X

k

Hk $342&

Hk # "ho$k&$â(k âk ( â(%kâ%k& ( "h$l$b̂(k b̂k ( b̂(%kb̂%k&
% Dk*$â(k % â%k&$b̂(k ( b̂%k& ( $â(%k % âk&$b̂(%k ( b̂k&+ $343&

Here the interaction "hok is the energy of an incident photon with the wave vector
k, and â(k $âk& the Bose operator of creation (annihilation) of the photon; the
interaction matrix is

Dk # %D0
k # % i

2

##################################

$lo$k&$e0 % e1&
e0e1

s

$344&

and neglecting the dispersion we can assume that in expressions (343) and (344)
$$k& # $l (hereafter $l and $t are well-known threshold frequencies for
longitudinal and transversal optical modes, respectively; see, e.g., Ref. 171). The
diagonalization of the Hamiltonian (343) is done by transition to new operators
[171]

b̂mk # um1 âk ( um2 b̂k % nm1 â
(
%k % nm2 b̂

(
%k $345&
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where umj and nmj are four real functions that should be determined (m # 1; 2;
j # 1; 2).

The diagonalized Hamiltonian has the form

Hk #
X

2

m# 1

"hom$k&b̂(mkb̂mk $346&

The operator b̂mk satisfies the Bose commutation condition

*b̂mk; b̂(m0k+ # dmm0 $347&

The following equalities are valid:

nm1 #
om$k& % o$k&
om$k& ( o$k& um1 ; nm2 #

$l % o$k&
$l ( o$k& um2 $348&

allowing one to eliminate nm1 and nm2 . These functions satisfy the equations

X

2

s# 1

$umsuZs % nmsnZs& # dmZ $349&

Equations (348) and (349) lead to the following equations for quantities ums
and nms:

u11u21 1% $o1 % o$k&&$o2 % o$k&&
$o1 ( o$k&&$o2 ( o$k&

! "

( u12u22 1% $$l % o1&$$l % o2&
$$l ( o1&$$l ( o2&

! "

# 0 $350&

u211 1% o1 % o$k&
o1 ( o$k&

$ %2
" #

( u212 1% $l % o1

$l ( o1

$ %2
" #

# 1 $351&

u221 1% o2 % o$k&
o2 ( o$k&

$ %2
" #

( u222 1% $l % o2

$l ( o2

$ %2
" #

# 1 $352&

One of the four quantities ums and nms is the free parameter; let u12 # 1. Then
solving Eqs. (350)–(352), one can rewrite the phonon operator $b̂(k ( b̂%k& in the
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interaction term of the Hamiltonian (341) via polariton operators b̂1;2k
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Here o$k& # ck and the frequencies of polariton branches are
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At small k these two solutions are reduced to
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In approximation ck / $l; $t, Eq. (353) becomes
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When obtaining Eq. (357), we let $l > $t at least by several times. Hence,
instead of the exciton–phonon Hamiltonian (341), one can turn to the exciton–
polariton Hamiltonian:
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where the effective coupling function is
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and ~wnfk is the dimensionless function of exciton–phonon interaction. The
Hamiltonian (18) is diagonalized over b̂2k by means of the well-known
transformation [214]
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where ŝ f(

n # %ŝ f
n . Consequently, the Hamiltonian is transformed to
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Having analyzed infrared absorption spectra, let us calculate the absorption
coefficient K$o& (see, e.g., Refs. 215 and 216):
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The time-dependent operators Â f
n and B̂k are as follows:
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Equation (365) changes to [211,214]
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The correlation function from Eq. (367) is reduced to
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where the coupling function is expressed as
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Here nk is the quantity of polarons and is defined by an external light source. In
our case the intensity of the source is small, of the order of 10 mW. Therefore one
would expect that the value of nk is near unity of smaller.

The overall result for the Fourier component of the Green function, Eq. (367),
is

Gf
n$o& # %i
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t

dt exp*i$o% e fn ( ig&t ( gfn$t&+ $371&

where g is a positive parameter that describes the adiabatic switching of exciton–
polaron interaction. Furthermore, one should take into account that the coupling
constant is small, ~w . 1. Hence, the function g f

n $t& in Eq. (370) can be expanded
into a Taylor series; and for the absorption coefficient, one can gain (only two
terms of expanding are saved)
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Here at the expansion we have put nk # 1, and ~wk is taken in the step form:
~wk # ~w if k0 5 k 5 kmax and ~wk # 0 for all other k; that is, we believe that the
exciton–phonon interaction is effective only in the region between phonon
wavenumbers k0 # 50 cm%1 and kmax # 200 cm%1. Note that we have also made
an extrapolation of the function kk, expression (359), from large values of k to
small values.

Integrating over t, we gain from Eq. (372)
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Let us make a transfer in Eq. (375) from summation over k to integration:
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where k0 and kmax are effective lower and upper values of the wavenumber;
moreover, in Eq. (376) the following parameter is introduced:
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The integral I$o& in expression (376) can easily be taken:
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Thus, the correction to the absorption coefficient K0$o& (373) takes the form
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Utilizing expressions (374) and (379), we can calculate the absorption
coefficient (373) as a function of the following parameters: the constant of
exciton–phonon coupling ~w, the longitudinal phonon frequency $l (that is, the
proton stretching frequency in the hydrogen bridge O ! ! !H ! ! !O), the
transversal phonon frequency $t (that is, the bending proton frequency in
the bond O ! ! !H ! ! !O), the effective boundary values of the polariton branch
ck0 and ckmax, and the damping constant g. Numerical calculations of the
absorption coefficient K$o& have been performed while varying all of these
parameters [213]. The spectra calculated have shown very significant deviations
of the n$OH& band from the Lorentzian profile (i.e., when ~w # 0).

In order to check the validity of the suggested approach, we have applied
theoretical results to the OH stretching band-shape modeling for the a-
modification of the acid potassium iodate KIO3 !HIO3 crystal (the spectra of the
said crystal have been recorded in Ref. 217). The a-modification of
the KIO3 !HIO3 crystal is known to exhibit ferroelectric behavior [218]. The
structure is monoclinic with space group P21=c in the paraelectric phase, and is
assumed to change to P21 below the Curie temperature Tc # 223 K. The
principal feature of the crystal structure of a-KIO3 ! HIO3, as revealed by
inelastic neutron scattering [219], is a short O%%H ! ! !O hydrogen bond (O ! ! !O
distance about 0.249 nm) linking two iodate ions. In the paraelectric phase, the
symmetric O ! ! !H ! ! !O hydrogen bond takes place).

In Fig. 13 the experimental spectrum of the a-KIO3 ! HIO3 crystal in the
n$OH& region and the calculated spectrum [by formulas (373), (374), and (379)]
are presented. It is easy to see that the theoretical curve gives a fairly good fitting
of the experimental spectrum. The negligible deviation of the experimental and
calculated spectra observed in the middle part of the figure may be explained by
the overlapping of the d$OH& absorption band in this region of the spectrum.

Thus the inclusion of the polariton part into the absorption coefficient of a
solid with strong symmetric hydrogen bonds predicts that instead of the narrow
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high-frequency OH stretching band, a very strong broad absorption should
appear in the frequency region below 1200 cm%1. The theory described can be
applied to the analysis of any real crystal that includes strong symmetric
hydrogen bonds.

IV. BACTERIORHODOPSIN CONSIDERED FROM THE
MICROSCOPIC PHYSICS STANDPOINT

A. Active Site of Bacteriorhodopsin and the Proton Path

Bacteriorhodopsin is a membrane protein, which is present in the purple
membrane of Halobacterium halobium. Bacteriorhodopsin is an energy-
transducing molecule operating as a light-driven molecular generator of proton
current: It transports protons from the cytoplasmic to the extracellular side of the
membrane [220]. Upon light excitation, the light-adapted form of bacteriorho-
dopsin undergoes a cycle of chemical transformations including at least five
intermediates, K, L, M, N, and O (and the ground state, bR), with absorption
bands covering almost all the visible range [221,222].

Henderson et al. [223] presented a detailed pattern of the structure of
bacteriorhodopsin using high-resolution cryoelectron microscopy. Using X-ray
and neutron diffraction techniques, Dencher et al. [224–227] could decode the

$ (OH)

1200 1600

!500 0 500

Frequency (a.u.)

$, cm!1

Figure 13. Infrared absorption spectrum of the a-KH(IO3)2 crystal in the n$OH& stretching
region (——) and the numerically calculated spectrum ( ----- ). The values of the fitting parameters
(in cm%1) are: $l # 200, $t # 50, ck0 # 10, ckmax # 500, g # 100. The dimensionless coupling
constant ~w # 0:008. (From Ref. 214.)
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secondary and tertiary structure of bacteriorhodopsin during the photocycle.
Nevertheless, we should emphasize that the resolution is still restricted by
several tenths of a nanometer. The most important amino acid residues of
bacteriorhodopsin molecule participating in a protein–chromophore interaction
have been determined by methods of genetic engineering (see, e.g., Refs. 228–
230).

It is now firmly established that the primary light-induced processes include
a very fast shift of electron density along the protonated Schiff base retinal and
its all-trans–13-cis isomerization, leading to the formation of the first stable
intermdiate K [231] which stores about one-third of the absorbed light energy
[232]. Resonance Raman and Fourier transform-infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopies
have provided significant information about the nature of the alternations of the
retinal and of neighboring amino acids residues constituting an active site
during the bacteriorhodopsin photocycle. Various intermediates have been
stabilized, and FT-IR difference spectra of the intermediates have been taken
(see, e.g., Refs. 6, 222, 230, and 233). The key changes involve Tyr 185, Asp 85,
Asp 96, Asp 212, Glu 204, and very plausible Tyr 57.

Different aspects of bacteriorhodopsin functioning have been studied early
[35–37, 223, 233–249]. However, as a rule, the researchers have described the
mechanism of proton transport phenomenologically, though the analysis of the
results taken from the FT-IR difference spectra yielded detailed descriptions of
the proton state in a proton pathway in all of the above-mentioned intermediates
(see, e.g., Zundel [6]).

Below we propose a microscopic model of the light-induced proton transport
in bacteriorhodopsin, which is based on the active site model proposed in Refs.
6, 35–37, 233, and 248. Namely, we shall analyze the influence of the charge
separation in the excited chromophore on a set of proton absorption bands
covering almost all the visible range [221,222].

Henderson et al. [223] presented a detailed pattern of the structure of
bacteriorhodopsin using high-resolution cryoelectron microscopy. Using X-ray
and neutron diffraction techniques, Dencher et al. [224–227] could decode the
secondary and tertiary structure of bacteriorhodopsin during the photocycle.
Nevertheless, we should emphasize that the resolution still shows transitions in
the active site (protonation of counterions, deprotonation of Schiff base, and
reprotonation of counterions), leading to a metastable state of the protein.

Since bacteriorhodopsin is a chromoprotein complex, a change in the
interaction between the Schiff base of retinal-chromophore and the protein-
opsin, taking place in the active site, plays a central role in light energy
conversion and membrane color regulation. Opsin consists of a single
polypeptide chain of 248 amino acids residues. It forms seven transmembrane
segments, A–G, having a-helical secondary structure. The tertiary structure of
these transmembrane segments determined by electron microscopy [223] is
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shown schematically in Fig. 14. The retinal covalently bound via the protonated
Schiff base to the amino acid residue Lys 216 [220] in the middle of the G
segment is also shown in Fig. 14. The retinal long axis is inclined at an angle of
about 207 relative to membrane plane [250]. The b-ionone ring of the retinal
points away from the cytoplasmic side of the membane [251]. Two orientations
of the N%%H bond of the retinal are possible [238,246]: The N%%H bond may
point toward either the cytoplasmic or the extracellular side of the membrane.
Experimental data on photocycle kinetics [238] show that both these
orientations may occur in the native membrane. Henceforth, we will consider
only one orientation state, shown in Fig. 14.

Figure 14 also shows the amino acid residues playing a key role in the proton
transport: Asp 85, Asp 212, and Tyr 185 with negatively charged terminal
groups that are counterions with respect to the positively charged protonated
Schiff base; Asp 85 and Asp 96 are inner proton acceptor and donor,
respectively; Arg 82 favors the deprotonation of the retinal Schiff base. The data
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Figure 14. Spatial model of bacteriorhodopsin structure. (From Ref. 37.)
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on light-induced FT-IR difference spectroscopy indicate that aspartic and
tyrosine acid terminal groups undergo the largest changes during the
bacteriorhodopsin photocycle [6,252,253]. Zundel and co-workers [6,233,241,
254] constantly noticed that the proton pathway includes tyrosines and
structural water. And at the end of the pathway, Glu 204 is present [6,230,255].

The principal structure of the outlet proton channel is now considered as
being composed of water molecules and the terminal %%OH group of Asp 212,
Glu 204 and, possibly, tyrosine(s). In contrast, the inlet channel has hydrophobic
side chains of amino acid residues, except for the polar side chain of Asp 96
which is positioned about 0.1 nm from the Schiff base and about 0.6 nm from
the cytoplasmic end of the C segment [224]. One or two water molecules close
to the Schiff base [256–258] perhaps play a structure forming role and promote
the proton dynamics.

The light-induced isomerization of the retinal shifts the protonated Schiff
base into a new environment. A subsequent charge separation triggers the
rearrangement of the active site, resulting in determination of the connection of
the proton with the retinal Schiff base down to the critical value when the
Schiff’s base proton is transferred to Asp 85.

The measurements carried out by light-induced FT-IR difference spectro-
scopy indicate that the bR! K transition is accompanied by the protonation of
Tyr 185 (%%O% !%%OH) [259–261] and the creation of new H bonds [233,6].
These bonds are formed between the protonated Schiff base and the terminal
group of Asp 85, as well as between the terminal groups of Asp 212 and Tyr 185.
The protonation of Tyr 185 can easily be explained using the results of quantum
chemical calculations of the charge distribution in the intermediate K [262]. In
accordance with these results, the negative charge is increased near the C14 of
13-cis-retinal, which is located close to the terminal group of Tyr 185 (Fig. 15).
This suggests that the negative charge favors H( transfer from the terminal
group%%NH(

3 of Arg 82 to that of Tyr 185 via the side chain of Asp 212, because
the negative charge of its terminal group is partially neutralized by the positive
charge concentrated near C15 and the side chain of Lys 216 (Fig. 15b).

FT-IR spectrometric measurements [252,263] show that Asp 96 undergoes
deprotonation (%%COOH! %%COO%) during the K! L transition. From our
point of view, this process can be understood if one considers the positive
charge at the C15 of 13-cis-retinal and the side chain of Lys 216 (Fig. 16). It is
obviously favors the deprotonation process for the terminal group of Asp 96.
In turn, the appearance of the negative charge distant from the active side can
promote changes in the protein structure (leading, in particular, to a variation in
geometry and strength of the H bonds [245]), which have been observed
experimentally [264–269].

The protonated Schiff base of all-trans-retinal in the ground state has a pKa

greater than 13 [270], which provides its strong connection with the retinal by
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means of an electrostatic attractive interaction between the positive protonated
Schiff base and negative counterions. Charge separation in the active site taking
place after the all-trans–13-cis isomerization of the retinal makes the
connection of the proton with the Schiff base weaker. This naturally results in
a decrease in the pKa value for the Schiff’s base proton.

At the L! M transition, two protons neutralize the counterions [233]: One
proton transfers from the Schiff base to the terminal group of Asp 85 [271,272],
and another transfers from the terminal group of Tyr 185 to that of Asp 212
[273]. Note that this process follows the deprotonation of Asp 96, including an
additional negative charge on the terminal group %%COOH of Asp 85 and
Asp 212. This is the mechanism of additional decrease of the Schiff’s base
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Figure 15. Scheme of the active site changes at the transition from the ground state bR (a) to
the intermediate K (b). (From Ref. 37.)
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proton pKa down to the critical value (4 3 [274]), at which the proton transfers
from the Schiff base to the terminal group of Asp 85. This process, in turn,
decreases the charge separation in the active site and thereby increases the
acceptor property of Asp 212. The proton from Tyr 185 is then captured by this
acceptor (Fig. 17a).

In the next stage of the L! M transition the terminal group of Asp 96 is
reprotonated. This is followed by deprotonation of the Schiff base, which
becomes less positive than that in the ground state of the retinal. Hence, the
inductive interaction between the Schiff base and Asp 96 decreases; as a result,
Asp 96 is able to resume its initial state (%%COOH).
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Figure 17. Scheme of the active site changes during the L! M transition. (a) Formation of
the hydrogen-bonded chain at the moment before the reprotonation of Arg 82. (b) Reconstruction of
the active site (see Figure 15a) and the excess proton hopping motion along the hydrogen-bonded
chain. (From Ref. 37.)
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The dominant effect in the proton transport is due to changes in protein
structure (see also Refs. 258, 275, and 276). These structural changes lead to the
formation of a hydrogen bond between the amino acid residues (Asp 85–
Arg 82–Asp 212), holding a proton of the Schiff base, and the outlet proton
channel to the terminal group%%NH2 of Arg 82 (Fig. 17a). This is supported by
data from Ref. 233. The most possible candidate for the formation of this
hydrogen bond is terminal group of Tyr 57.

B. Light-Excited Retinal and Evolution of Excitations in the Retinal

After light with energy "ho ’ 213 kJ/mol (or 85kBT, where T # 300 K) has been
absorbed by retinal in bacteriorhodopsin, the retinal transfers to the excited state
(1Bu  S0 transition [238]) and electron density is shifted along the retinal
polyene chain toward the nitrogen atom over a few femtoseconds. This provides
a large change in the retinal dipole momentum (m 4 13:5 D, which has been
confirmed using second harmonic generation and two-photon absorption
experiments [277,278].

Let us treat the process of retinal excitation (p! p0 electron transition) and
its subsequent relaxation into the vibronic subsystem.

One of the main elements of the retinal molecule is a polyene chain that is
long enough. The absorption band of such a chain lies in visible range (see, e.g.,
Ref. 279); therefore just the polyene chain is responsible for the absorption by
lmax # 570 nm. The spectra of polyenes are characterized by a vibrational
structure of the main absorption band. In bacteriorhodopsin retinal, this
structure is on the band of absorption with lmax # 419 nm [280]. Therefore, the
main, more intensive band of observing the vibrational structure on the main
absorption band is attributed probably to the stronger interaction of the excited
p-electronic (p0-electronic) cloud in bacteriorhodopsin with a polar envi-
ronment (in this case the energy of the p0-electronic cloud is a little bit higher
than in the previous case, and therefore the energy is nearer to energies of the
protein polar groups’ vibration). These facts indicate that when considering the
kinetics of the p-electronic cloud, we must take into account the connection of
the cloud with vibration of the conjugate chain nuclei. Experiments on the
isolated retinal have enabled us to conclude [35] that a cis–trans distribution
occurs on vibration-excited levels. And the effective intersystem transition at
these levels plays a substantial role.

Now we will discuss the characteristics of the vibrational and p-electronic
subsystems of the chain of coupled C%%%%C bonds [35]. An isolated C%%%%C group
undergoes high-frequency valence (intramolecular) vibration, $ # 2p) 5)
1013 s%1. The groups in the polyene chain are interconnected by s bonds (the
vibrational frequency of the carbon atoms in the isolated C%%C group equals
about 2p) 2) 1013 s%1), hence the virtual vibrational quantum interchange is
substantial. By such a strong bond the spectrum of intramolecular vibrations of
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the retinal polyene chain is formed in an energetic band with a width 2"h$. On
the other hand, in the polyene chain the absolute meaning of the resonance
integral of the electron overlap in the C%%%%C bond may be evaluated by the value
"hM # $4–6& ) 10%19J (therefore, M # 2p) $6–9& ) 1014 s%1), and the reso-
nance integral of the p-electron overlap between two nearest groups C%%%%C can
be evaluated by the value 0:7"hM. The magnitude of the resonance integral of p
electrons in the lowest excited states should be at least as much as one
mentioned above. Consequently, the width of the p0-electronic cloud energetic
band (excitonic band) can be assumed to be equal to 2"hM; the vibrational band
comes out to 2"h$, and the inequality 2"hM / 2"h$ holds true.

The electronic excitation in the retinal is coherent [35], and this means that
the interaction of excited electrons with retinal’s vibrations is small. That is, the
energy of exciton–vibration interaction "hw is much smaller than the excitonic
and vibrational bands, "hw . 2"h$ . 2"hM.

The Hamiltonian of intramolecular collective vibrations of the quasi-one-
dimensional system of coupled C%%%%C bonds can be written as

Hvib #
X

l

"h$B̂(
l B̂l (

X

l;m

"hd$l%mB̂
(
l B̂m $380&

where $ is a characteristic vibrational frequency of carbon atoms (sites) in
polyene chain, B̂(

l $B̂l& is the Bose creation (annihilation) operator of an
vibrational quantum in the lth site, and d$l%m is an exchange frequency of the
virtual vibrational quantum between the lth and the mth sites.

To diagonalize the Hamiltonian (380), let us go from the site representation
to the momentum representation of the creation (annihilation) operators of
vibrations through the transform B̂l # N%1=2

P

q B̂qexp$%iqRl&. Here N is a
number of carbon atoms in the chain; Rl # lg0, where g0 is a distance between
the nearest C atoms; we suppose g0 # rC#C 4 rC%C—that is, g0 # 0:135 to
0.146 nm. In the momentum representation the Hamiltonian
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"h$q B̂(
q B̂q (

1

2

$ %

$381&

Here B̂(
q $B̂q& is the Bose creation (annihilation) operator of the collective

intensive vibrational quantum with an energy of "h$q and quasi-momentum of "hq.
The excitonic Hamiltonian

Hexc #
X

k

"hekÂ(
k Âk $382&

where Â(
k $Âk& is the Fermi creation (annihilation) operator of a coherent exciton

in the band having the energy "hek and quasi-momentum "hk.
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In the case of the coherent vibronic state excitations, we shall take into
account a change of the frequency of the collective vibrations in the polyene
chain caused by the exciton excitation:

$q ! $q (
q$q

qNq
dNq

Next, we pass to the operators of the exciton-state occupation numbers
dNq ! N̂q # Â(

q Âq and replace q$q=qNq ! ($q.
The total Hamiltonian of the system under consideration assumes as
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If we neglect the exciton–vibration interaction (i.e., the operator H1), the
wave functions of collective vibrations and of coherent excitonic states of the
retinal molecule (they are specified by quasi-momentum "hq and are the proper
functions of the Hamiltonian H0q) form an orthonormal basis

jq; fq; mqi #
1
######

mq!
p $B̂(

q &
mq$Â(

q &
fq jq; 0; 0i $386&

where fq # 0; 1; mq # 0; 1; . . . ; jq; 0; 0i is the vector of a ground state and
describes the system without quasi-particles.

Let us consider the kinetics of the excitonic excitation in the retinal using the
method of nonequilibrium statistical operator [281]. We denote the statistical
operator of the system by r$t& and shall study the evolution of its following
matrix elements:

Nqq$t& # Trfr$t&B̂(
q B̂qg

rkk$t& # Trfr$t&Â(
k Âkg

Pkk
qq
$t& # Trfr$t&Â(

k ÂkB̂
(
q B̂qg

$387&

Here Nqq$t& is a nonequilibrium function of the excitations distribution in
vibrational subsystem at the moment of time t; matrix elements rkk$t& determine
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a probability of existence at the moment of t of the p-electronic cloud in an
excited state with a quasi-momentum "hk and with an energy "hek;matrix elements
Pkk

qq
$t& describe a coupling between the p0-electronic cloud and the vibrational

subsystem.
The equation of evolution of the matrix elements Nqq$t& has the form

i"h
qNqq$t&

qt
# %Trfr$0&$t&*H0; B̂

(
q B̂q+g

% i

"h
lim
Z!0

't

%1
dteZt Trfr$0&$t&*H1$t&; *H1; B̂

(
q B̂q++g $388&

Similar equations are derived for rkk$t& and Pkk
qq
$t&. In Eq. (389), r$0&$t& is

statistical operator of the excitonic vibrational system (retinal) in thermostat
(protein) in the absence of interaction H1; the operator H1$t& equals
exp$itH0="h&H1exp$%itH0="h&. From Eq. (388) and from similar equations for
rkk$t& and Pkk

qq
$t& with regard to expressions (383) to (385), we derive the

following system of the differential coupling equations:

q
qt
Nqq$t& #

X

k

vkq$t&frkk$t& ( Pk%q;k%q
q;q

$t& % Pkk
qq
$t&g $389&

q
qt
rkk$t& #

X

k

vkq$t& %rkk$t& ( rk%q;k%q$t&
.

%2Pkk
qq
$t& ( Pk%q;k%q

q;q
$t& ( Pk(q;k(q

q;q
$t&
o

$390&

q
qt
Pkk

qq
$t& # vkq$t& rk%q;k%q$t& ( 3*Pk%q;k%q

q;q
$t& % Pkk

qq
$t&+

n o

$391&

In the equations derived, the terms containing products of four and more Fermi
operators Âq and Â

(
q are omitted. Besides, when deriving the equations, in H1$t&

the uncoupling of the operator products have been made:

2Â(
q ÂqB̂

(
q B̂qjt ! hÂ(

q ÂqitB̂(
q B̂qjt ( hB̂(

q B̂qitÂ(
q Âqjt

# rqq$t&B̂(
q B̂qjt (Nqq$t&Â(

q Âqjt $392&

It is admissible if

rqq$t&j($qj < eq;$q; Nqq$t&j($qj < eq;$q $393&

In Eqs. (389)–(392) the function of a momentary exciton–vibration interaction is

vkq$t& # jwqj
2

~$q$t&
*~ek%q$t& % ~ek$t&+2 % ~$2

q$t&
$394&
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where

~ek$t& # ek (($k Nkk$t& (
1

2

! "

; ~$q$t& # $q (($qrqq$t& $395&

The inclusion of the term "h($q Â
(
q ÂqB̂

(
q B̂q in the Hamiltonian (384) makes

it possible to avoid a singularity in expression (394) at certain values of k and q.
Note that in expression (394), vkq$t& > 0 when qp=2g0. A choice of the function
of exciton–vibration interaction as

wq #
w > 0; q 3 p=2g0
0; q 5 p=2g0

0

$396&

satisfies the demands mentioned above.
The initial conditions for equations (389)–(391) are

rkk$t&jt#0 # dk0; Nqq$t&
+

+

t#0
# Pkk

qq
$t&
+

+

t#0
# 0 $397&

Now let us pass to the Laplace transformation over time variable t in Eqs. (390)–
(391):

rLkk$p& #
'1

0

e%ptrkk$t& dt; PL
kk
qq
$ p& #

'1

0

e%ptPkk
qq
$t& dt $398&

For this purpose we should multiply both sides in Eqs. (390) and (391) by e%pt

and integrate over t from 0 to 1. As a result, we get the equations

prLkk$ p& % rkk$t&
+

+

t#0
#
X

q

vkq
.

% rLkk$ p& ( rLk%q;k%q$ p&

% 2PL
kk
qq
$ p& ( PL

k%q;k%q
q;q

$ p& ( PL
k(q;k(q

q;q
$ p&
/

$399&

PL
kk
qq
$ p& % Pkk

qq
$t&
+

+

t#0
# vkq

.

rLk%q; k%q$p& ( 3*PL
k%q; k%q

q; q
$ p& % PL

kk
qq
$ p&+
/

$400&

Here the neglecting of the dependence of vkq on t occurs owing to relationships
(393) and (395). With the help of Eq. (400), correlators Pkk

qq

L $p& in Eq. (399) can
be eliminated, and after that the inverse Laplace transform can be made. This
brings us to equation

q
qt
rkk$t& # %

X

q

~vkqfrkk$t& ( rk%q;k%q$t&g $401&

where ~vkq # vkq$1( 1=9&%1; below we set ~vkq ’ vkq ’ "v.
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Let us substitute now the difference *Pk%q;k%q
q;q

$t& % Pkk
qq
$t&+ from Eq. (391) into

Eq. (389) and then perform uncoupling Pkk
qq

$t&! rkk$t&Nqq$t&. The term
$q=qt&rkk$t& on the left-hand side of Eq. (390) can now be replaced by the right-
hand side of Eq. (401). Then for the function R$t& #

P

k rkk$t& and for the
characteristic function N$t& # Nqq$t&jmax we obtain the following equations:

q
qt
R$t& # %2N"vR$t& $402&

q
qt
N$t& # 1

N
*2N"vt ( ln$3% e%2N"vt&+$3% e%2N"vt& $403&

In the retinal the number of sites, N, is 12 and "v . $; and because of $ #
2p)5)1013 s%1 and M 3 2p)5)1014 s%1, it is possible to set v’2)1013 s%1.
The characteristic time of vibration relaxation of the electronic excitation has an
order 10%13 to 10%12 s [282]. In this case for the light-excited retinal in
bacteriorhodopsin, according to experimental data [283] we have t # trel # 7)
10%13 s%1. Thus, according to Eq. (402) R$trel& # 0. Then from Eq. (403) we
derive the distribution function, which is not in equilibrium, of collective
intramolecular vibrations of the retinal at the moment of trel:

N$trel& ’
2

3
"vtrel ’ 10 $404&

The distribution function (404) is much greater than the Planck distribution
function

1

e"h$=kBT % 1
’ e%"h$=kBT . 1 $405&

which characterized vibrations of sites in retinal before the photon absorption
(we recall that "h$ ’ 85 kBT ; T # 300 K). The function N$t& can be written
formally in the form of the Planck function written for more high effective
temperature T0; *exp$"h$=kBT0& % 1+%1. Then at the moment trel the effective
temperature is expressed as

T0 # "h$

kBln$11=10&
’ 80 T $406&

Thus the energy passed into the vibrational subsystem is equal to "h$N$trel& ’
80 kBT ; that is, virtually all the total energy of the absorbed photon (85 kBT) has
passed on to the vibrational subsystem by the time of t # trel.

Clearly, the excited p0-electron subsystem should introduce a significant
charge distribution in polyene chain of the retinal. It is the charge separation
that plays an important role in the destabilization of the excited retinal. In fact,
the initial all-trans conformation of the retinal is stabilized by an attractive
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electrostatic interaction between the protonated Schiff base and nearby nega-
tively charged residues (counterions). In contrast, the electronic excitation of the
retinal generating a negative charge near the retinal Schiff base destabilizes
the all-trans conformation; as a consequence, fast torsional vibrations can be
initiated [284–286]. The frequency of these vibrations can estimated from a
simple scheme of repulsive electrostatic interaction between the p0-electron
cloud, having an effective charge of e0, and the counterions, with a general of e.
We can get an evaluation of the energy of this interaction by the expression

W # ee0

4pe0er
$407&

where e0 4 0:1e [262], r 4 0:5 nm, and e 4 3. Thus the vibrational frequency is
n # W=h 4 1013 s%1, which is consistent with the data of Ref. 238. Hence we
can conclude that the p0 electron relaxes via the induced torsional vibrations of
the retinal. The intensity of these vibrations is increased, as is readily seen
from the consideration given above; and, finally, picosecond isomerization from
all-trans to the 13-cis conformation of the retinal takes place.

The light-induced 13-cis-retinal of bacteriorhodopsin features a strained state
with separated charges: An additional dipole almost perpendicular to the retinal
long axis arises after trans–cis isomerization (see Fig. 15b). Thus, part of the
absorbed photon energy is stored. The energy difference between the 13-cis and
all-trans conformations of the retinal amounts to (U 4 65 kJ/mol [287].

C. Proton Ejection

A broad structureless absorption band in the infrared spectrum (1700–
2800 cm%1) observed for the intermediate L by Zundel and co-workers
[6,238,288] was unambiguously interpreted as proton collective fluctuations
occurring in the outlet proton channel. In this channel, charges are shifted within
less than a picosecond [250,289]; and an uninterrupted hydrogen bond, which
features a large proton polarizability [6], is formed. Thus the outlet channel in the
intermediate L makes up the hydrogen-bonded chain whose polarization periodi-
cally changes: OH ! ! !OH ! ! !OH . . . ! HO ! ! !HO ! ! !HO::. As we mentioned
in Ref. 37, such collective proton vibrations in the hydrogen-bonded chain could
be considered as longitudinal polarized optical phonons with a frequency of
more than 1012 Hz.

Figure 17a demonstrates the state of the hydrogen-bonded chain (possible
terminal group of Tyr 57 followed by water molecules) and that of the active site
before an excess proton enters the outlet channel. At this moment, the terminal
group %%NH2 of Arg 82 appears to be connected with two other protons of
the terminal groups of Asp 85 and Asp 212. These two protons destabilize the
active site because they both pretend to occupy (indirectly) the vacancy in the
terminal group of Arg 82. In the next step, these protons occupy the vacancy,
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and the initial states of Asp 85, Asp 212, and Arg 82 residues are resumed.
However, one of the transferred protons becomes coupled with Arg 82 while
another proton is in excess. This can be regarded as a short-lived ion state
(t0 4 10%6 s; see, e.g., Ref. 34), located at the site of the hydrogen-bonded chain
neighboring Arg 82 (Fig. 5b). It is obvious that the excess proton strongly
interacts with the collective fluctuations of the hydrogen bonds or in other terms
with polarized optical phonons. This enables us to apply the concept of the
proton polaron, which has been discussed in the previous sections, to the
problem of proton transport in bacteriorhodopsin, because during the L! M
transition the excess proton finds itself in a strongly polarized outlet channel.

The polaron state may be created on any site of the hydrogen-bonded chain
along which the excess proton moves. In this state, the charge carrier is coupled
with a chain site for a time t0, leading to a local deformation of the chain.
Figure 18 illustrates the excess proton hopping motion along the outlet
hydrogen-bonded chain as a set of polaron wells. The positively charged
terminal group %%NH(

3 of Arg 82 has to set the direction of the excess proton
motion from the active site to the extracellular surface of the membrane. Hence,
this proton drifts under the electrostatic field of the group %%NH(

3 .
We can write the Hamiltonian of the excess proton in the hydrogen-bonded

chain in the form
H # H0 ( Htun ( HE $408&

H0 #
X

l

Eâ(l âl (
X

q

"hoq b̂(q b̂q (
1

2

$ %

%
X

l

â(l âl"hoq*ul$q&b̂(q ( u0l $q&b̂q+ $409&

Htun #
X

l

Jâ(l(1âl ( h:c: $410&

HE # %E
X

l

Rlâ
(
l âl $411&

Active
site Extracellular

surface

l ! 1 l l + 1

2 J

Figure 18. Hopping motion of the excess proton in the system of polaron wells. 2J is width of
the narrow polaron band; E is the pulling electric field. (From Ref. 37.)
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where H0 is the basic small polaron Hamiltonian containing energy operators for
the excess charge carrier [first term in expression (409)], polarized vibrations of
the hydrogen-bonded chain [that is, optical phonons; second term in expression
(409)], and a local deformation induced by the excess proton [third term
in expression (409)]; Htun is the tunnel Hamiltonian describing the proton motion
from site to site, and HE is the electric field Hamiltonian depicting the change in
the proton potential energy along the chain. In expression (409), E is the coupling
energy of the excess proton with the lth site of the chain; â(l $âl& is the Fermi
operator of creation (annihilation) of the charge carrier in the lth site; and b̂(q $b̂q&
is the Bose operator of creation (annihilation) of the optical phonon with the
cycle frequency oq and wavenumber q; ul$q& # u exp$iql&, where u is the
dimensionless constant responsible for the coupling between the excess proton
and the lth site; J is the resonance integral that characterizes the overlapping of
wave functions of the excess proton in neighboring sites; and Rl # lg, where l is
the site number in the chain and g the chain constant.

The calculation of the proton current is reduced to the method described in
Section III. The density of the hopping proton current is given by

I # Tr$rE j& $412&

where V is the effective volume of the chain and the statistical operator rE and
the operator of current density are determined as follows:

j # e

Vi"h
*HE;Htun+ $413&

rE # i

"h

't

%1
dte%

i
"h$t%t&$H0(HE&*HE; rtun+e

i
"h$t%t&$H0(HE& $414&

where

r1 # r0

'1=kBT

0

dlelH0H1e
%lH0 ; r0 #

e%H0=kBT

Tr e%H0=kBT
$415&

After calculations and leaving out the phonon dispersion, we obtain the following
expression for the density current of the outlet proton channel of bacteriorho-
dopsin [37]:

I # 22=3p1=3
eg

V"h2o
sinh

eEg

2kBT

exp$%Ea=kBT&
*2u2 cosech $"ho=kBT&+1=2

$416&

where the activation energy is expressed as

Ea # 2kBTu
2 tanh$"ho=4kBT& $417&
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Let us present the current density I on the left-hand side of expression (416)
in the form I # e=Ateject, where A is the area of cross section of the chain and
teject is the time of proton drift along the chain. Since V # AL, where L is the
chain length, we can derive from expression (417) the expression for the time
drift of excess proton in the chain under consideration:

teject # 2%3=2p%1=2 L

g

"h2o
J2

eEa=kBT *2u
2 cosech $"ho=kBT&+1=2

sinh$eEg=2kBT&
$418&

All the parameters in expression (418) can be readily estimated. In the proton
polaron concept there are only two free parameters: the coupling function,
written here as u2, and the resonance integral J. Their orders of magnitude are
known from the general model of small polarons. Here we can set u2 # 15 and
J # 0:9) 10%2kBT . The phonon frequency can be put equal to o # 2p) 6)
1012 s%1, as we discussed above; and in this case "ho # kBT , where T # 300 K.
Then the activation energy Ea equals 7:35kBT . The excess proton energy in
the field of the active site effective charge eEg has been chosen to be equal to
107 V/m, which is typical for living cells. Finally, setting the number of the chain
sites L=g # 5, we gain from expression (418)

teject 4 80 ms $419&

This estimation is consistent with experimental data [290] according to
which the time of proton ejection equals 76 ms. In Ref. 230 it is pointed out that
at pH 7, the proton appears at the surface with a time constant of about 80 ms.
Thus, the theory presented herein is in good agreement with the available
experiments.

V. MESOMORPHIC TRANSFORMATIONS AND PROTON
SUBSYSTEM DYNAMICS IN ALKYL- AND

ALKOXYBENZOIC ACIDS

A. Molecular Associates

Mesomorphism of alkyl- and alkoxybenzene acids, which can be either smectic
or nematic types, was explained [291] by aggregation of their molecules via
intermolecular hydrogen bonds in cyclic dimers (hereafter we will use
abbreviations nABA and nAOBA for alkyl- and alkoxybenzene acids, respec-
tively, where n determines the number of C atoms in the alkyl radical).
Experimental investigations of the dynamics of hydrogen bonds in the vicinity of
the phase transitions have been performed in a series of works (see, e.g.,
Ref. 292). It was shown early [291,293] that in the infrared spectrum new bands
appear with heating of the solid-state phase well in advance of the melt point.
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This is testimony to a partial dissociation of cyclic dimers with the formation of
open associates and monomers. In Refs. 57, 58, 60 the quantitative estimations of
the relative number of different building blocks as functions of temperature and
phase of the sample have been made. For reference, the infrared spectra of n-
carbonic and perftoralkylbenzoic acids, which do not possess mesomorphic
properties, have been studied as well.

The absorption infrared spectra of nABA (n # 1–9) and nAOBA (n # 3–12)
have been measured in the spectral range from 100 to 4000 cm%1('3 cm%1) and
in the temperature interval from 100 to 550 K ('1 K) [57,58,60]. The assign-
ment of the spectral infrared bands to the vibrations of atoms of the dimer ring
(Fig. 2) has been made based on calculations of frequencies and shapes of
normal coordinates performed for dimers of homologies of carbon acids [292].
Vibrations of the parareplaced benzoic acid and its alkyl radical have been
interpreted on the basis of calculations carried out in Refs. 294 and 295,
respectively. The maxima recorded at 2900 cm%1 (nOH band), 1692 cm%1 (nC#O

band), and 940 cm%1 (rOH band) for all phases of the ABA and AOBA are direct
evidence for the connection of molecules ABA and AOBA via hydrogen bonds.

In the crystal state (T # 300 K), molecules of AOBA are united into
centrosymmetrical dimers by means of a pair of hydrogen bonds (RO!!!O #
0:2629 nm). For short homologies (n 5 5) the packing of molecules in the
crystal is caused by the interaction between the rings of benzoic acids (Fig. 19a).
The layer packing of molecules with more long alkyl radicals (n 3 6) stems
from the interaction between methylene chains aligned parallel to each other
(Fig. 19b). The distance between benzoic acids from the nearest layers equals
0.45 nm. The packing of molecules in the ABA crystal has a similar nature.

The enthalpy of hydrogen bond in cyclic dimers (Fig. 20a) in the ABA and
AOBA is equal to %35:3' 0:8 kJ/mol per hydrogen bond at T # 300 K. For the
quantitative estimation of the enthalpy the Iogansen method [296] has been
applied, which is based on the analysis of the shift of the frequency of twisting
vibration rOH and that of the gravity center of the nOH band of associates with
relation to the corresponding shifts for monomers. The determination of
frequencies r$mon&

OH and n$mon&
OH of ABA and AOBA monomers, which are needed

for the calculation of the enthalpy, has been performed by the infrared spectra of
ABA and AOBA measured in the solution of CCl4 and the gaseous state in the
temperature range from 540 to 550 K. The frequencies prove to be 612 and
3550 cm%1, respectively, practically for all the acids studied.

As it follows from the infrared spectra, only cyclic dimers are present in the
crystal state on cooling to 100 K. In this state, the bond energy of the hydrogen
bond has been determined to be 36' 1 kJ/mol at 100 K and 34' 1 kJ/mol at
300 K. The crystals, on being heated, exhibit the appearance of a new band
(920–925 cm%1) well before the transition to a metaphase. The intensity of the
band increases with T, and the maximum of the band slightly moves to low
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Figure 19. (a) Molecular stacking in the crystal state of the 7AOBA in the projection on the a
axis. (b) The crystal structure of toluil acid in the projection on the c axis. (From Ref. 57.)
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Figure 20. Possible types of hydrogen-
bonded associates: (a) Cyclic dimer, (b) open
dimer, and (c) chain associate. (From Ref. 58.)
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frequencies. Coincidentally with this band, one more band with the maximum at
1710 cm%1, a wide shoulder (3300 cm%1), and new bands in the range from 500
to 700 cm%1 appear as well. Taking into account peculiarities of the crystal
structure of the 7AOBA and low intensities of the bands caused by the
absorption of unbound hydroxyl group OH (612 and 3550 cm%1), it is necessary
to suggest that three or more molecules take part in the formation of such
associates (Fig. 20c). An appraisal of the enthalpy of hydrogen bond of the
formed chain associates by the Iogansen’s frequency rule [296] yields magnitude
%31:5' 0:8 kJ/mol. Near the phase transition from the solid crystal to the
liquid crystal, the quantity of open associates accounts for 30% of the total
number of nAOBA (nABA) molecules; a small part of monomers is available
as well.

Heating over the melting temperature is accompanied by amplification of the
intensity of bands resulted from monomers (612, 1730, and 3550 cm%1) and
decay of the intensity of bands stemming from cyclic dimers (940, 1690, and
2900 cm%1). That is, with heating, cyclic dimers dissociate into monomers; the
quantity of open associates holds constant in the framework of the mesophase
(Fig. 21). These clusters (i.e., open associates), which feature a certain order
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Figure 21. Relative content of cyclic dimers ()), open associates (~), and monomers (*)
in different phase states of the 7AOBA; (8, 9) are the data for dilution of the 7AOBA in CCl4. The
vertical dashed lines correspond to the phase transition temperatures. (From Ref. 57.)
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parameter, set conditions for a smectic layer type of the mesophase. In particular,
electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy also points to the formation of
polymer hydrogen-bonded associates in the mesophase of 9AOBA [297].

Cyclic dimers, open associates, and monomers exist also in the liquid state;
however, with temperature the dynamic equilibrium is shifted to monomers.
Note that a more simple pattern of the molecular structure is set with dissolving
of the acids studied in CCl4: Only cyclic dimers and monomers are found at
equilibrium, and the quantity of monomers increases with dilution of the
solution or with its heating; open associates do not arise. The enthalpy of
hydrogen bond of dimer molecules in the solution is approximately the same as
in the crystal at the same temperature.

What is the reason for the transformation of hydrogen bonds revealed at the
phase transitions in the homology series studied? Bernal’s hypothesis [298]
indicates that it is the character of packing of molecules in the crystal state
which determines the possibility of mesophase formation and its type. In
the case of nAOBA-type benzoic acids with short alkyl radicals (n 5 5), the
ordering of molecules (‘‘piles’’) is determined by the interaction between
benzoic rings. If the radicals are longer, the intermolecular interaction between
methylene chains fixes the layer packing of cyclic dimers (Fig. 20). The
conjugation of p electrons of benzoic acids with those of carbonyl groups
dictates the flat structure of the cyclic dimer core. With melting, the liquid
crystal is formed: in the first case nematic and in the second case smectic. The
distance between benzoic rings of neighboring dimers is 0.45 nm. In similar
manner, the nABA crystals are constructed [57,58,60].

B. Rearrangement of Hydrogen Bonds: Mechanism of
Open Associates Formation

Let us consider the process of disruption of a pair of hydrogen bonds, which have
connected two nABA (or nAOBA) molecules into a dimer, and the following
formation of one crossed hydrogen bond combining two nABA molecules which
previously have been unconnected. The problem can be reduced to the model
below. Let two hydrogen bonds from two nearest dimer rings is characterized by
two-well potentials (Figure 20a) whose parameters are given (see Section II). It
would seem that the dynamics of the crystal net of hydrogen bonds, which are
marked by two-well potentials, can be investigated in principle in the framework
of the Ising pseudospin model (see Section II.D). However, in our case there
is reliable experimental evidence of the origination of ‘‘crossed’’ hydrogen bonds
that characterize the creation of open associates discussed in the previous
subsection.

It is reasonable to assume that at the phase transition ‘‘solid crystal 1! solid
crystal 2’’ that is close to the phase transition ‘‘solid crystal! liquid crystal’’
the intradimer hydrogen bonds are in a predissociate state. This state can be
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unstable with respect to the proton transfer from the dimer to a new spatial posi-
tion that corresponds to a ‘‘crossed’’ hydrogen bond. Such a transfer can be acti-
vated by two types of intradimer vibrations of the proton [292]: (i) r$O ! ! !H& #
30–50 cm%1 (in plane of the dimer ring), which is transversal to the O ! ! !O line
of the dimer; (ii) a?$O ! ! !H& # 30–50 cm%1 (normal to the dimer plane).

Let us employ now the small polaron model for the consideration of proton
transfer from the intradimer state to the interdimer one (Fig. 20a and Fig. 20b,
respectively) [57]. The initial Hamiltonian can be written in the form

H # H0 ( Htun $420&

H0 #
X

2

l# 1

Elâ
(
l âl (

X

a;q
"hoaq b̂(aqb̂aq (

1

2

$ %

%
X

2

a# 1

â(l âl
X

a;q
"hoaq*ua$q&b̂(aq ( u0a$q&b̂aq+ $421&

Htun # V12$â(1 â2 ( â(2 â1& $422&

Here H0 is the Hamiltonian that includes the bond energy of a proton in the
intradimer (E1 < 0) and interdimer (E2 < 0) hydrogen bonds (we suppose that
jE2j > jE1j), the energy of phonons, and the interaction of the proton with the
lattice phonons. Htun is the tunnel Hamiltonian that provides for proton transfer
between two types of the hydrogen bonds. â(l $âl& is the Fermi operator of
creation (annihilation) of hydrogen atom in the intradimer (l # 1) and interdimer
(l # 2) hydrogen bond, respectively; b̂(aq$b̂aq& is the Bose operator of creation
(annihilation) of a lattice polarized optical phonon, which belongs to the lth
branch, with the energy "hoaq and the wave vector q; ul$q& # ulexp$iq ! l&, where
ul is the dimensionless value that characterizes the displacement of the pair of
oxygens O ! ! !O, which form the hydrogen bond, from their initial equilibrium
positions due to the localization of the hydrogen atom H between them (u1 refers
to the intradimer hydrogen bond, and u2 refers to the interdimer hydrogen bond).
The matrix element from expression (422) is determined as

V12 #
'

drh'jc0
1Wc2j'i $423&

where W is the potential that specifies two possible positions (1 and 2) of the
hydrogen atom, intradimer and interdimer, respectively (Fig. 22); c1 and c2 are
wave functions of the hydrogen atom, which are localized at the aforementioned
position;

j'i # B̂('0; h'j # B̂'0 $424&
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are quantized site functions that describe the superposition of intradimer
vibrations r$O ! ! !H& and a?$O ! ! !H&, and B̂($B̂& is the Bose operator of
creation (annihilation) of these vibrations.

By analogy with the operator of current density, considered in the previous
sections, we can introduce the operator of proton transfer density between the
two different types of hydrogen bonds:

j # 1

Vi"h
Htun;

X

2

l# 1

Rlâ
(
l âl

" #

$425&

In expression (425) R2 % R1 # g where the g is the length of proton jump.
The equation of motion of the statistical operator, which describes the system

studied, is

i"h
qr
qt

# *H; r+ $426&

If we assume that Htun is a perturbation (jV j. "holq; jE1;2j; kBT), we derive
from Eq. (426), setting in the first approximation Htun # 0, that

r0 #
e%H0=kBT

Tre%H0=kBT
$427&

The correction to r0 caused by the interaction Hamiltonian (422) is

rtun # % i

"h

't

%1
dte%i t%t

"h H0 *Htun; r0+ei
t%t
"h H0 $428&

Expressions (425) and (428) make it possible to calculate the proton transfer
density by the following formula, which is known also from the previous
sections:

I # Tr$rtun j& $429&

O OH

O H O
O

H

O

O H

O

(a) (b)

Figure 22. Disruption of two hydrogen
bonds connecting two nABA (or nAOBA)
molecules into the dimer and the formation
of one crossed hydrogen bond, which
unifies two previously unconnected nABA
(or nAOBA)—that is, the transition of a
hydrogen atom from the intradimer state to
the inerdimer state. (From Refs. 57 and 58.)
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(hereVis the effective volume of the molecular system in question; see Fig. 22).
The overall result is [57] (see also Ref. 36)

I # 23=2p1=2"h%2nassgjV j2 sinh
j"E1j%j "E2j

kBT
exp % Ea

kBT

$ %

)
X

a
j(j2o2

acosech$"hol=kBT&
" #%2

$430&

where nass is the concentration of associates and

Ea # kBT
X

a
j(j2 tanh "hoa

4kBT
% 3

2
$j"E1j%j "E2j& $431&

is the activation energy. In expressions (430) and (431) we have neglected the
dispersion, put j(j2# u21 % u22, and written the renormalized energies "E1 and "E2

of polaron shift for the two types of hydrogen bonds.
Let us estimate I for the mesomorphic 7AOBA crystal. Parameters can be

chosen as follows [57,58,60]. The temperature of phase transition ‘‘solid crystal
2! solid crystal 1,’’ T # Tc, is 320 K (see Fig. 21); the distance g is 0.26 nm;
and the energy difference j"E1j% j"E2j equals 2kBTc. The major contribution to
the activation transition in the small polaron model is introduced by low-
frequency polarized phonons and hence the inequality 2kBT > "hol should be
held. In our case there are two comparatively intensive polarized vibrations of
the benzoic ring: g$CCC& # 175 cm%1 and b$CCH& # 290 cm%1. The degree of
deformation of the dimer ring (Fig. 20a) is described by the constant j(j2; this
parameter characterizes the bandwidths in infrared absorption spectra of the
proton subsystem at frequencies o1 # g$CCC& and o2 # b$CCH&. In addition,
the bandwidths have significant dependence on the length of radicals (in
particular, the replacement of radical H for $CH2&4CH3 leads to the bandwidth
broadening of 1.5 in the cyclic dimers of carbonic acids [299]). Since by
definition j(j2 / 1, we can set j(j2 # 40 (during which the polaron shift
j(j2"ho1;2 is still too small by comparison with the bond energy jE1;2j 4 4 eV).
The concentration of p-alkyl acids in a dish was 4) 1021 cm%3; in the ‘‘solid-
state 1’’ phase the concentration of open associates was 40% of this value (see
Fig. 21). Therefore, the concentration of open associates, which is entered in
expression (430), is nass # 1:6) 1021 cm%3.

The square of matrix element

jVj2 #
' '

dr dr0jc1$r&j
2jc2$r&j

2hh'jW j'ii2 $432&
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remains the most undetermined value. Symbols hh. . .ii mean the thermal
averaging by the statistical operator P, where

P #
exp*%"h$ B̂(B̂( 1

2

) *

=kBT +
Tr exp*%"h$ B̂(B̂( 1

2

) *

=kBT+
$433&

The averaging (433) reduces the matrix element (432) to the form

jVj2 # V2
0 coth

2 "h$

2kBTc
$434&

Let us set here $ # 2p) 40 cm%1—that is, the mean value of frequency for the
superposition of the intradimer vibrations r$O ! ! !H& and a?$O ! ! !H&. Thus the
matrix element V0, which is constructed only on proton wave functions c1;2$r&,
is the fitting parameter. With regard to the numerical values of $ and Tc, we
get from expression (434): V ’ 11:6V0. In as much as the following inequa-
lities should be held, V0 . "h$; "ho1;2; kBT , we can put V0 # 10%23 J (i.e.,
’10%2 kBTc).

Using expression (430) for the proton transfer density I, we can readily write
the expression for the proton transfer rate

K # IA $435&

where A is the effective area of the cross section of reaction channel
characterizing the interaction of transferring proton with an oxygen of the
neighboring dimer.

Note that as follows from expression (430) in the range close to the phase
transition, the temperature dependence of proton transfer rate (435) is expressed
as T1=2exp$%const=T&. Here, the first factor is responsible for the creation of
open associates, and it prevails over the second one for T > Tc. Below Tc in the
first factor the exponent 1=2 remains; however, the absolute value of the second
factor increases, which accounts for the lack of open associates in the ‘‘solid
state 2’’ phase in this temperature range.

If we set A " 0:1) 0:1 nm2 and insert numerical values of all the
parameters mentioned above into expression for I (430), we will obtain from
expression (435) the following meaning of the proton transfer rate:

K " 10%2 s%1 $436&

On the other hand, in the experiments [57,58,60] the samples, when heated to
Tc (see Fig. 21), exhibited open associates whose formation was completed in
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two to three minutes. Thus in fact the calculated value of K qualitatively agrees
with the experimental value.

The number of acids merging into polymer associates varied from 2 to 7 and
could extend to even higher numbers. Thus such a polymerization is similar to
some kind of the clusterization of alkyl- and alkoxybenzoic acids in the solid
state. We will return to this problem in Section VIII.

VI. QUANTUM COHERENT PHENOMENA IN STRUCTURES
WITH HYDROGEN BONDS

A. Mesoscopic Quantum Coherence and Tunneling in
Small Magnetic Grains and Ordered Molecules

Over a period of years there has been considerable interest in the phenomenon of
mesoscopic quantum tunneling and coherence revealed in various small-size
systems. In particular, the phenomenon has been observed in optically trapped
ions [300,301], superconductors in which the order parameter shows the phase
difference across Josephson junctions [302], spin-domains in atomic Bose–
Einstein condensates [303], and mesoscopic magnetic clusters and grains [304].
Many physical properties of small-size systems being governed by quantum
effects are radically distinguished from properties of macroscopic samples.
Besides the usual one-particle quantum effects (for instance, tunneling), some
low-dimension structures demonstrate a correlated quantum behavior of several
particles such as the mesoscopic tunneling of a cooperative magnetic moment
observed by the magnetic relaxation measurements in magnetic molecules and
small grains [305–308] (note that a mechanism of magnetization reversal was
originally proposed by Bean and Livingston [309] much earlier).

Coffey and co-workers [310–312] have conducted detailed studies of the
wideband dielectric response of polar molecules and the rotational motion of
single-domain ferromagnetic particles in the presence of an external magnetic
field with regard to the inertia of the particles. In particular, Coffey and co-
workers have developed a generalized approach based on the transformed
Langevin equation, which allowed them to calculate the dipole moment of
tagged molecules and investigate its motion followed by oscillations of the
applied field. They have examined [313,314] the rotational Brownian motion of
two- and three-dimensional rotators and have shown how the Langevin equation
is transformed into an equation for the dipole moment. The contribution of
single-domain particle inertial effects to resonance in ferrofluids has also been
analyzed [315]. The study [316] of the nonaxially symmetric asymptotic
behavior of a potential having minima at y # $0; p& at the escape from the left
to the right of the potential allowed the precise calculation of the prefactor in the
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Néel–Brown model; however, the nonlinear field effects have also been very
significant. The further search for the accurate description of the macroscopic
quantum tunneling of magnetization M needs correct asymptotic formulas for
the reversal time for magnetocrystalline anisotropy potentials, which have been
calculated by Coffey and collaborators as well [315–318].

Similar mesoscopic quantum effects take place also in short hydrogen-
bonded chains and in small clusters, which include hydrogen bonds. The
phenomenon of large proton polarizability and fast oscillations of the
polarization of the chain were studied experimentally by Zundel and co-
workers [6,249,288,289]. A theoretical study of macroscopic tunneling of the
chain polarization has been conducted in Refs. 319–322.

To gain a better understanding the collective proton dynamics, let us consider
an isolated chain schematically shown in Fig. 23. The proton subsystem is found
here in the degenerate ground state, and the chain as a whole can take two
configurations with different proton polarizations of hydrogen bonds. The
mesoscopic quantum tunneling of polarization from one configuration to the
other one stems from quasi-one-dimensional proton sublattice dynamics [319].
However, the rotating motion of ionic or orientational defects might relieve
the degeneration of polarization in principle as well [161,323–325]. In this
instance we meet the over-barrier reconstruction of polarization of the chain,
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| ' ( = |all A-H groups are oriented to the left(

| ) ( = |all A-H groups are oriented to the right(

Figure 23. Two configurations of the hydrogen-bonded chain, which are characterized by
opposite polarizations. (From Ref. 319.)
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and the corresponding solution in terms of a soliton formation is similar to the
Bloch wall in ferromagnetics, which is typical for rather macroscopic samples.
Traditionally, small clusters are single domains in which the total polarization is
fixed and features two equilibrium orientations along and against the principal
axis of the chain (Fig. 23). Let us denote these configurations of the chain by
symbols j"i and j#i. Our goal is to demonstrate a possibility of the spontaneous
tunnel transformation of a short chain (or a single domain) from configuration
j"i to configuration j #i. Such a behavior of the chain means that protons in the
hydrogen bonds coherently move from the left side to the right side; or, in other
words, the total chain polarization tunnels between the two opposite directions
Pz and %Pz, as shown in Fig. 23.

Let us turn to the main properties of the energy spectrum, which should help
us to shed light on the chain polarization transition and a role of the Coulomb
interaction that realizes the phenomenon. In the simplest case of an isolated
hydrogen-bonded chain, the Hamiltonian H of the proton subsystem can be
written in the form of two parts: (a) the potential energy HC corresponding to
the Coulomb interaction between protons and (b) the kinetic energy Htun

describing the tunneling transfer of a proton along the hydrogen bond:

H # HC ( Htun $437&

HC # U
X

l

$â(R;lâR;lâ(L;l(1âL;l(1& $438&

Htun # J
X

l

$â(R;lâL;l ( â(L;lâR;l& $439&

Here â(R$L&;l$âR$L&;l& is the Fermi operator of creation (annihilation) of a proton in
the left (right) well of the two-well potential of the lth hydrogen bond, J is the
overlap, or tunnel integral, andU the Coulomb repulsion energy between protons
in the neighbor hydrogen bonds. At first let us assume that tunnel integral J is
smaller than Coulomb interaction U, so that our Hamiltonian can be represented
only by the potential part H # HC that corresponds to the zero order of the
perturbation theory. The energy spectrum has a simple structure (Fig. 24a). The
doubly degenerated ground state corresponds to the two chain configurations
j"i # j10; 10; . . . ; 10i and j #i # j01; 01; . . . ; 01i; that is, the protons are
oriented to the left or to the right. Excited states of the chain stipulated by
unordered proton configurations in the hydrogen bonds $e.g., j01; 10; . . . ; 10i&
are separated from the ground state by Coulomb gap U. Let the tunneling
Hamiltonian Htun be a small perturbation, which thus intensifies the energy
degeneration mixing the ground and excited states (Fig. 24b).

We will treat the splitting of the ground state related to the tunnel transition
of the chain as a whole, which occurs between the two configurations with
opposite proton polarizations. To make these coherent tunnel transitions of
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protons possible, the energies of the two lowest states must be separated by a
gap from excited states. Obviously, when the local tunnel integral J is small in
comparison with U, the Coulomb gap preserves such transitions. However, if
the kinetic energy of the system has an order of the Coulomb repulsion, the gap
between the ground and excited states will be virtually reduced to zero. This in
turn will destroy the coherent proton dynamics. Thus an important prerequisite
to the correlated tunnel dynamics is the strong Coulomb interaction between
protons.

Another important condition for such transitions is low temperature at which
thermal fluctuations do not blur the ground state. The ground state will be split
when temperature increases, though the value of splitting will still be less than
the Coulomb gap U. Thermal fluctuations are also able to generate the
possibility of the chain repolarization between configurations j"i and j#i. Thus,
at some temperature the coherent tunnel regime of the cooperative proton
oscillations (temperature independent) should change to a classical regime
based on the mechanism of over-barrier proton transitions.

The matrix element, or the probability of coherent transition between states,
includes the full information about the transition. Let us denote wave functions
of the two degenerate ground states (at J # 0) as j"i # j10; 10; . . . ; 10i (the
chain’s protons are oriented to the left) and j#i # j01; 01; . . . ; 01i (the chain’s
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Figure 24. Energy spectrum of the proton subsystem: (a) Energy levels determined only
by Coulomb repulsion of protons (HC) in nearest hydrogen bonds. The doubly degenerated ground
level corresponds to the two states of the chain with opposite proton polarizations. (b) The energy
splitting caused by a small perturbation Htun. The ground state splitting is associated with the
coherent tunnel dynamics of protons. In the case of the strong Coulomb interaction, the Coulomb
gap separates the excited state from the ground one, which ensures the coherent tunneling.
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protons are oriented to the right). Let jli be the eigenstate of the Hamiltonian
H # HC ( Htun, Hjli # Eljli. The probability corresponding to the transition
from j "i to j#i is

jh" je% i
"hHtj#ij2 #

X

l

jh" jlihlj#ij2

( 2
X

l>n

h" jlihlj #ih" jnihnj#i cos En % El

"h
t

$ %

$440&

As can readily be seen, at low temperature the oscillations between the j"ith and
the j #ith states take place with the frequency that corresponds to the energy
splitting of the ground state:

#2 " h" j0ih0j#ih" j1ih1j #icos E1 % E0

"h
t

$ %

$441&

where j0i and j1i are the two lowest levels. The transitions j"i $ j#i include
both the single-domain repolarization and transitions through unordered proton
configurations. The wave functions of the two lowest levels have the following
forms:

j0i # a($j "i( j#i& (!0

j1i # a%$j "i% j#i& (!1

$442&

Terms !0 and !1 describe unordered proton configurations in the bonds, so
that the probability of single-domain chain oscillations becomes " ja(j2ja%j2
cos *$E1 % E0&t="h+. When !0 and !1 are small in comparison with the a terms,
one can treat the chain repolarization as that of a single domain. Contribution of
!0 and !1 in (442) becomes more appreciable at the increasing of the integral J
that leads to the destroying the correlated proton dynamics. For example, in the
case of a chain consisting only of two bonds, which is characterized by periodical
boundary conditions, we have

j0i # a($j"i( j #i& ( b($j01; 10i(j 10; 01i&

j1i # 1
###

2
p $j"i% j #i&

$443&

where

2a2( ( 2b2( # 1; b( # a(
E0

2J
; E2 # 1

2*U ( J % $$U ( J&2 ( 8J2&+1=2

$444&
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If the local tunnel integral J is small compared with Coulomb interaction U,
the contribution on the side of the term proportional to b( in expression (443) is
negligible (its contribution is of the order of J=U . 1). Hence in this case we
can consider the tunnel repolarization of the chain as a repolarization of a single
domain. Increasing of g involves an increase of the b term, which will suppress
the coherent tunneling of protons.

In such a manner the coherent oscillation is restricted by two factors. First, it
is the strong Coulomb correlation between particles which suppresses the local
tunneling of separate protons (U / J). Second, the small value of J decreases
the proton mobility. However, the increase of the proton mobility due to the
enlargement of the J will diminish the coherence in proton oscillations. Note
that similar correlated tunneling of particles can occur in the systems with
the strong Coulomb interaction—for instance, in small ferroelectric clusters and
chain-like structures with charge-ordering (Coulomb crystals). Another example
of a molecular system in which similar tunnel oscillations can be observed is a
short chain of trans-isomeric polyacetylene that features the periodic change of
single and double bonds, [326,327] (Fig. 25).

Having estimated the tunneling rate of the aforementioned proton transitions,
we shall draw the analogy to ferroelectric systems. For this purpose we should
represent the system of hydrogen bonds in the framework of the pseudo-spin
formalism (see Section II.D). However, before the detailed consideration of the
chain repolarization, let us touch upon the effect of the coherent quantum
tunneling in small magnetic grains and the quasi-classical approach to the
calculation of the tunneling rate, which is employed below.

Let us briefly state the most important features associated with small
magnetic grains [306–309,328–330]. Small ferromagnetic particles with size
about 15 nm usually consist of a single magnetic domain. The total magneti-
zation is fixed in one of several possible directions of the so-called easy
magnetization, which is determined by the crystalline anisotropy and the shape
of a magnetic particle. In the particular case of the easy-axes anisotropy, the
total magnetization M can be specified by two equilibrium states, which differ
only by the vector orientation. Transitions of the particle magnetization between
these states occur spontaneously. At high temperature T, the moment jumps
from one orientation to another over the anisotropy barrier. Below some T # Tc,
thermal processes are essentially frozen, but oscillating of the total magnetiza-
tion does not disappear. Quantum mesoscopic tunneling in the systems in
question was evidenced by the magnetic relaxation measurements with a sharp

Figure 25. Possible tunnel transitions between the two different configurations of a trans-
polyene chain.
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crossover to the temperature-independent magnetic relaxation for low tem-
perature [306–309,328–330]. The magnetic relaxation time that characterized
the oscillations did not depend on temperature and was finishing when T trends
to zero. Measurements of the susceptibility conducted on small antiferro-
magnetic grains with size 7 nm showed (a) the coherent quantum tunneling of
the sublattice magnetization through the anisotropy barrier even below
Tc ’ 0:2 K [328,329] and (b) the tunneling of the total magnetic moment of
the mesoscopic Mn12O12 magnetic molecule below 2 K [307,308]. Thus, the
mentioned experiments in fact demonstrated the total magnetic moment (in
ferromagnetics) or the Néel vector (in antiferromagnetic) tunnels between the
two energy minima. The phenomenon of mesoscopic (macroscopic) quantum
tunneling (or the decay of a metastable state) and the mesoscopic quantum
coherence (or the resonance between degenerate states) arise owing to the
coherent behavior of individual magnetic moments, whose quantity is rather
macroscopic as it varies from 104 to 106. Typical frequencies of coherent
tunneling fall in the range 106 to 108 s%1 (see, e.g., Refs. 331 and 332), though
in the case of the hydrogen-bonded chain the frequency of coherent tunneling of
protons can reach 1012 s%1 [249,288,289].

Such a tunnel switching of the magnetization can be described by the so-
called ‘‘one-domain’’ approximation, when the total magnetization vector M is
taken as a main dynamic variable with fixed absolute value M0. Then the total
energy density, or the anisotropy energy E, is obtained from the spin-
Hamiltonian H using a spin coherent state jni chosen along the direction n
[332,333]:

hnjHjni # V ! E$y;j& $445&

where V is the volume of a magnetic particle (i.e., domain), and y and j are
polar coordinates of the vector n. Minima of the E correspond to equilibrium
directions of the particle magnetization, n1; n2; . . ., which are separated by the
appropriate energy barriers. In order to calculate the probability of the
magnetization tunneling between the aforementioned equilibrium directions,
we have to consider a matrix element of type (440), which can be represented by
the spin-coherent-path integral [332,333]

# # hn1je%
i
"hHtjn2i # C

'

fdngexp %SE*n$t&+
"h

0 1

$446&

where C is a normalization factor and S*n$t&+ is the imaginary time, or
Euclidean action [306,332,333]

SE*n$t&+ # v

'T=2

%T=2
dt %i

M0

l
dj
dt

$cos y% 1& ( E$y;j&
0 1

; t # it $447&
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where l 1 eg=2mc and g is the gyromagnetic ratio. Below we restrict our
consideration by the quasi-classical approximation, which allows expression
(446) to be rewritten as follows:

# 4 Ae%
SE
"h $448&

SE is the Euclidean action written for a classical trajectory corresponding to the
sub-barrier rotation of the particle magnetization M. This is a typical instanton
trajectory that satisfies the equations of motion

i
M0

l
sin$y& _y # qE$y;j&

qj

i
M0

l
sin$y& _j # % qE$y;j&

qy

$449&

Prefactor A (i.e., the Van Vleck determinant) in Eq. (448) relates to fluctuations
around the classical path. It should be noted that the utilization of the ‘‘single-
domain’’ approximation (445) partly ignores a contribution on the side of
unordered spin configurations to wave functions of the ground states; that is, any
term similar to !0 in expression (442), the decoherence factor, is omitted. Thus,
the spin–spin interaction results in the coherent behavior of a magnetic one-
domain particle.

Being interested in the effect of tunnel repolarization, one can apply the
semiclassical approximation, which is the most general, though is more crude at
the same time. The essence of the approach is the following. We are not inter-
ested in forces, which hold a hydrogen-bonded chain. We are interested only in
the possibility of transition of the polarization of the chain from the state when
the polarization vector is directed to the right of the state when that is vectorial
to the left. The two states are characterized by the same energy. However, in
order that the polarization comes from one state to the other, the polarization
should overcome some barrier. It can be made by means of either the over-
barrier transition or tunnel one. We will not take an interest in a substructure
(local barriers) of the aforementioned super barrier. The barrier will be
determined from the anisotropy dependence of the polarized energy on the
polarization vector, much as in the case of the magnetization tunneling
in ferromagnetics. This allows the direct calculation of the probability of
repolarization in the quasi-classical approximation, and then parameters that
characterize the barrier are phenomenological constants.

We assume that the interaction between protons in the neighbor hydrogen
bonds plays a role of the exchange pseudo-spin interaction, which gives rise to
the coherent proton tunneling. In such a way, we will not treat the combined
probability of individual protons, but will consider the probability of coherent
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proton tunneling determined by the interference effect. The mesoscopic quantum
coherence phenomenon can manifest itself in the measurement of the total
dipole moment (i.e., polarization) P of a chain.

In the framework of our model, the dipole operator takes the form
P # d

P

l $â(R;lâR;l % â(L;lâL;l&, where d is the dipole moment of a hydrogen bond.
If we drop thermal fluctuations and dissipation, we can write the correlator,
which takes into account successive measurements of the P separated by time
interval (t:

hP$t&P$t ((t&i " P2
0#

2cos
E1 % E0

"h
(t

$ %

$450&

where hP2i # P2
0. Here # is the matrix element [#2 is written explicitly in

expression (441)], and the angular brackets denote the quantum mechanical
averaging.

Short hydrogen-bonded chains are characterized by a large proton polariza-
bility, and they play a role of typical proton channels in biomembranes. That is
why it is reasonable to assume that coherent proton transitions in the chain can
be involved in the mechanism of real proton transport along the chain [327].

The coherent repolarization can be realized by means of the coherent tunnel
proton motion along hydrogen bonds [319,320] (i.e., coherent tunnel
repolarization of bonds A%%H ! ! !A$ A ! ! !H%%A) and/or owing to the proton
rotation around heavy atoms [320,321] (coherent tunnel reorientation of
ionic groups A%%H ! ! !A%%H $ H%%A ! ! !H%%A). The latter becomes possible
when protons are tightly bound with the ionic groups, so that the probability of
proton transfer along the hydrogen bond is lower than that of the orient proton
motion around a heavy atom.

From the preceding, it may be seen that the probability of coherent tunneling
is specified by a nonmonotonic dependence on J. This brings about an
interesting ‘‘isotopic effect’’ [322,327]: The probability of coherent tunnel
transitions for heavy particles can be higher than that for light particles. An
analogous effect occurs in the case of the proton–phonon interaction [320],
which, on the one hand, can effectively suppress local proton tunneling J (due to
the increasing the effective mass of a particle) and, on the other hand, enlarge
the probability of collective tunneling of protons.

Let us now consider these two possibilities and discuss the influence of
phonons, which modulate the distance between heavy atoms A ! ! !A, on the
coherent tunneling rate.

B. Two Possible Mechanisms of Coherent Tunneling of the
Repolarization of Hydrogen-Bonded Chain

Let us calculate the tunneling rate of correlated proton dynamics associated with
oscillations of the chain’s total polarization using the quasi-classical (WKB)
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approximation [319,320]. We can distinguish the two following options: (i) The
chain repolarization is realized owing to the coherent tunneling of protons along
hydrogen bonds, and (ii) the chain repolarization occurs due to the rotation of
protons around heavy backbone atoms.

In the first case (Fig. 26) a quasi-one-dimensional hydrogen-bonded chain is
characterized by the two different configurations of the chain, j "i and j#i
(Fig. 23), which possess the same energy. Let us assume that the hydrogen
bonds are exemplified by the two-well potential, and let the two-level model in
which protons are distributed between the ground state and an excited state be
achieved. We can then introduce the Fermi operators of creation (annihilation)
of a proton in the right and the left well of the kth hydrogen bond, â(R;l$âR;l& and
â(L;l$âL;l&, respectively. Since one hydrogen bond is occupied by only one
proton—that is, nR;l ( nL;l # 1̂, where nR;l(nL;l) is the proton number operator in
the right (left) well of the lth hydrogen bond—we can pass to the pseudo-spin
presentation of the proton subsystem as expressions (70)–(72) prescribe.

In this presentation, the bond polarization can be written as pz # 2Szd, where
d is the dipole moment of the hydrogen bond. Then the Hamiltonian (437) of the
proton subsystem is transmitted to [compare with expression (73)]

H # %"h$
X

l

Sxl % U
X

l

Szl%1S
z
l $451&

where $ is the tunneling frequency of a proton in the hydrogen bond [note that
"h$ # 2J, where J is the tunnel integral written in expression (439)] and U is the
Coulomb energy of a couple of protons located in neighbor hydrogen bonds. If
the chain satisfies the periodical boundary conditions, the following equations of
motion for the operator Sl are obtained:

"h
dSxl
dt

# U$Syl S
z
l(1 ( Szl%1S

y
l & $452&

"h
dSyl
dt

# "h$Szl % U$Sxl Szl(1 ( Szl%1S
x
l & $453&

"h
dSzl
dt

# %"h$Syl $454&

Figure 26. Chain repolarization as the coherent proton tunneling.
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We recall that our key interest is the study of the tunneling dynamics of the chain
polarization or, equivalently, the total pseudo-spin S of the chain. Following
Ref. 332, we can estimate, using the quasi-classical approximation, the tunneling
rate "ht, or the splitting energy between the states j"i and j#i:

"ht # p"hop
SE

2p"h

$ %1=2

exp %SE

"h

$ %

$455&

where op is the oscillating frequency of the S in the well, (i.e., the so-called
small-angle pseudo-spin precession), p is the dimensionless prefactor, which can
be about 10, and IE is the Euclidean action for the sub-barrier rotation of the S.
Using the time-dependent mean field approximation and taking into account our
assumption that the chain is a single domain, we can write the classical equation
for the S in the following form [96]:

"h
dS

dt
# %S) qE

qS
$456&

where the anisotropy energy

E # %"h$Sx % U ! $Sz&2 $457&

Vector S characterizes the polarization of one-domain chain. In the spherical
coordinate system we have S # S$sin y cosf; sin y sinf; cos y& and equation
(456) is reduced to

"hS
dy
dt

sin y # qE
qf

"hS
df
dt

sin y # % qE
qy

$458&

The classical action that corresponds to Eqs. (458) has the form

S # N

'

dt "hS
df
dt

$cos y% 1& % E$y;f&
$ %

$459&

where N is the number of hydrogen bonds. The anisotropy energy

E$y;f& # US2 sin2 y% "h$ S sin y cosf( "h2$2

4U
$460&
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reaches minima at the following values of the pseudo-spin: S" # S$sin y0; 0;
cos y0& and S# # S$sin y0; 0;%cos y0&, where

sin y0 #
"h$

2US
$461&

They are the minima, which determine the two equilibrium polarizations of the
chain. The minima are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign and direction to
each other. The energy of the states is chosen to be equal to zero.

In such a way we have reduced our consideration to the problem of one-
domain ferromagnetic particle with anisotropy energy described by equations
(457) or (460). The problem of the macroscopic and mesoscopic quantum
coherence which correspond to the tunnel switching of the magnetic moment
between the two equilibrium directions was studied by Garg and Kim [332] in
detail. This means that we may apply their results to calculate the tunneling
frequency in the case of the hydrogen-bonded chain. Thus the Euclidean action
SE becomes

SE # N

'

dt %i"hS
df
dt

$cos y% 1& ( E$y;f&
$ %

$462&

where t # it and the extremum of SE is reached at the solution of equations

i"hS
dy
dt

sin y # qE
qf

$463&

i"hS
df
dt

sin y # % qE
qy

$464&

Using the energy conservation law written for a classical path, E # 0, one can
obtain the relationship between sin y and cosf:

sin2
f
2

$ %

# %$sin y% sin y0&2

4 sin y sin y0
$465&

The sub-barrier path that conforms to the switching the motion of S from the
state S" at t # %1 to the state S# at t #1 is defined by the instanton solution
of Eqs. (464) and (465):

cos y # %cos y0 tanh$opt& $466&

sinf # i

2

cot2 y0 sech2$opt&
*1( cot2 y0 sech2$opt&+1=2

$467&
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where 2op # $ cot y0 is the small oscillation frequency in the well. Calculating
the action for this trajectory, we get

1

"h
SE$cos y0& # 2 SN %cos y0 (

1

2
ln

1( cos y0
1% cos y0

$ %$ %

$468&

where N is the number of hydrogen bonds in the chain. The tunneling rate is
determined by the WKB exponent dependent only on SE and the prefactor
calculated in Ref. 332. Using these results, we can represent the splitting energy
"htN for such transitions as

"htN # 8US
SN

p

$ %1=2 x5

1% x2

$ %1=2
1% x

1( x

$ %x=2

exp %SE

"h

0 1

; x # cos y0

$469&

The behavior of tN=$ as a function of "h$=U is demonstrated in Fig. 27. It can
easily be seen that the frequency of the coherent tunnel repolarization may come
close to the frequency of an individual proton that tunnels in the hydrogen bond.
Note that the coherent tunnel repolarization depends nonmonotonically on $.

The critical temperature Tc, which correlates with the crossover from the
thermal to the quantum repolarization mechanism, can be easy to estimate. The

N = 6

N = 3

0.05

0.5

1

0.5 1

- N / &

h & / U

Figure 27. Normalized coherent tunneling rate tN=$ as a function of the parameter "h$=U. N is
the number of hydrogen bonds in the chain.
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probability of switching of the chain polarization via the thermal activation is
proportional to exp$%(E=kBT&, where (E # S2N$1% sin y0&2 is the barrier
height. When this expression is compared with that of the tunneling probability,
it is apparent that

exp$%(E=kBTc& 4 exp$%SE="h& $470&

and we immediately gain the critical temperature

Tc 4
"h(E

kBSE
$471&

Let us now proceed to a study of the second scenario of cooperative proton
transitions, namely, the coherent tunnel motion of protons around heavy ions
[320,321]. The pattern is schematically shown in Fig. 28. Such a motion of
protons can be realized if protons are tightly bound with the ion groups, so that
the probability of proton transfer along the hydrogen bond becomes lower than
that of orientational proton motion of the group A%%H. To illustrate the
feasibility of such transitions, we shall treat simplest models of orientation
oscillations of the ionic groups in the hydrogen-bonded chain [135,323–325]. In
the two-level approximation, these models can be reduced to the model of an
easy-axes ferromagnetic with the transversal external field. In Ref. 325 a model
of the orientational kink defect in a quasi-one-dimensional ice crystal was
proposed. In the model, the main dynamic variable was the angle between the
direction of O%%H bond and the principal axis of the chain. The potential energy
was determined by the interaction of neighbor water molecules, which were
specified by the two-well potentials, and the potential minima corresponded to
the equilibrium orientations (! ! !O%%H ! ! ! and ! ! !H%%O ! ! !) of water molecules
in the chain. In the pseudo-spin representation, the secondary quantized
Hamiltonian of such a system can be reduced to a model of the easy-axes
ferromagnetic with the transversal external field [96].

However, the model by Stasyuk et al. [135] described in Section II.A is more
attractive because it allows an estimation of the frequency of coherent
orientational tunnel transitions taking into account both the proton dynamics of
the hydrogen bonds and the reorientational processes of A%%H groups. Let us

Figure 28. Cain repolarization caused by the motion of protons around backbone heavy atoms.
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treat transitions between the chain configurations j"i and j#i caused by the
coherent tunnel reorientation of groups A%%H starting from their Hamiltonian
[135] [see expression (120)]. We may choose the Hamiltonian in the form

H # H0 ( Htun ( Hrot ( HC $472&
H0 #

X

l

*w0$1% nR;l&$1% nL;l(1& ( wnR;lnL;l(1

( e$1% nR;l&nL;l(1 ( enR;l$1% nL;l(1&+ $473&

Here w, w0, and e are the energies of proton configurations in the minima of the
potential near an ionic group; nR;l$nL;l& is the proton number operator that
characterizes the occupation of the right (left) well of lth hydrogen bond. The
HamiltonianHtun in expression (472) describes the tunnel transition between two
proton states in the same hydrogen bond:

Htun # %J
X

l

$â(L;lâR;l ( â(R;lâL;l& $474&

where J is the tunnel integral. Orientational transitions of ionic groups—that is,
(A%%H) $ (H%%A), Fig. 28—can be described as a pseudo-tunnel effect. So the
corresponding Hamiltonian is

Hrot # %)rot

X

l

$â(R;lâL;l(1 ( â(L;l(1âR;l& $475&

where)rot is the pseudo-tunnel integral caused by the orientational transitions of
protons. The term HC in expression (472) includes the Coulomb interaction
between protons and electron pairs in the same hydrogen bonds (see Section II.A)
[135,334]:

HC # U$D-&
X

l

nR;lnL;l ( U$L-&
X

l

$1% nR;l&$1% nL;l& $476&

Let the chain obey the periodical boundary conditions and let protons be
strongly connected with heavy atoms, so that tunnel proton transitions along the
hydrogen bond are negligible in comparison with the reorientation motion of
A%%H groups. This means that only one proton is localized near each heavy atom
in the chain; that is, equality nR;l ( nL;l(1 # 1̂ holds, which makes it possible to
introduce the following pseudo-spin operators:

Sxl # 1
2$â

(
R;lâL;l(1 ( â(L;l(1âR;l& $477&

Syl # 1
2$â

(
R;lâL;l(1 % â(L;l(1âR;l& $478&

Szl # 1
2$â

(
R;lâR;l % â(L;l(1âL;l(1& $479&
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This allows us to construct the Hamiltonian for the orientational motion of ionic
groups in the hydrogen-bonded chain:

Hrot # %"h$rot

X

l

Sxl % Urot

X

l

Szl%1S
z
l $480&

where "h$rot # 2)rot and Urot # U$D-& ( U$L-& specifies the energy of Bjerrum’s
D and L defects.

The Hamiltonian (480) of orientational oscillations of ionic groups in the
hydrogen-bonded chain can be related to the model of easy-axis ferromagnetic
in transversal external field 2)rot. The Hamiltonian (480) resembles the
Hamiltonian (451) in outward appearance, and this means that we can reduce
the problem to the previous one. However, we are interested in the explicit form
of parameters $rot and Urot. For this purpose we should start from the
appropriate classical Hamiltonian that describes the motion of an oriental defect
in the hydrogen bonded chain [325]:

H # 1

2

X

l

mr2 _#2
l ( w$#l(1 % #l&2 ( U*1% $#l=#0&2+2 $481&

where #l is the angle of orientation of lth A%%H group, as illustrated in Fig. 29;
'#0 are the angles that conform to the two different equilibrium orientations of
the A%%H group in the chain; m is the reduced mass of a proton in the A%%H
dipole; r is the length of the aforementioned dipole; U denotes the barrier height
between the two equilibrium orientations of the dipole; and w is the constant that
characterizes the interaction of neighbor dipoles. Quantization of the Hamilto-
nian (481) by the scheme described above results in the Hamiltonian form (480).

Thus starting from the simplest pseudo-spin model of proton dynamics in the
hydrogen bond, we have studied a possibility of spontaneous tunnel oscillations
of the polarization of a short hydrogen-bonded chain. The phenomenon can be
affected by two reasons: (a) the coherent motion of protons along the hydrogen
bonds and (b) the coherent motion of protons around heavy backbone atoms.

r

.0

Figure 29. Orientation of the group A%%H in
the hydrogen-bonded chain. The angle '#0

corresponds to two different equilibrium orienta-
tions of the A%%H group.
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The phenomenon is a typical example of the mesoscopic quantum coherence,
which has been observed in small magnetic grains [305,309,328,329,332,335]
and mesoscopic magnetic molecules [307,308]. Besides, a large proton
polarizability of the hydrogen-bonded chain revealed by Zundel and co-workers
[6] is the direct empirical corroboration of the coherent proton motion in the
chain. The frequency of the coherent tunnel motion can be close to that of
the tunnel motion of a proton in the single hydrogen bond, 5) 1012 s%1.
Experimental estimation of the tunneling rate of a hydrogen-bonded chain,
texper 31012 s%1, was achieved by Zundel and collaborators [249,288,289]. The
maximum value of the tunneling rate calculated in the framework of our model
is also about t " 1012 s%1. The value of t significantly depends on the number N
of hydrogen bonds in the chain. For instance, assigning typical numerical values
to the parameters U="h " 8) 103 cm%1, $ ’ 50 to 200 cm%1, and N # 3, we
obtain the following estimate from expression (469): t " 105 to 1011 s%1.

C. Can Coherent Tunneling of Heavy Particles Be More
Probable than That of Light Particles?
The Role of Proton–Phonon Coupling

The tunneling rate (469) as a function of the tunnel integral is specified by a
nonmonotone behavior (Fig. 27). Such a dependence of the probability of
tunneling of the chain polarization can produce an interesting effect, namely, that
the coherent tunneling of heavier particles becomes greater than that of light
particles. It seems reasonable that only a part of the total energy—namely,
the kinetic energy, which induces the resonance tunnel integral J—depends on
the particle’s mass $J / exp$%

####

m
p

. . .&&. However, the smaller the mass of a
particle, the greater its mobility—that is, greater the value of J. Light particles
are more sensitive to fluctuations, which are able to destroy the strong correlation
between particles. That is why, in the case of the lightest particles, when J " U,
fluctuations will strongly drop the probability of coherent tunnel transitions.
On the other hand, the mobility of heavy particles is rather small, which should
result in a low frequency of coherent transitions. Thus, the probability of
coherent tunnel dynamics tends virtually to zero for both the lightest and the
heaviest particles and, consequently, should have a maximum in an intermediate
range, giving rise to a peculiar isotope effect. A similar phenomenon may appear
due to the potential coupling of protons with local vibrations.

Since dissipation can bring about the degradation of the tunneling rate,
we shall investigate a possible coupling of protons with backbone atoms. In
some instances, for example, in the case of a mesoscopic magnetic molecule
Mn12O12, the coherent spin tunneling occurs with exchange of phonons [336].
In the case of the hydrogen-bonded chain, we can take into account the
interaction between protons and acoustic vibrations of hydrogen bonds, which
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modulate the distance A ! ! !A [320]. The modulations alter the anisotropy
energy (see, e.g., Ref. 96).

The interaction potential between the protons and the atom vibrations can be
written as [323]

Hp-ph #
X

l

V$xl&rl; V$xl& # w$x2l % x20& $482&

where w is the coupling constant, rl is the additional stretching of the lth
hydrogen bond, xl is the proton coordinate with relation to the center of the two-
well potential, and 'x0 are the coordinates of the minima of the wells. In the
mean field approximation the Hamiltonian of the spin–phonon system can be
written as

H # %"h$
X

l

Sxl % U
X

l

Szl%1S
z
l (
X

q

"hoqb̂
(
q b̂q

(
X

l;q

$2VRLS
x
l ( VRR&tq;l$b̂(%q ( b̂q& $483&

where b̂(q $b̂q& is the Bose operator of creation (annihilation) of a phonon with the
wavenumber q and the frequency oq:

VRL # hcRjV$x&jcLi
VRR # hcRjV$x&jcLi

$484&

are the matrix elements of the interaction potential V$x& (482); here jcRi, jcLi
are the wave functions of a proton localized in the right and the left potential
well, respectively. The interaction parameter tq;l is expressed as

tq;l #
####################

"h=2MNoq

q

exp$iglq& $485&

where g is the chain constant, M is the atom (or heavy ion) mass, and N is the
number of hydrogen bonds in the chain.

The effective anisotropy energy of the chain takes the form [320]

Eeff # %"h$$( $0&Sx % U$Sz&2 % B$Sx&2 $486&

where

"h$0 # 2
VRRVRL

Mo2
0

; B # 2
V2
RL

Mo2
0

$487&
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The energy (486) can be rewritten in the spherical coordinates

Eeff$y;f& # $U % B&S2$sin y% sin y0&2 ( BS2$1% cos2 f&sin2 y
( 2$U % B&S2$1% cosf&sin y sin y $488&

where

sin y0 #
"h$$( $0&
2S$U % B& # sin y0

1( $0=$

1% B=U
$489&

and sin y0 is defined in expression (461).
The spin–phonon interaction renormalizes the tunneling frequency of a

proton, $! $( $0 (the sign of the $0 can be both positive and negative),
which, in turn, changes the interaction between the spins. The effective
anisotropy energy (488) has two minima: the first one at f # 0, y # y0 and the
second one at f # 0, y # p% y0. These two solutions determine the two
possible equilibrium directions of the chain polarization at the same value of the
energy. We may set Eeff # 0 along the aforementioned directions.

The energy conservation law makes it possible to obtain the following
expression for the classical path of the polarization:

cosf #
###########

1( s
p ################################

s sin2 y( sin2 y0
p

% sin y0
s sin y

$490&

where s # B=$U % B&. Expression (490) is reduced to expression (465) if one
puts B; $0 ! 0. Combining (490) with the equation of motion (463), we get the
instanton that moves from y0 to p% y0:

cos y$t& # cos y0 tanh$o0t&
cosh$o0t&

cosh$o0t& ( Z
$491&

where

Z #

###########################

$1( s&sin2 y0
s( sin2 y0

s

and o0 # $$( $0&
###########

1( s
p

cot y0 $492&

The instanton obtained corresponds to the subbarrier path of the tunnel switching
of the vector S moving between the two equilibrium directions, defined by the
anisotropy energy (488). The imaginary-time action associated with the solution
obtained takes the form

Seff
E

"h
# 2SN %d%1=2 arcsin

d1=2

$1( d&1=2
cos y0

 !

( 1

2
ln
1(

##################

1% B=U
p

cos y0
1%

##################

1% B=U
p

cos y0

" #

$493&
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where

d # 1

sin2 y0

B

U
1% B

U

$ %

$494&

The behavior of the normalized action Seff
E =SE as a function of the ratio $0=$

at different values of B=U is shown in Fig. 30. The function SE determined in
expression (468) is the imaginary-time action that has been obtained without an
influence of phonons on the tunneling of the polarization. In general case, the
values of $0 and B cannot be treated as independent parameters; the smaller the
value of $0, the smaller that of B. Assuming that inequalities $0=$ . 1 and
B=$Usin2 y0& . 1 hold, the action Seff

E can be rewritten in the form

Seff
E 4 SE % 2"hSN

$0

$
( B

U
1( 1

6
cot2 y0

$ %! "

$495&

It is obvious from expression (495) that the chain vibrations effect a decrease of
the tunneling rate when "h$0 3 %B=3 sin y0 (note that sin y0 . 1; for typical
material parameters we have sin y0 " 10%2–10%3). In particular, expression

0.8

1.0

1.0

10!4

10!5

B /U ~ 10!6

0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0

1.2

1.4

&0 / &

E
eff

Figure 30. Role of the proton–phonon interaction in the coherent tunnel repolarization of a
short chain. Seff

E is the Euclidean renormalized action of phonons, and SE is their nonrenormalized
action. The bond vibrations can effectively decrease the local proton tunneling ($0=$ < 0) and at
the same time increase the coherent tunneling of protons (S eff

E < SE).
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(489) shows that the distance between the energy minima is reduced
(sin y0 3 sin y0) if the spin–phonon interaction is accounted for. As this takes
place, the barrier height between the minima is dropped on the value of

(E$$0;B& # S2N$U % B&$1% sin y0&2 5 S2NU$1% sin y0&2 # (E

While B is always positive, $0 can change in sign. The sign of $0 depends on
the type of the wave function cR$x&$cL$x&& of a proton localized in the right
(left) potential well. The reason for the sign change can be roughly understood
if we analyze the proton–phonon potential (482). The behavior of values
$x2 % x20&, cR$x&cL$x&, and c2

R$x& as functions of x is schematically shown in
Fig. 31. It is easily seen that the matrix element VRL # hcRjx2 % x20jcLi is
always negative, while VRR # hcRjx2 % x20jcRi changes in sign: VRR < 0 when
the maximum of c2

R$x& is close to x # 0 and VRR > 0 when the function c2
R$x& is

shifted toward the right to the well minimum x0. $0 5 0 when VRR and VRL are
not the same sign. Therefore, the introduction of phonons decreases the
tunneling frequency of individual protons; however, the coherent tunneling
frequency can increase as it follows from the action (495).

Thus, the proton–phonon coupling being inserted into the initial Hamiltonian
is able to suppress or enlarge the coherent tunnel repolarization of the chain.
The realization of this or that option depends not only on the spin–phonon
interaction, but also on the form of the two-well potential of the hydrogen bond.

0

0!x 0 x 0
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2 ! x 0 
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Figure 31. Schematic behavior of the functions cl$x&, cr$x&, c2
R$x&, and $x2 % x20&, where

cL$x& and cR$x& are wave functions of a proton localized in the left and right wells of the two-well
potential, respectively; ' x0 are coordinates of the minimums of the right and the left wells.
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When protons are tightly bound with the backbone ions, phonons will reduce
the coherent tunnel rate. By contrast, when protons are localized near the
potential barriers, the coherent tunnel rate will increase.

VII. UNUSUAL PROPERTIES OF AQUEOUS SYSTEMS

A. Organization and Thermodynamic Features of
Degassed Aqueous Systems

The remarkable treatise by Eisenberg and Kauzman [139], early computer
simulations based on realistic intermolecular potentials like Rahman’s and
Stillinger’s [337,338], and the detailed random network model by Sceats and
Rice [339], which took into account important peculiarities of the intermolecular
interaction, allowed a significant advance in the study of water, which is believed
to be a very nonordinary substance. A detailed quantitative theory of the structure
of water rests on the model of a continuous tetrahedrally coordinate network
of hydrogen bonds [339–342] (see also Ref. 343). The structural features of
the model of a disordered network are specified in the description of the short-
range order of liquid water. Changes in the potential energy of OH oscillators
under the effect of the hydrogen bonds are interpreted as a result of action of a
certain potential field: the potential of the disordered network. It depends only on
the water molecules of the instantaneous configuration of the water molecules. In
other words, it is assumed that the network of hydrogen bonds is quasi-static
within the time interval of approximately 10%11 s (so-called V structure). The
model of the disordered network leaves out of account the existence of large
fluctuations brought about by cooperative motion of the water molecules, though
such cooperative fluctuations, as was emphasized by Sceats and Rice, [340] must
exist.

It has recently been pointed out by Rønne et al. [344] that ‘‘the structure and
dynamics of liquid water constitute a central theme in contemporary natural
science [345–353].’’ Modern theoretical considerations are aimed at (a) a
detailed description of an electronic structure model of hydrogen bonding,
applied to water molecules (see, e.g., Ref. 354), (b) models that involve a certain
critical temperature where the thermodynamic response functions of water
diverge (see, e.g., Ref. 353), and (c) models that presuppose a coexistence
between two liquid phases [344]: a low-density liquid phase at the low-pressure
side and a high-density liquid phase at the high-pressure side (see also Refs.
355–357).

Meanwhile, experimentalists have measured and analyzed, in particular, the
dielectric response of liquid water in the frequency range from 10 up to
1000 cm%1 [344,358]. An analysis of the dielectric spectra of water shows the
availability of complex permittivity in the microwave region and two absorption
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bands in the far-infrared region (the maxima are recorded at 200 and 700 cm%1).
Generally, two-component models provide a simple way of accounting for many
thermodynamic anomalies of liquid water [344]. The major results obtained are
the following [344]: The dielectric relaxation is successfully represented by a
biexponential model with a fast (<300 fs) and a slow (>2ps) decay time; the
slow decay time is consistent with structural relaxation of water; and the
temperature dependence of the slow relaxation time allows the modeling from a
singularity point at 228 K.

Below we would like to state results [359,360] obtained on samples of
bidistillated water (and exceptionally pure water obtained by means of ionic
gum), which were partly degassed. These results correlate very well with the
recent study on the two-component water model, the existence of a singularity
temperature point, and the existence of thermodynamic anomalies of water.

In 1987, Zelepukhin and Zelepukhin [361,362] established that the removal
of part of the gases dissolved in water under normal temperature and pressure
conditions change biological activity of the water. Degassed water is absorbed
appreciably better by the leaves of plants; and when acting on biological
objects, such water stimulates their respiration and enzymatic activity. The
stimulating effect manifests itself even if only a few percent of the gases
contained in the aqueous system are removed from it (under normal conditions,
water contains approximately 30 mg/liter of air gases). In order to elucidate the
biophysical and physiological mechanisms of action of degassed water, some of
its physical and electrophysical properties were studied [359,360].

The starting component was distilled water that reached equilibrium with the
gases of the air (usually this takes 3 days). Degassed water was prepared in two
modifications: by heating to 907C and subsequent cooling down to 207C (a flask
was cooling with running water), or by boiling for 30 minutes and subsequent
cooling down to 207C. Different modifications of water contained the following
quantities of oxygen at 207C: the starting (equilibrium) water, 9.05 mg/liter;
water degassed at 907C, 5.2 mg/liter; water degassed by boiling for 30 minutes,
2–3 mg/liter.

1. Experimental Results

Since the resonance bandwidth in the proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H
NMR) spectrum is in inverse dependence on the mobility of the molecules [363],
this technique can provide reliable information on the degree of structurization of
different modifications of water. The width of the 1H NMR spectrum lines for
different modifications of water was measured with a high-resolution spectro-
meter (Bs-467, Tesla). The resolving power of the instrument was 2) 10%8, and
the sensitivity expressed by the signal-to-noise ratio for 1% C6H6-CH2CH3 is
100:1 at the working frequency of 60 MHz. The averaged results are presented in
Table I. As is seen in Table I, the samples of the water degassed at 907C have a
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reliable greater width of the resonance absorption band, approximately by 20%,
compared with the equilibrium water. Consequently, the mobility of the H2O
molecules of this modification of water is lower by the same percentage; hence,
structurization in this modification is more pronounced. There are some grounds
to suppose that water subjected to prolonged boiling features a somewhat smaller
structurization than the equilibrium water (the measured error did not allow one
to make a more definite statement).

Water degassed at 907C with the following cooling was called degassed
structural water. Water subjected to prolonged boiling and subsequently cooled
was called degassed water with disordered structure. We will use these
definitions below.

The optical density of the aforementioned water modifications was measured
in the ultraviolet region with the help of a spectrometer at 188.6, 189, and
190 nm wavelengths. At these wavelengths the difference in the optical density
of the degassed and equilibrium water proved to be maximum. The optical
density was measured in absolute units on a control sample (equilibrium water)
and on a test samples in succession. The results are presented in Table II. As can
easily be seen from Table II, the optical density of degassed structural water
decreases with certainty in the ultraviolet region. When degassed water was
kept in thermostat in contact with air for 2–3 days, the optical density of the
samples gradually approaches the values of equilibrium water.

TABLE I
Magnetic Resonance Studies

Modification of Bandwidth The Experimental
Water (Hz) Error

Equilibrium (control) 3.6 0.18
Degassed (at 907C) 4.3 0.19
Degassed (by boiling 3.5 0.18
for 30 minutes)

TABLE II
Optical Density

Unit of Optical Density
————————————————————————————————

Degassed Water with
Wavelength Equilibrium Water Degassed Water Disordered Structure

(nm) (Control) (at 907C) (Boiled for 30 minutes)

188.6 0.218 0.200 0.186
189.0 0.189 0.174 0.158
190.0 0.130 0.117 0.104
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The electrical conductivity of the water samples was measured with the
help of a slide wire bridge on D.C. in an electrolytic cell with platinized
electrodes. The value of the electrical conductivity of degassed water was
approximately equal to that of equilibrium water (the difference is not certain),
2:49) 10%7 S/cm.

The pH value and the redox potential (Er:p:, in mV) were measured as well
and then the values of Er:p: was converted into the hydrogen index. The pH value
in degassed water increases reliably compared with the control sample
(Table III). In degassed structured water these changes are insignificant,
whereas in degassed water with disordered structure they are significant (10%).
When degassed water is kept in closed glass flask for 3 days, its pH remains
higher than that of equilibrium water. When degassed water is kept for 3 days in
an open glass flask, elevated pH values are preserved in structured water,
whereas in water with a disordered structure the pH value practically reaches
equilibrium. The growth of the water pH after degassing may be connected with
the removal of the CO2 gas; therefore, the connection between the changes of
the water pH and the changes of the structure of the water may only be indirect.

The redox potential Er:p: of degassed water reliably declines (Table III). The
greatest difference is observed in degassed water with a disordered structure.
The lowered value of the redox potential is preserved in degassed water also on
the third day of its remaining in a closed or open vessel.

Note that the change of the redox potential in degassed water is indicative of
a change in its thermodynamic properties. There is a direct relationship between
the value of Er:p: and the change of the free energy of the system studied [364]:

(G # %nFEr:p: $496&

where n is the number of the electrons transported in the redox reaction, and F is
the Faraday number. Calculations in accordance with formula (496) show that
the value of free electrochemical energy of equilibrium water at 197C is equal to
13.4 kJ/mol, that of degassed structural water is 12.73 kJ/mol, and that of
degassed water with a disordered structure is 10.22 kJ/mol.

TABLE III
pH and Redox Potential

Modification of Water
—————————————————————————————

Degassed with
Index Equilibrium Degassed, Structured Disordered Structure

pH 5.29 5.44 5.82
E, mV 340 322 307
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Consequently, the change of the redox potential makes it possible to
determine the change of the free energy, the thermodynamic state of water on
transition from the equilibrium state to the activated one. These changes for
degassed water are essential and reliable. It was the major sensitive test that the
Zelepukhins exploited for an indication of biologically active water working in
the area of crop production.

2. Thermodynamics

The conception of configuration (relaxation) contributions to the thermodynamic
properties that are caused by structural changes of liquid water at different
temperature and pressure is well known [301,304]. On the other hand, structural
changes in water are caused by the change in the potential energy connected with
interaction of the molecules—that is, with the change in the energy of hydrogen
bonds.

Water subjected to experimental investigations always contains gases of the
air. As a rule, the effect produced by this factor on the structure and properties
of water is not taken into account. However, gases can be taken into
consideration within the scope of thermodynamic solutions. Zelepukhins [359,
361] proposed to consider water that is kept in a thermostat and has reached
equilibrium with the gases of the air at atmospheric pressure (usually this takes
several days) as the standard state of liquid water. Kittel [365] and Pauling [366]
employed such standardization of water for the thermal function and freezing
point of water. From chemical thermodynamics it is known (see, e.g., Refs. 367
and 368) that the formation of solutions is accompanied by a reduction of free
energy and is a spontaneous process. Therefore, when gases are removed from
water, which is in equilibrium with the air, the free energy and thermodynamic
activity of the water must increase. Hence, particular calculations of the
thermodynamic parameters of degassed water should be performed just from
this standpoint. The role of gases dissolved in the water should be regarded
as the fundamental condition for the aqueous system to be in equilibrium with
the environment.

The change of the free energy and the enthalpy are connected by the Gibbs–
Helmholtz equation

(G # (H % T(S $497&

which is essential for the direction of chemical reactions. The chemical system
can change its state spontaneously only if this change is accompanied by the
negative quantity(G—that is, if reversible reactions do the work. The condition
of chemical equilibrium of the system is (G # 0; then from Eq. (497) follows
the equation

(H # T(S $498&
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which relates the enthalpy factor(H and the entropy factor(S. According to the
conception of Karapetiants [368], the change in the system enthalpy(H reflects,
in the main, the tendency of molecular interactions to combine particles into
aggregates (associates), whereas the change in the entropy (S reflects the
opposite tendency toward chaotic disposition of the particles—that is, toward
their disaggregation (disassociation). Thus, according to Karapetiants, these two
tendencies compensate for each other in the state of chemical equilibrium
defined by Eq. (498).

On the other hand, the tendency to association displayed by the molecules
depends exclusively on the magnitude of their intermolecular interaction; and
the measure of energy of intermolecular interaction is, apparently, the heat
capacity C of the system, because it is just the heat capacity that characterizes
the degree of heating of the substance. Therefore, it would be more appropriate
to regard the product C(T as the associating index of the substance (for
instance, at p # const, the increment of enthalpy (H # Cp(T). Then, since
the entropy determines directly the degree of the system disorder, the product
S(T can be referred to as disordering index. If we could write an equation
that combines terms Cp$V&(T and S(T , we would be able to examine a
peculiar order/disorder of water system based on the weight of each of the said
terms.

It should be noted that quite recently Langner and Zundel [369] have
proposed an approach to the description of proton transfer equilibria in
hydrogen bonds, which in some aspects is similar to that stated herein. They
have treated the proton transfer equilibria AH ! ! !B! A% ! ! !H(B as a function
of the (pKa—that is, the pKa of the base minus the pKa of the acid. They
represented (H and (S as the sum of the intrinsic quantities (H0 and (S0,
which describe the behavior of the systems studied in gas phase, and the
external quantities (HI and (SI, which depicted the influence of environment.
This allowed them to investigate the transition from (H # 0 to (G # 0 [note
that (H and (G are linked by Eq. (497)] with increasing (pKa and accounted
for the reason of this effect. The effect appeared owing to the large negative
interaction entropy term (SI arising from the large order around the polar
structure, which shifts the equilibria strongly to the left-hand side. In another
system a single-minimum potential has been found; the proton potential has, on
average, been symmetrical, whereas the proton is still largely on the left-hand
side. In this case the large negative interaction entropy (SI due to the order of
the environment has also been drawn to explain the result (the proton is found at
the acceptor B).

Coming back to our consideration, let us treat the Gibbs potential

G # H % TS $499&
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As it directly follows from expression (499), the total change of G has the form

(G # (H % S(T % T(S $500&

Replacing (H for Cp(T, we get instead of Eq. (500)

(G # $Cp % S&(T % T(S $501&

(it is assumed here that p # const, but we can write down an analogous equation
for the process at V # const). The first summand in Eq. (501), that is,

(Gin:in: # $Cp % S&(T $502&

can formally be called [359] the change of the Gibbs potential associated with
intermolecular interaction (or the configuration potential), which should be taken
into account at nonisothermic processes. Equation (502) is very convenient for
the determining the degree of structurization of aqueous system caused by its
heating and/or cooling. Indeed,(Gin:in: is directly connected with entropy S, but
the residual entropy that is a part of the total entropy of the system studied is just
a property of amorphous compounds.

It is easy to find numerical values of (Gin:in: from Eq. (502) by using the
tabular data for Cp [370] and S [339,367,371,372]. The calculation performed in
accordance with Eq. (502) has shown that for equilibrium water, (Gin:in: has
positive values up to the temperature of 318 K (457C), above which the sign of
the potential change becomes negative. In other words, in the aqueous system,
changes take place in the thermodynamic parameters of the intermolecular
interaction (the second ‘‘melting’’ point, i.e. the melting point of the associates
present in the liquid).

For equilibrium water, (Gin:in: turns to zero at 318 K, and at this temperature
the curves of S and Cp intersect (Fig. 32). At the point of equilibrium obtained,
the increment of the enthalpy, according to Eq. (498), is equal to

(Hjeq: # Tc0(S # 3:39 kJ/mol $503&

The absolute value of the equilibrium enthalpy at 318 K is given by

Hjeq: # (Hjeq:
Tc0
(T

% n(Hm # 17:92 kJ/mol $504&

(the numerical value of (Hm was borrowed from Ref. 139). The value Hjeq:
exactly coincides with the value of the activation energy of self-diffusion for the
molecules of water, employed in Ref. 373, and is close to the value of the
hydrogen bond in water, equal to 18.84 kJ/mol, cited in Ref. 366.
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This approach enables the introduction of the concept of structurization of
fluid—in particular, of water—with the help of the parameters Cp and S, whose
numerical values for different liquids can be found in the chemical engineers’
handbooks. The coefficient K of fluid structurization can be determined from
Eq. (502); that is, putting (Gin:in: # 0 we have

K # Cp=S $505&

For equilibrium water, K > 1 up to Tc0 # 318 K; at T > Tc0 the inequality
K < 1 takes place. Consequently, at T < Tc0, equilibrium water as a whole is
structured (the enthalpy factor prevails over the entropy factor), whereas at
T > Tc0 it is nonstructured (the entropy factor prevails over the enthalpy factor).
For comparison, we shall cite the values of K for some liquids, calculated from
the published reference data for Cp and S at 257C [374]: 1.14 for heavy water;
0.815 for hydrogen peroxide; 0.19 for ammonia. At this temperature,K # 1:073
for equilibrium water.

Let us temporarily introduce the notion of a certain ‘‘structurization
potential’’ and apply it for the consideration of thermodynamic parameters of
degassed water. This notion must be based on the main thermodynamic
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Figure 32. Entropy as a function of temperature for different modifications of water:
equilibrium (S), degassed structured ("S), degassed with disordered structure (~S). The heat capacities
of water Cp and CV as functions of T are plotted as well. (From Ref. 359.)
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potentials and should include such peculiarities as strong intermolecular
interaction, thermal expansion, and so on. In the past, theoretical [375] and
experimental [376] investigations of the macrophysics properties of liquid water
made it possible to establish considerable strengthening of water (by several
orders of magnitudes!) in the case of specific degassing, namely, when large
bubbles of gases and air present in the water were dissolved under the effect of
applied pressure. A more compact arrangement of the water molecules upon
application of pressure is pointed out also in monographs [377,378]. At normal
conditions, incorporation of gases into the solvent disturbs the mutual ordering
of the solvent molecules and is accompanied by increase of entropy [367]. Thus,
on degassing of the aqueous system, its entropy must reduce in the main, and
the intermolecular interaction must increase.

In the general case, not all the energy of the system during an isochoric
process can be transformed into work (%(G). Part of the energy (‘‘bound’’
energy, proportional to the residual entropy dS) is not used [368]; then we may
write

dS(T # V(p% $%(Gin:in:& $506&

Let us denote the entropy of the maximum-degassed aqueous system by "S. Then,
insofar as the residual entropy dS is greater than 0, in the first, linear
approximation we have dS ’ S% "S. In the case of an isochoric process the
work V(p can be represented as

V(p # T(S%(U $507&

In the linear approximation ("S # (S; in the same approximation at V # const
the change of internal energy can be estimated as (U # CV(T . Substituting
expressions (502) and (507) with regard to explicit forms of dS and (U into
Eq. (506), we derive the expression for the entropy of the maximum-degassed
associated aqueous system

"S ’ 2S% Cp ( CV %(S
T

(T
$508&

From here on we shall call the maximum-associated aqueous system maximum-
structured, whereas the ‘‘bound’’ energy dS(T can be spoken of as of ‘‘structu-
rization potential’’ (a. The calculation of the value (a from formula (506)
shows that (a ’ R(T , where R is the gas constant. The calculation of the
entropy from formula (508) yields the estimate "S ’ S% R (the "S versus T plot is
presented in Fig. 32).
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The change of the Gibbs ‘‘potential’’(Gin:in: in the discussed modification of
water can be written in a form analogous to expression (441):

(Gin:in: # $Cp % "S&(T $509&

Since "S < S and "Cp # Cp, the structurization coefficient (505) for the given
aqueous system at one and the same temperature will be greater than the
equilibrium system.

The plots of "S and Cp as functions of temperature intersect at 857C (see
Fig. 32). Thus, at Tc # 358 K we have ("Gin:in: # 0; consequently, in this state
the equilibrium value of the enthalpy increment [see (498)] is expressed as

("Hjeq: # Tc("S # 6:41 kJ/mol $510&

The absolute value of equilibrium enthalpy at 358 K is given by

"Hjeq: # Hjeq: ( $("Hjeq: %(Hjeq:& $511&

where (Hjeq: and Hjeq: are determined in expressions (503) and (504), respec-
tively. Substituting the numerical values into (511), we get

"Hjeq: # 20:93 kJ/mol $512&

Thus the enthalpy of intermolecular bonding—that is, energy of the hydrogen
bond in the equilibrium state in the maximum-structured water—is 3 kJ/mol
greater than in the case of equilibrium water.

In the case of degassing carried out by way of long-term boiling, degassed
water becomes disordered, hydrogen bonds become deformed, and the structural
phase must be nearly absent. Water activated in such a manner has an enhanced
dissolvability with respect to different salts (see also, e.g., Ref. 379) and is
characterized by higher Gibbs potential. Consequently, we can presume that
compared with equilibrium water, the entropy increases: S! ~S > S in degassed
water with a disordered structure.

The maximum possible increase of entropy can be arrived at from the energy
conservation law:

V(p% $%(~Gin:in:& # 0 $513&

where the change of the Gibbs ‘‘potential’’ of intermolecular interaction for the
given modification of water is given by

(~Gin:in: # $Cp % ~S&(T $514&
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Let us put ~S # S( dS and substitute this expression into Eq. (514). Then
combining Eqs. (514) and (513), and taking Eq. (507) into account, we obtain the
expression for estimating the entropy of a maximum-degassed disordered
aqueous system:

~S ’ (S
T

(T
( Cp % CV $515&

The calculation shows that ~S ’ S( R. The structurization coefficient for the
given water K # 1 at about 67C. At this temperature, Tc # 279 K, the curves ~S
and Cp in Fig. 32 intersect and

(~Hjeq: # Tc(~S # 0:64 kJ/mol $516&

correspondingly, ~Hjeq # 15:16 kJ/mol, i.e., the energy of hydrogen bond of water
with a disordered structure is 2.76 kJ/mol smaller than in the case of equilibrium
water.

To better understand the changes taking place in the intermolecular
interactions in the aqueous system, Table IV gives the calculated values of
the coefficient K (the index of a peculiar structurization) for different
modifications of water. The value K for equilibrium water was calculated from
formula (505); for degassed structural water it was calculated from the formula
K # Cp="S; and for degassed water with disordered structure, it was calculated
from the formula K # Cp=~S.

It is nearly impossible to degas water completely and preserve its structure.
In order to evaluate experimentally the degree of structurization of the aqueous
system and, consequently, evaluate the parameters of intermolecular interaction

TABLE IV
Coefficient of Water Structurization K

Coefficient K
————————————————————————————————

Temperature of Equilibrium Degassed, Snowmelt Degassed Water with
Water (7C) Water Structured Water Water Disordered Structure

0 1.19 1.41 1.29 1.03
10 1.14 1.26 1.22 0.98
20 1.09 1.27 1.16 0.94
30 1.05 1.22 1.12 0.91
40 1.02 1.16 1.08 0.89
50 0.99 1.11 1.04 0.88
60 0.96 1.07 1.00 0.86
80 0.91 1.02 0.95 0.83
100 0.87 0.97 0.91 0.80
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as well, the characteristics of the heat of evaporation were employed [359]. It
was comparatively easy to investigate artificially prepared snowmelt water
(samples contained 6.9 mg/liter oxygen at 207C). It was found that for this
modification of water, (G

$exper&
in:in: # 0 at 607C; in this situation, ("H$exper&jeq #

4:69 kJ/mol and "H$exper&jeq # 19:26 kJ/mol. It will readily be seen that the
enthalpy in snowmelt water is greater by approximately 2 kJ/mol than that in
equilibrium water. The values of the coefficientK for snowmelt water are listed
in Table IV; the equality K # 1 is attained at about 607C. This is a direct
indication that the degree of structurization of snowmelt water is greater than
that in equilibrium water.

3. Organization of Water System

Recent studies partly mentioned in the introduction to this section adhere chiefly
to two liquid phase models, one of which is similar to the V-structure that
appeared in the coordinate network of hydrogen bonds in Refs. 139 and 339.
Spectral investigation (see, e.g., Refs. 341,342, and 380) allowed one to
subdivide tentatively the diversity of hydrogen bonds in a single network into an
ensemble of strong, approximately tetrahedrally directed hydrogen bonds and an
ensemble of weak, appreciably disordered hydrogen bonds. Quite recently,
Kaivarainen [381] has constructed a quantitative theory of liquid state,
mesoscopic molecular Bose condensation in water and ice in the form of
coherent clusters. Mechanisms of the first- and second-order phase transitions,
related to such clusters formation, their assembly, and symmetry change, have
been suggested as a consequence of computer calculation (300 parameters have
been taken into account). His theory, indeed, unifies dynamics and thermo-
dynamics on microscopic, mesoscopic, and macroscopic scales. Chaplin [382] is
an advocate of the icosahedron structure of water; he presents an icosahedral
cluster model and has made all explanations for 37 anomalies of water. In the
past, a peculiar kind of clusters in the single network of hydrogen bonds of water
was also recorded (by X-ray technique [383] and neutron scattering technique
[384,385]). Very interesting results were obtained by Gordeev and Khaidarov
[385]: They detected density fluctuations, supposedly globules to 3 nm in size
comprising up to 103 molecules, and noted that the bulk water could be regarded
as a polycrystal-ferroelectric with a domain structure in time "100 ps (see also
Luck [386]).

Thus many investigations support an idea about ordered regions in water.
Since the water–gaseous solution is characterized by the temperature of
structurization Tc discussed above, we can hypothesize that the water network
features an order parameter. As a first crude approximation, in Ref. 359 an
ordering of OH groups of water molecules was treated in the framework of a
simplified model in which water molecules were located in knots of the Ising
lattice. The model was based on the Blinc’s formalism stated briefly in
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Section II.D above. The pseudo-spin operator Szl [see formulas (68) and (72)]
corresponded to two possible projections of the coordinate of the ith proton onto
the z axis. The order parameter obeyed the equation

hSzi # 1

2
tanh
hSzi$J( de&

2kBT
$517&

where 2J is the energy of cooperation of the protons and

2de # $("Hjeq: %(~Hjeq:& # 5:77 kJ/mol $518&

is the difference between the energy of hydrogen bond in the maximum-
structured water (510) and maximum-nonstructured water (516). Tending hSzi to
zero, we obtain from Eq. (517) the sought temperature of structural (phase)
transition of the protons from the ordered to the mismatched state:

Tc # $2J( 2de&=8kB $519&

The temperature (519) then was successfully compared [359] (with accuracy of
about 5%) with the temperature of structurization Tc obtained above for the
considered modifications of water.

We will return to the problem of cluster formation in water in Section VIII.

B. Determination of Water Structure by Pulsed Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Technique

To verify the results on the existence of the critical temperature Tc in the three
different modifications of water, there were measured [360] spin-lattice
relaxation rates for protons in water, assuming that the latter contains both
tightly and loosely bound molecules.

The spin-lattice relaxation time T1 as a function of temperature T in liquid
water has been studied by many researchers [387–393], and in all the
experiments the dependence T1$T& showed a distinct non-Arrhenius character.
Other dynamic parameters also have a non-Arrhenius temperature dependence,
and such a behavior can be explained by both discrete and continuous models of
the water structure [394]. In the framework of these models the dynamics of
separate water molecules is described by hopping and drift mechanisms of the
molecule movement and by rotations of water molecules [360]. However, the
cooperative effects during the self-diffusion and the dynamics of hydrogen
bonds formation have not been practically considered.

The spin-lattice relaxation time was measured with an ISSH-2-13 coherent
nuclear quadrupole resonance spectrometer-relaxometer equipped with a Tesla
BS 488 electromagnet (magnetic field strength is 1:6) 105 A/m) to realize the
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pulsed NMR regime. The probe pulse duration was several tens of microseconds
and tat of the front no more than 0.5 ms. Owing to the use of the water sample
volume of 0.6 cm3, we achieved a signal-to-noise ratio on the order of 50. The
signal from the sample was recorded and accumulated in a measuring
computing unit. The data array involving the values of signal amplitudes and
corresponding values of the pulse repetition rate was processed with a computer
by the least squares method to determine spin-lattice relaxation time T1.

The dependence of the reciprocal of the spin-lattice relaxation time T%1
1 on

temperature T for water is generally approximated [390–394] by the sum of two
exponents:

T%1
1 # A exp$E1=kBT& ( B exp$E2=kBT& $520&

where E1 and E2 are the activation energies of movement (rotational or
translational) of water molecules in the low-temperature and high-temperature
regions, respectively; A and B are constants or are functions of T. At the same
time, the temperature dependence of T1 can also be considered in the single-
exponential approximation in the high-temperature (T >320K) and low-
temperature (T <240 K) regions. In this case the value of the activation energy
at low temperature determined from the slope of dependence of lnT1 on T
approaches the activation energy of ice (60 kJ/mol), whereas at high temperature
it nears the energy of the hydrogen bond rupture (14.6 kJ/mol) [392].

Aside of the activation energies E1 and E2 characterizing the motion of water
molecules in loosely and tightly bound structures (dominating in the high-
temperature and low-temperature regions, respectively)—that is, the energy (E1)
of hydrogen bond rupture and the energy (E2) corresponding to the continuous
network of hydrogen bonds—we are interested in the contribution of each
structure in the region of moderate temperatures. The study of the influence of
the past history of water and of its treatment on the energetic characteristics is
also of interest, because it is precisely the effect of the past history of the T1$T&
that can explain the scatter of E1 and E2 values observed in different papers (see,
e.g., Refs. 389 and 392). However, the use of the two-structure model
complicates experimental data processing because one has to consider
additionally the contribution from each structure; that is, the temperature
dependence of coefficients A and B in Eq. (520) must be taken into account.

To process the non-Arrhenius temperature dependence of T1, we use an
approach different from that described by Eq. (520). The method, which is
describing, required data in a wide temperature range (from %307 to 1807C) and
rather prolonged computer calculations. The temperature dependence T1$T& can
be broken in a small temperature range (from 57 to 707C) into two intervals
divided by a temperature Tc and approximated in each interval by a single
exponential (Fig. 33). In this case the value of the effective activation energy Ea
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in the region of T < Tc is more than that in the region of T > Tc. The point
T # Tc plays the role of the critical temperature of water transition from the
dominating tightly bound component (T < Tc) to the dominating loosely bound
component (T > Tc).

The large value of Ea suggests that tightly bound water molecules greatly
contribute to the spin-lattice relaxation rate in this temperature range. The closer
the Ea value to E1 ’ 14:6 kJ/mol, the closer the water structure involved to the
system with a single hydrogen bond per molecule. The greater the Ea, the greater
the contribution of the tightly bound molecules that form a structure with an
energy value Ea determined in the single-exponential approximation that allows
one to estimate the effect of water treatment on the degree of molecule binding.

A glass ampoule 7 mm in diameter was approximately half-filled with water
under study. The air was pumped from the ampoule by a vacuum pump, and
then the ampoule was sealed and placed into a detector.

Measurements of the spin-lattice relaxation rates for protons in a freshly dis-
tilled water (taken from a flask of volume 1 liter) showed that Ea ’ 19:5 kJ/mol
and Tc # 284 K (or tc # 117C). On standing in a flask at room temperature, the
structuring of the water system increased. Even after several days, measure-
ments showed a considerable increase in the values of Ea and Tc, whereas after
40 days these parameters reached Ea # 21:9 kJ/mol and tc # 527C (Fig. 34).
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Figure 33. Single-exponential approximation of the temperature dependence of the spin-lattice
relaxation rate in two temperature intervals. (From Ref. 360.)
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When water taken from a flask had parameters Ea0 # 20:6 kJ/mol and
tc0 # 207C, two extra portions of water were taken and the disordering in one of
them and the structuring in the other were preformed. The value of the
activation energy ~Ea for the disordered water modification proved to be less than
the initial one Ea0, namely, ~Ea # 19:7 kJ/mol (disordered by durational boiling),
~Ea # 18:9 (disordering by vacuum pumping), and ~Ea # 15:5 kJ/mol (disorder-
ing by passing air). The temperature ~tc for these disordered modifications was
not determined because of the limitation of our method (it could not have fixed
tc below 107C).

Water structuring results in an increase of the activation energy ("Ea # 22 kJ/
mol) and of the transition temperature $"tc # 287C& compared to the initial
values of Ea0 and tc0. Figure 35 shows the results of measurements of the spin-
lattice relaxation rates for another series of samples.

In the first crude approximation the transition temperature has been described
by Eq. (519). It is obvious that the value 8kBT characterizes the degree of
binding of water molecules at T < Tc. On the other hand, the energy Ea

obtained in this chapter should determine the barrier height for hopping of water
molecules during translational diffusion.

Table V presents the values of Ea and 8kBT [see expression (519)] for
different water modifications from the first series of samples. If the model [359]
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Figure 34. Temperature de-
pendence of the spin-lattice re-
laxation rate for protons in water
settled for 40 days at room
temperature and exposed to the
surrounding air. (From Ref. 360.)
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discussed in the previous subsection is assumed to be valid, inequality
Ea > 8 kBT can account for the fact that the self-diffusion of water molecule
involves the surrounding groups of molecules. In particular, self-diffusion of
this type in water was considered in the model of collective molecular motion
[395,396]. The possibility of a diffuse random walk of groups of molecules
(with a lifetime of about 100 ps) was conjectured in Ref. 385 (see also Ref. 386).

Thus, investigations of the spin-lattice relaxation rates in the water system
showed directly that water by its nature is a metastable liquid. The degree of
binding of its molecules depends essentially on the past history of the water
system involved, and therefore in studies of dynamic parameters one has to take
into account the metastable structural state of the water system. The water
structure is considerably determined by atmospheric gases. Their removal from
water without distortion of its structure results in the ordering of intermolecular
interactions (water structuring), whereas bubbling with air, on the contrary,
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1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.7 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4

103 / T , K!1

ln T1
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Figure 35. Temperature de-
pendence of the spin-lattice re-
laxation rate for a freshly
distilled water (:) and water
allowed to stand in air for several
days and thermally treated at
907C—that is, for degassed struc-
tured water ((). (From Ref. 360.)

TABLE V
Numerical Estimates of the Model Parameters

tc(
7C) Ea kJ/mol 8 kBT kJ/mol

52 21.9 21.6
11 19.5 18.8
20 20.6 19.5
28 22 20
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weakens intermolecular interactions in water (water disordering). The water
structure is also disordered after prolonged boiling. The pulsed nuclear
magnetic resonance technique allowed the direct determination of the
temperature Tc of peculiar structural transition in water. The activation energy
Ea is also an important parameter. Its value may indicate the dominating
contribution of one or another self-diffusion mechanism of water molecules in
each specific modification of the water system.

C. Water-Dependent Switching in Continuous Metal Films

In moist surrounding air, sandwiched diodes Ag/BN/Si/Al [397] and planar
diodes with continuous films of Ag [398] and Au [399] are characterized by a
switching current that depends on the frequency and form of alternating voltage.
For example, in Ref. 399 the voltage frequency was varied in the range from
0.1 to 100 Hz, the voltage reached 4.3 V, the strength of the applied field E is
"104 V/cm (possibly, E in the diode was high as a result of the microstructure of
the films, i.e., small metallic inlands) [399], current density I is " 106 A/cm2,
and the curve I$E& had the form I / Ea, where 0 < a <1. The presence of the
switching current is associated with the formation of a water layer on the film in
the conditions of the moist surrounding space.

Earlier experiments [400,401] (see also Refs. 402 and 403) showed that
hydrated colloidal particles are characterized by polarization whose nature is
determined by spontaneous orientation of the polar molecules of water on the
surface of particles leading to formation of the giant momentum P. The energy
advantage of formation of P is shown in Ref. 404, which is in agreement with
a detailed study of the dielectric anomalies in thin water layers conducted in
Ref. 405. Spontaneous polarization of the monolayers of polar molecules is
theoretically substantiated in Refs. [406,407].

Based on the known properties of layers of water molecules with regions of
spontaneous polarization and taking into account the results stated in the section
above, we have proposed [408] a detailed microscopic theory of switching
current as a polarization surface current in the aforementioned regions (i.e.,
current of water domains).

In the experiments [397,398] the strength of the field applied to the films was
low (E 5 104 V/cm) in comparison with the strength of the intramolecular field
(E " 107 V/cm); therefore, the detected higher switching current cannot be
linked with induction of an additional moment (proportional to aE) on water
molecules. There is another possibility—to link the switching current with
polarization current determined by rotation of the water molecules in the
applied field, taking into account the friction of molecules of H2O on the surface
of the metallic film.

Spontaneous polarization of the layer of water molecules on the metallic film
cannot only be static. Since in bulk water some kinds of polycrystal-
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ferroelectric domains with lifetime tdom " 100 ps were observed by neutron
scattering technique [385] (and the literature on dynamic clusters is quite
extensive), we assumed that two-dimensional domains could exist as well, and
due to the strong bonding with the hydrophilic surface the lifetime of the
domains is several orders of magnitude higher (cf. Ref. 409). The vector of
polarization P of these ‘‘twinkling’’ domains on the surface of the film is the
direction of the external fields. This holds only in the case in which the field
over the period tdom is static; that is, the inequality $ . t%1

dim must be fulfilled
for the frequency $ of alternating voltage.

Let us consider the cooperated behavior of the dipoles (i.e., O%%H ! ! !O
bonds) in the domain on the film using Ising’s model with regard to friction—
that is, phonons of the film. In Ising’s model the ordering of dipoles is
characterized by the mean value of the z component of the pseudospin hSzi.

Thus let the electric field that is applied to the film be oriented along the
z axis. The polarization current appears as a result of rotation of the dipoles in
the direction of the field; that is, the dipoles periodically change the orientation
and are now straight and in parallel direction and antiparallel direction
in relation to the z axis. These positions of the dipoles in Ising’s model are
linked with two projections of the zth component of the pseudospin hSzi : 1/2
and %1/2, respectively. Since the water molecules are situated on the surface of
the film, we should include in the consideration the interaction with the film,
which in turns introduces the interaction with the film phonons.

The form of the operators of the pseudospin is given in expressions (66)–
(68). The pseudospin operators obey rules (69), which represent the switching
relations in this situation studied. The total Hamiltonian for the dipoles in the
domain in the mean field approximation is retained in the form

H # H0 ( Htun ( HE$t& $521&

H0 #
X

l;l0
Jll0S

z
l hSzl0 i(

X

q

"hoq b̂(q b̂q (
1

2

$ %

%
X

l;l0;q

Szl hS
z
l0 i"hoq*ull0$q&b̂(q ( ull0$q&b̂q+ $522&

Htun # W
X

l

Sxl $523&

HE$t& # %
X

l

Szl d0E0 exp$%i$t& $524&

The first term in expression (522) describes the interaction of dipoles, the second
term depicts the phonon energy of the film, and the last term characterizes the
interaction of the dipoles with the film and allows for small displacements from
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equilibrium positions of water atoms caused by interaction with the film’s
surface atoms or ions. The Hamiltonian (523) specifies the variation of the dipole
spontaneous orientation from parallel to antiparallel in relation to the x axis and
vice versa; Htun is regarded as a perturbation. The Hamiltonian (524) describes
the interaction of dipoles with the external field E$t& # E0exp$%i$t&, where E0

and $ are the amplitude and the frequency of the field.W is the ‘‘kinetic’’ energy
required for reorientation of the dipole, and d0 is the dipole moment of the O%%H
bond. Jll0 is the interaction energy between the lth and the l0th hydrogen bonds;
ull0$q& # u exp*iq ! $Rl % Rl0&+; u is the dimensionless value describing the
displacement of an atom/ion of the film owing to its hydration; Rl is the radius
vector of the lth dipole; b̂(q $b̂q& is the Bose operator of creation (annihilation) of a
phonon with the wave vector q and the energy "hoq. Since the phenomenon of the
water-dependent switching of current was detected [399–401] for films of Ag,
Al, and Au, and the ions of these atoms are strongly hydrated, it must be assumed
that u >1 or even u /1, like in the situation of a small polaron.

Using the small polaron model, we can easily diagonalize the Hamiltonian
(521) with respect to the phonon variables by canonical transformation
[compare with expression (255)]

"H # e%SHeS; S #
X

l;l0
Szl *ull0$q&b̂

(
q % u0ll0$q&b̂q+ $525&

This leads us to the following explicit form of the total Hamiltonian:

"H # "H0 ( "Htun ( HE$t& $526&

"H0 #
X

l;l0
2 "Jll0S

z
l hSzl0 i(

X

q

"hoq b̂(q b̂q (
1

2

$ %

$527&

Htun # W
X

l

"Sxl $528&

where

2 "Jll0 # 2Jll0 %
X

q

jull0$q&j2"hoq $529&

"Sxl # e%SSxl e
S $530&

Thus, it is evident that the fluctuation formation of domains with polarization
P, oriented along the applied field E (z axis), is more advantageous from the
viewpoint of energy. Variation of the direction of the field is accompanied by the
reorientation of the domains; and since the molecules of water are linked with
the lattice of the metallic film, this repolarization process is extended in time to
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the measured values t. In the Hamiltonian (526) the reorientation of the
dipole—that is, the presence of the current of repolarization domains—is caused
by operator (528), and the operator HE$t& (524) specifies the direction of current.
In the case "Htun; HE$t&! 0— that is, when the energy W of ‘‘spontaneous’’
reorientation of the dipole, amplitude E0, and frequency $ of the field tend to
zero—polarization current should not occur.

Current density is calculated by the method described in Sections III.D
to III.I:

I # ImTr$rEj& $531&

where symbol Im takes into account the phase shift of current in comparison with
the field E$t&. In expression (531),

j # 1

Vi"h
*Htun;D+ $532&

is the operator of current density whereV is the typical volume of an elementary
cell,

D # %d0
X

l

Szl $533&

is the operator of the dipole moment, and

rE # % i

"h
ei$t
't

%1
dte%i$t%t&"H="h*HE$t % t&; r1+ei$t%t&"H="h $534&

is the operator of the density matrix. The correction to the density matrix caused
by the Hamiltonian "Htun (528) is

r1 # % e%
"H0=kBT

Tr e%"H0=kBT

'1=kBT

0

dlel"H0Htune
%l"H0 $535&

Furthermore, in the exponents in Eq. (534) we will ignore the operators "Htun and
HE, and we assume that "H ! "H0. Substituting expressions from (532) to (535)
into the expression for the current (531), we obtain

I # W2d20E0 sin$t

V"h2Tre%"H0=kBT
i
X

l

'1

0

dt
'1=kBT

0

dlTrfe%"H0=kBT

) $Szl e
$%it="h(l&"H0"Sxl e

%$%it="h(l&"H0"Syl % e$%it="h(l&"H0"Sxl e
%$%it="h(l&"H0Szl

"Syl &g
$536&
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Here the designations

"Sxl #
1

2
$e%b̂â((;lâ%;l ( â(%;lâ%;le

b̂&

"Sxl #
1

2i
$e%b̂â((;lâ%;l ( â(%;lâ(;le

b̂
$537&

are introduced [compared with expressions (66)–(68)] where

b̂l 1
X

l; q

*ull0$q&b̂(q % u0ll0$q&b̂q+ $538&

After operator transformations and calculation of the integrals, we obtain for
the density current [407]

I # W2nd20E0 sin$t

"h2o "J

2p

juj2 cosech $"ho=kBT&

 !1=2

) exp % Ea

kBT

$ %

sinh
hSzi "J
2kBT

$539&

where the activation energy (height of the barrier, separated into opposite
orientations of the dipole) is given by

Ea # kBT juj2 tanh
"ho
kBT

% 1

2
"JhSzi $540&

and 2 "J is the energy of a hydrogen bond in the domain (i.e., 2 "J # 2 "Jl;l%1).
In calculating expression (539), we examined only the nearest neighbors and

ignored the dispersion; consequently, o is the characteristic frequency of the
phonons on the surface of the metallic film, and n is the concentration of the
dipoles—that is, O%%H bonds in the domain on the film.

The equation for the order parameter is

hSzi # TrfSzexp*%$"H0 % Nd0E0S
z&=kBT +g

Tr exp*%$"H0 % Nd0E0Sz&=kBT

# 1

2
tanh
hSziJcoll % Nd0E0

2kBT
$541&

Note that in Eq. (541) the Hamiltonian HE$t& (524) is regarded as written at the
saddle point t0, since Re exp$%i$t&! cos$t0 ’ 1 and N is the mean number
of the dipoles for mean polarization of P of the domain.
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Evaluating I, we shall substitute into (539) the characteristic values of the
parameters. The concentration n is approximately 3) 1028 m%1 [410], and
d0 ’ 10%29C !m. Energy W can be found from the time of direct relaxation of
water n%1 ’ 10%11 s [385], and thenW # hn ’ 6) 10%23 J. Like in the problem
of a small polaron, we accept juj2 # 10. In this case, it is realistic to assume that
the phonon frequency is o 4 1012 s%1. The value 2J should correspond to the
energy of a hydrogen bond for water, and the presence of spontaneous
polarization in the layer should indicate structurization of water. Therefore we
put 2J ’ 20:93 kJ/mol (see Section VI.A). Besides we set T # 300 K and
hSzi < 1. Comparing the parameters on the basis of the order of magnitude, we
can greatly simplify expression (539) for the required current density

I #
######

2p
p

16

W2nd20E0

juj"h$kBT&2
hSzisin$t $542&

The numerical solution of Eq. (541) for the order parameter hSzi as a
function of E0 at 2J ’ 20:93 kJ/mol, kBT # 2:53 kJ/mol (i.e., T # 300 K),
d0 # 10%29 C !m, and N # 100 is given in Fig. 36. Information regarding the
size of the domain can be obtained from the experiments with scattering
neutrons in water [387]: They examined stable groupings of water molecules,
including up to 103 molecules, and estimated their size at 2.5 to 3 nm. Expres-
sion (542) describes the density of current in one such domain. In experiment
[399] the width of the examined film was equal to 7 mm. Consequently, the
maximum number of water domains, which might be distributed along the film
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Figure 36. Numerical solution of Eq. (541) for hSzi as a function of applied electric field E0.
(From Ref. 408.)
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width, could be evaluated as Nmax # 7 nm=3 nm 4 106. Thus, the maximum
total polarization current for the film at E 0max # 106 V/m is given by

Imax # NmaxI $543&

Substituting into expressions (542) and (543) all previously mentioned
parameters, we obtain an estimate of the maximum current density: Imax 4
106 A/cm2. This value is in complete agreement with the experimental results
by Muller and Pagnia [399]. It is evident that the dependence Imax$E0& is
specified by the dependence of hSzi on E0 (Fig. 36), and this behavior of
polarization current also corresponds to that detected in experiment [399]. It is
evident that the number of domains on the surface of the film is a stochastic
quantity (it is possible that it can also depend in a certain manner on the voltage
applied to the film). In this case, the results (542) and (543) are in agreement
with the conclusions drawn by Muller and Pagnia [399], who reported that this
phenomenon on the whole is of the statistical nature.

VIII. CLUSTERING IN MOLECULAR SYSTEMS

A. Clusterization as Deduced from the Most General
Statistical Mechanical Approach

Belotsky and Lev [411] proposed a very new approach to the statistical
description of a system of interacting particles, which made allowance for spatial
nonhomogeneous states of particles in the system studied. However, in the case
when the inverse operator of the interaction energy cannot be determined, one
should search for the other method, which, nevertheless, will make it possible to
take into account a possible nonhomogeneous particle distribution. In Refs. 412–
415, systems of interacting particles were treated from the same standpoint
[411]; however, the number of variables describing the systems in question was
reduced and a new canonical variable, which characterized the nascent nonho-
mogeneous state (i.e., cluster), automatically arose as a logical consequence of
the particles behavior.

Having considered whether nonhomogeneous states (i.e., clusters) may
appear spontaneously in systems with hydrogen bonds, we first should describe
the methodology developed in Refs. 411–414. We shall start from the
construction of the Hamiltonian for a system of two types of interacting
particles (note that systems with hydrogen bonds consist of the minimum of two
types of atoms, namely, hydrogen and oxygen).

Let atoms/molecules (called particles below) form a 3D lattice and let
ns# {0, 1} be filling number of the sth lattice site. The energy for a system of
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two types of particles (sorts A and B) can be written in the form [415]

H #
X

r;r0
UAA$r; r0&cA$r&cA$r0& ( 2

X

r;r0
UAB$r; r0&cA$r&cB$r0&

(
X

r;r0
UBB$r; r0&cB$r&cB$r0& $544&

where Uij is the potential of the interaction of particles of types i and j
(i; j # A;B), which occupy notes in Ising’s lattice described by the radius
vectors r and r0; cA;B$r& are the random functions (c # f0; 1g) that satisfy
condition

cA$r& ( cB$r& # 1 $545&

Expression (544) can be written as follows:

H # H0 (
1

2

X

r;r0
U$r; r0&cA$r&cA$r0& $546&

where

H0 #
1

2

X

r

*1% 2cA$r&+
X

r0
UBB$r; r0& (

X

r

cA$r&
X

r0
UAB$r; r0& $547&

U$r; r0& # UAA$r; r0& (UBB$r; r0& % 2UAB$r; r0& $548&

Let us rewrite the Hamiltonian (546) in the form

H # H0 %
1

2

X

r; r0
Vr r0c$r&c$r0& (

1

2

X

r; r0
Ur r0c$r&c$r0& $549&

where index A is omitted at the function c$r& and the following definitions

Vrr0 # UAB$r; r0& $550&

Urr0 #
1

2
*UAA$r; r0& (UBB$r; r0&+ $551&

are introduced.
If the potentials Vrr0 ; Urr0 are greater than 0, then, as seen from the form of

the Hamiltonian (549), the second term on the right-hand side corresponds to the
effective attraction and the third term conforms to the effective repulsion. The
Hamiltonian (549) can be represented as the model of ordered particles, which
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feature a certain nonzero parameter s:

H$n& #
X

s

Esns %
1

2

X

s; s0
Vss0nsns0 (

1

2

X

s; s0
Us s0nsns0 $552&

where Es is the additive part of the particle energy in the sth state. The main point
of our approach is the initial separation of the total atom/molecular potential into
two terms: the repulsion and attraction components. So, in the Hamiltonian
(552), Vss0 andUss0 are respectively the paired energies of attraction and repulsion
between particles located in the states s and s0. It should be noted that the signs
before the potentials in expression (552) specify proper signs of the attractive and
repulsive paired energies, and this means that both functions Vss0 and Uss0 in
expression (552) are positive. The statistical sum of the system

Z #
X

fng
exp$%H$n&=kBT& $553&

may be presented in the field form

Z #
'1

%1
Df
'1

%1
Dc
X

fng
exp

X

s

$cs ( ifs&ns

"

%
X

s

~Esns %
1

2

X

s; s0
$~U%1

ss0 fsfs0 ( ~V%1
ss0 cscs0&

#

$554&

due to the following representation known from the theory of Gauss integrals:

exp
r2

2

X

s;s0
Wss0nsns0

 !

# Re

'1

%1
D# exp r

X

s

ns#s %
1

2

X

s; s0
W%1

ss0 #s#s0

" #

$555&

where D# 1
Q

s

######################

det jjWss0 jj
p ######

2p
p

d#s implies the functional integration with
respect to the field #; r2 # '1 in relation to the sign of interaction ((1 for
attraction and %1 for repulsion). The dimensionless energy parameters
~Vss0 # Vss0=kBT ; ~Uss0 # Uss0=kBT , and ~Es=kBT are introduced into expression
(554). Furthermore, we will use the known formula

1

2pi

2

dzzN%1%
P

s
ns # 1 $556&
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which makes it possible to settle the quantity of particles in the system,
P

s ns # N, and, consequently, we can pass to the consideration of the canonical
ensemble of N particles. Thus the statistical sum (554) is replaced for

Z # Re
1

2pi

2

dz

'

Df
'

Dc exp

0

% 1

2

X

s;s0
$~U%1

ss0 fsfs0 ( ~V%1
ss0 cscs0&

( $N % 1&ln z
1

)
X

1

fnsg#0

exp
X

s

ns$cs ( ifs % ~Es& % ln z

( )

$557&

Summing over ns, we obtain

Z # Re
1

2pi

'

Df
'

Dc
2

dzeS$f;c;z& $558&

where

S #
X

s

0

%1

2

X

s0

$~U%1
ss0 fsfs0 ( ~V%1

ss0 cscs0&

(Z ln 1( Z
z
e%

~Esecs cosfs

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

1

( $N % 1&ln z $559&

Here, the symbol Z characterizes the kind of statistics: Bose (Z # (1) or Fermi
(Z # %1). Let us set z # x( i! and consider the action S on a transit path that
passes through the saddle point at a fixed imaginable variable Imz # !0. In this
case,Smay be regarded as the functional that depends on the two field variables
f and c; and the fugacity x equals e%m=kBT , where m is the chemical potential.

In a classical system the mean filling number of the sth energy level obeys
the inequality

ns #
1

x
e%

~Es # e$m%Es&=kBT . 1 $560&

(note the chemical potential m < 0 and jmj=kBT / 1). By this means, we can
simplify expression (559) expanding the logarithm into a Taylor series with
respect to the small second member. As a result, we get the action that describes
the ensemble of interacting particles, which are subjected to the Boltzmann
statistics:

S ,
X

s

%1

2

X

s0

$~U%1
ss0 fsfs0 ( ~V%1

ss0 cscs0& (
1

x
e%

~Esecs cosfs

( )

( $N % 1&ln x

$561&
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The extremum of functional (561) is realized at the solutions of the equations
dS=df # 0, dS=dc # 0, and dS=dx # 0, or explicitly

X

s0

~U%1
s0 fs0 # % 2

x
e%

~Esecs sinfs $562&

X

s0

~V%1
s0 cs0 # % 2

x
e%

~Esecs cosfs $563&

1

x

X

s0

e%
~Es0 ecs0 cosfs0 # N % 1 $564&

If we introduce the designation

Ns #
1

x
e%

~Esecscosfs $565&

we will easily see from Eq. (565) that the sum
P

s Ns is equal to the number of
particles in the system studied. So the combined variable Ns specifies the
quantity of particles in the sth state. This means that one may treat Ns as
the variable of particle number in a cluster. Using this variable we can rewrite the
action (561) as a function of only one variable Ns and the fugacity x (see
technical details in Ref. 414):

S # %2
X

s; s0

~Vss0NsNs0 ( ~Uss0NsNs0
e%2~Es(4

P

s0
~Vss0Ns0

x2N2
s

% 1

 !" #

(
X

s

Ns$1( ln x& $566&

If we put the variable Ns # N # const in each of the clusters, we may classify
the N as the number of particles in a cluster [413]. Thus the model deals with
particles entirely distributed by clusters.

It is convenient now to pass to the consideration of one cluster and change
the discrete approximation to the continual one. The transformation means the
passage from the summation over discrete functions in expression (566) to
the integration of continual functions by the rule

X

s

fs #
1

V

'

cluster

d~x f $~x&

# 1

V

'2p

0

df
'p

0

dy sin y
'R=g(1

1

dx x2f $x&

# 3

N

'$N(1&1=3

1

dx x2f $x& $567&
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whereV # 4pR3=3 is the volume of a cluster, R=g is the dimensionless radius of
a cluster where g is the mean distance between particles in a cluster, and x is the
dimensionless variable (x # *1; R=g+); therefore, the number of particles in the
cluster is linked with R and g by the relation $R=g&3 , N. We assume that
N / 1 and set the upper limit in the integral (567) equal to N1=3.

If we introduce the designations

a # 3

N

'N1=3

1

dx x2 ~U; b # 3

N

'N1=3

1

dx x2~V $568&

we will arrive at the action for one cluster written in the simple form

S # 2N$a% b& % 2
1

x2
ae%2~E(4bN (Nln x $569&

The second term on the right-hand side of expression (569) is the smallest one
(owing to the inequality e%2~E=x2 . 1) and is omitted hereafter.

Thus we shall start from the action

S # 2N$a% b& (N ln x $570&

The extremum (minimum) of the action (570) is reached at the meaning of
N, which is found from the equation dS=dN # 0 and satisfies the inequality
q2S=dN2 > 0. The value Nextr obtained in such a way will correspond to the
number of particles that give a cluster.

B. Cluster Formation in Solid Phase of Alkyl- and Alkoxybenzoic Acids

As we mentioned in Section V, near the temperature of phase transition to the
metaphase the solid state of alkyl- and alkoxybenzoic acids is unstable in relation
to the formation of hydrogen-bonded open associates. The associates merge in
polymer chains, which can include over 10 acid molecules. Let us treat how the
statistical model described above can account for such a behavior of the
associates.

We shall consider potentials that describe the interaction between dimers
(UAA), between dimers and open associates (UAB), and between open associates
(UBB) [see expressions (548)–(550)]. It is reasonable to assume that the
potentials UAA and UAB are typical van der Waals; that is, UAA # %CAA!
$g=r&6 and UAB # %CAB ! $g=r&6, where Cij are constants. Notice that the two
peculiarities are important: (i) open associates can be regarded as impurities to
the main matrix (dimers), and (ii) open associates feature a larger dipole
moment in comparison with dimers. These two circumstances (see Ref. 282)
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allow us to conclude that open associates interact as dipoles, and hence we can
simulate the interaction between them as follows (see also Ref. 177):

UBB # % 2d2

4p e0 r3
$571&

Here d is the dipole moment of the open associate formed by alkyl- or
alkoxybenzoic acid molecules, and r is the distance between two interacting
associates.

Now we can construct potentials of effective attraction (550) and repulsion
(551), namely, V$r& # UAB and U$r& # $UAA (UBB&=2. Substituting these
parameters into expressions for a and b (568), we get instead of the action (570)

S # % d2

2pe0g3kBT
lnN( CAA % 2CAB

2kBT

1

N
% 1

$ %

(Nln x $572&

where g is the effective distance between molecules.
The equation dS=dN # 0 that determines the minimum of the S as a

function of N is the following:

N2 % d2

2pe0g3kBT ln x
N% CAA % 2CAB

2kBT ln x
# 0 $573&

In the first approximation the solution to Eq. (573) is equal to

N , d2

2pe0g3kBT ln x
$574&

The number of ABA/OABA molecules, which enter in the cluster, can be easily
estimated. Indeed, let the dipole moment of the open associate be equal to 7D,
that is, $7=3& ) 10%29 C !m (note that long molecules linked through hydrogen
bonds are characterized by a large proton polarizability [6]); the distance
between two associates, g, is approximately 0.26 nm; the temperature of
the phase transition, Tc, is 320 K. Substituting these values into expression (574)
we obtain

N ’ 130

ln x
$575&

Let us now evaluate the fugacity x, which should satisfy the inequality x / 1
since we employ the classical statistics. For the evaluation, let us use the
expression for the chemical potential m of ideal gas (see, e.g., Ref. 416):

m # 3kBT ln$hlin1=3& $576&
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where hli # h=$3mkBT&1=2 is the de Broglie thermal wavelength of particles of
gas and n is the concentration of the particles. As a particle, we take one open
associate; hence the particle mass m is approximately 1500 mp, where mp is the
proton mass and n # nass # 1:4) 1027 m%3 (see Section V). These meanings
allow the calculation of the chemical potential by expression (576): m ’
%16 kBT . Consequently, lnx 1 ln*exp$%m=kBT&+ ’ 16. Substituting this value
into the expression (575), we get the estimate of the number of open associates
that are merged into a cluster: N 4 8. This result is in good agreement with the
observed quantity of ABA/AOBA molecules that enter in a polymer chain (see
Section V).

C. Clustering of H2O Molecules in Water

In the case of ABA/AOBA acids, we have neglected the repulsive interaction
between acid molecules due to their large size. In the case of the interaction of
water molecules, we can keep the repulsion at least at the first stage of
consideration. But what kind of potentials should we choose in the case of water?
Since the hydrogen bond in many aspects is similar to the ionic interaction, we
may assume that the pair potential between two water molecules combines both
van der Waals type of interaction and the electrostatic energy. Let us choose the
potential as the sum of the Lennard-Jones potential and the ionic crystal
potential:

WH2O%H2O # e
1

r=g

$ %12

% 1

r=g

$ %6
" #

( lion rep: exp$%r=r0& % a
e2

4pe0e r
$577&

Here e is the bound energy linked oxygen and hydrogen in the water molecule
and g is the distance between O and H in the molecule; lion rep: is the constant that
describes short-range repulsion and r0 is a typical radius of this repulsion force; a
is Madelung’s constant, which, as a rule, falls within the range from unit to two
(see, e.g., Kittel [177]); e is the dielectric constant (which, however, is absent in
the case of ionic crystals). Having chosen the pair potential (577), we can now
represent the repulsive potential U and the attractive potential V, which enter the
Hamiltonian (552), as follows:

U # e
1

r=g

$ %12

( lion rep: exp$%r=r0& $578&

V # 1

r=g

$ %6

( a
e2

4pe0e r
$579&
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Thus the functions a and b determined in expression (568) become

a # 1

N
% e
3kBT

1

N3
% 1

$ %! "

$580&

b # 1

N
% e
kBT

1

N
% 1

$ %

( 3ae2

8pe0egkBT
$N2=3 % 1&

! "

$581&

(the term proportional to lion rep: is omitted owing to its extremely small
contribution). If we substitute a (580) and b (581) in expression (570) for the
action S, we obtain

S # % 2e
3kBT

1

N3
% 1

$ %

% 2e
kBT

1

N
% 1

$ %

( 3ae2

8p e0 egkB T
$N2=3 % 1& (Nln x $582&

Retaining the major terms, expression (582) is reduced to

S ’ % 3ae2

8pe0egkBT
$N2=3 % 1& (N ln x $583&

The equation for the minimum of the S (i.e., dS=dN # 0) is

% ae2

4pe0egkBT
1

N1=3
( ln x # 0 $584&

The solution to Eq. (584) is

N # ae2

4pe0egkBT ln x

$ %3

$585&

Let us now assign numerical values to the parameters g (lattice constant), a
(Madelung’s constant), e (permittivity), and x(fugacity) (other parameters are
elementary charge e, dielectric constant e0, and the temperature T , which can be
set at 300 K). For liquid water we can set g # 0:281 nm; for the estimation let a
be 1.3 and let e be 4 (though e # 81 for bulk water). Stobbe and Peschel [405],
based on literature data [417–419] and their own studies, have concluded that
the dielectric constant e varies from 5 to 10 for the absorbed water layer
with thickness from 1 nm to 12 nm. A cluster of water molecules with the radius
on the order of 10g just falls under the aforementioned water layer thickness.
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However, as was mentioned in Ref. 405, the water structure near a solid surface
owing to its orienting power appears to be anisotropic, and therefore the
dielectric constant of oriented water becomes a tensor. In our case we do not
deal with any orienting surface, and that is why we may expect that e is less
than 5. Using expression (576), we can evaluate the chemical potential:
m ’ %6:75 kBT (for water at the normal conditions n ’ 3) 1028 m%3 and
hli ’ 0:034 nm) and hence ln x ’ 6:75. Inserting all these numerical values
into expression (585), we obtain N 4 800. This result is in line with the
experimental data [383–386] discussed in Section VII. At the same time, in
the case of ice, water molecules do not form any clusters: In the crystal state the
interaction between water molecules is significantly stronger and hence the
fugacity x should approach unity. Therefore, Eq. (584) will not have any cluster
solution.

Thus, using methods of statistical mechanics we have shown that the
homogeneous water network is unstable and spontaneously disintegrates to the
nonhomogeneous state (i.e., peculiar clusters), which can be treated as an
ordinary state of liquid water. However, the investigation of the dynamics of
clusters is beyond of the approach described. The number N of water
molecules that enter a cluster is a function of several parameters, namely, a, e,
and x (x, in turn, is a function of m). It seems reasonable to assume that the main
variation should undergo the dielectric constant e and the chemical potential m.
Indeed, m depends on temperature, volume, and total number of particles of the
system studied (moreover, m includes, though indirectly, the residual entropy).
In a water system the total number of particles varies (in particular, owing to the
dilution of gases of air). e can be altered owing to introduced polar molecules
and ions. Besides, external field sources (electromagnetic radiation, ultrasound,
temperature, and others) can also strongly influence the water system changing
conditions of the cluster formation treated above; in particular, these would
cause the time relaxation to change over a long period of time.

IX. SUMMARY

In the present work the specific physical effects in structures with hydrogen
bonds have received the bulk of our attention. Starting from the microscopic
physics viewpoint, we have analyzed (a) the behavior of protons in a single
hydrogen bond embedded in a surrounding matrix, (b) transfer and transport
properties of protons in hydrogen-containing compounds, (c) proton dynamics
caused by the influence of external fields, (d) the rearrangement of hydrogen
bonds stipulated by temperature, (e) coherent phenomena that occur in
hydrogen-bonded chains, and (f) clustering in systems with hydrogen bonds.
Considerable attention has been given to the description of theoretical methods
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developed and employed in resolving the problems, which had their origins in
very detailed experimental research.

Particular emphasis has been placed on two antithetical urgent problems:
proton transfer incorporating acoustic phonons, which is intensively studied by
Trommsdorf and co-workers [15,16,21,22,78–84], and the proton dynamics that
is very decoupled from the backbone lattice, which is investigated by Fillaux
and collaborators [1,7–11,14,49,110–114].

Much attention has been given to the developmet and application of the small
polaron model to problems associated with proton transport in systems with
hydrogen bonds; it is this model that the authors have employed for a long time.
In the framework of the polaron model, we have studied various aspects
connected with the motion of protons both along a hydrogen-bonded chain and
in the bulk compounds. In particular, we have treated two different mechanisms
of superionic conductivity for the M3H(XO4)2 class of crystals and the
NH4IO3 !2NHIO3 crystal. The small polaron model has also found use in the
problem of rearrangement of hydrogen bonds and the formation of open
associates in alkyl- and alkoxybenzoic acids.

The mechanism of the polariton absorption by strong symmetric hydrogen
bonds has successfully been applied for the description of anomalous of the
infrared spectra of the a-KIO3 !HIO3 crystal. A complex investigation has been
done at the disclosing of the molecular mechanism of the bacteriorhodopsin
functioning.

Coherent phenomena experimentally revealed in hydrogen-bonded chains by
Zundel and collaborators [3–6] (i.e., the availability of a large proton
polarizability in hydrogen-bonded chains) has allowed us to construct the
microscopic mechanism of fast oscillations of the chain polarizability con-
sidering the phenomenon as a macroscopic tunneling similar to the tunneling of
the magnetization in ferromagnetic particles.

Rigorous experimental results obtained on degassed water modifications and
the thermodynamic analysis of the corresponding aqueous systems make it
possible to conclude that the impact of dissolved air on the structure of aqueous
systems is very significant (for instance, though the gases of the air in standard
water account only for 0.003% of its mass, the change of entropy after the
degassing of water is quite great and can reach 15% [359]). More research
should be done to account for a microscopic mechanism of changes brought
about by the gases.

A new approach to the problem of clustering of particles (atoms or
molecules) in condensed media has been applied to systems with hydrogen
bonds. The aforementioned statistical mechanical approach has allowed us to
investigate the spatial nonhomogeneous distribution of interacting particles
starting from the initially homogeneous particle system. The major peculiarity
of the concept is that it separates the paired potential to two independent
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components: the attractive potential and the repulsive one, which in turn should
feature very different dependence on the distance from particle. We have treated
two problems: (a) clusterization of open associates in the solid phase of alkyl-
and alkoxybenzoic acids and (b) clusterization of water molecules in liquid
water. The method employed has enabled us to calculate the number of
molecules that enter the cluster. Besides, the study conducted has revealed an
important role of the chemical potential in the problem of clustering in the two
mentioned cases.

APPENDIX A: STRETCHING AND BENDING ENERGIES
AS FUNCTIONS OF RO!!!O

Novak [70] tabulated the dependence of the O%%H stretching excitation energies
(nOH) of many compounds on the distance ROH. The rate of increase of nOH is
greatest in the range 0:24 < R < 0:26 nm. Ikeda et al. [105] have recently
proposed a new model of H%%O%%H hydrogen bond dynamics, which makes it
possible to calculate the hydrogen stretching and bending mode energies as
functions of the hydrogen-bond length R. Their result agrees well with the
experimental values presented in Ref. 70.

In the model of Ikeda et al. [105] the O%%H%%O bonds have been considered
as fixed at a separation of R, and the hydrogen has interacted with the lattice
system through the oxygens. The Hamiltonian was written in the form [106,107]

H # Hp ( Hq ( H0pq $A1&

Hp # % "h2

2m

d2

dx2
( Uunperturb$X& $A2&

Hq # % "h2

2M

d2

dq2
( 1

2
Mo2q2 $A3&

H0pq # gqx $A4&

Here X # $x; y; z&; Hp and Hq are the total Hamiltonians of the hydrogen bond
and the lattice, respectively (it is supposed that the O%%H%%O bond is decoupled
from the lattice system); m is the hydrogen mass; q and M are the coordinate in
the lattice system and the effective mass of the lattice’s atom, respectively. H0pq is
an interaction Hamiltonian describing the interaction between the hydrogen and
the lattice; x is the coordinate of the hydrogen along the hydrogen bond; g is a
constant.

Adopting the adiabatic approximation, Ikeda et al. [105] derived thewave func-
tions of the hydrogen and the lattice, j$X; q& and #$q&, and the corresponding
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eigenvalues (i.e., energies E and e) from the equations

% "h2

2m

d2

dX2
( Uunperturb$X& ( gqx

! "

j$X; q& # E$q&j$X; q& $A5&

% "h2

2M

d2

dq2
( G$q&

! "

#$q& # e$q&#$q& $A6&

Here G$q& is the modified lattice potential that is defined as

G$q& # 1

2
Mo2q2 ( E0$q& $A7&

where E0$q& is the ground-state energy of hydrogen. The unperturbed hydrogen
potential function is given as [106,108]

Hunperturb$x; y; z& #
f

2
$a21 ( a22& (

g

2
$b21 ( b22& ( V$*$x% x1&2 ( y2 ( z2+1=2&

( V$*$x% x2&2 ( y2 ( z2+1=2& $A8&

where x1 and x2 are the positions of two oxygen at the equilibrium value
x # 'R=2. a1;2 and b1;2 are the bending angles of the hydrogen defined with
respect to both oxygens (below i # 1; 2):

ai # sin%1fy=*$x% xi&2 ( y2+1=2g $A9&

bi # sin%1fz=*$x% xi&2 ( z2+1=2g $A10&

V$r& is the Morse potential defined as

V$r& # V0*e%2a$r%r0& % 2e%a$r%r0&+ $A11&

All of the parameters, especially expression (A8), have been determined for
KH2PO4 shape KD2PO4. The shape of Uunperturb$X& in expression (A8) is given
as a function of R. Hence Uunperturb depends on E0$q;H&, E0$q;D& and lqc$H&,
lqc$D&. It has been found that lqc increases with R, and this changes the
effective hydrogen potential *Uunperturb$X& ( lqcx+.

In order to calculate the R dependence of the stretching excitation energies
across a wide range of R (0:24 < R < 0:29 nm), they additionally introduced
higher-order bending terms, !$a41 ( b41 ( a42 ( b42& , into Eq. (A8). Using
calculated values of lqc$H& and lqc$D&, we have calculated the stretching nOH
and bending dOH and gOH energies. The obtained values have been compared
with Novak’s summary of the experimental data. The calculated values are
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indeed totally consistent with the observations. Besides, at R 4 0:26 nm a
strong Fermi resonance has been predicted as a general future of any hydrogen
bond compound with 0:26 nm.

In the case of the R dependence of nOD for deuterated compounds, a Fermi
resonance is predicted as well, but at R , 0:255 nm. It has been found that the
potential lqc$H& differs from lqc$D& greatly; and because of that, the H and D
isotopomers feature different properties in the ranges of R < 0:243 nm and
R > 0:26 nm. lqc$D& > lqc$H&, which means that a stronger effective
distortion takes place in the D potentials and in O%%H%%O bonds. These strong
distortions depress the ground-state energy of deuterium and therefore depress
the reaction rate of D isotopomers even in the range expected from simple mass
consideration conducted in Ref. 109.

APPENDIX B: A POSSIBLE MECHANISM
OF SONOLUMINESCENCE

Sonoluminesce is the glow seen from bubbles in a liquid under ultrasound. The
experiment [123] allowed the investigation of a single bubble. The band of light
is broad, 200 5 l 5 800 nm [124]. The light is radiated during each acoustic
cycle, which lasted from 40 to 350 ps [125,126]. A number of studies have been
devoted to explain the phenomenon (see, e.g., Refs. 127–134). Willison [122] has
considered the motion of a proton in the hydrogen bond in cold water quantum
mechanically, and the radiation from the tunneling charge has been treated
classically.

The one-dimensional quadratic potential V # 1
2kx

2 has been used for the
description of covalent binding. The ground-state wave functions for a simple
harmonic oscillator, cL and cR, have been used to describe the proton in the left
and right wells. The force constant k has been determined from the stretch-mode
vibrational transitions for water occurring at 3700 cm%1. The ground-state
energy for the proton is 0:368) 10%19 J. The tunneling barrier is (E #
4) 10%19 J.

First-order perturbation theory makes it possible to estimate the transition
rate between cL and cR. Initializing the system in cL, all of the wave function
amplitude moves to cR in the 18 ns after the step perturbation is applied as
asserted in Ref. 122. Then, reduction of the distance between potential wells by
0.025 nm reduces the time to move all of the population to less than 4 ps. The
making and breaking of hydrogen bonds that takes place during a phase
transition is a ‘‘switch’’ that turns ‘‘on’’ the tunneling current. It is assumed that
the intensity of the radiated light will depend on the number of tunneling events
that occur during the phase transition.

The wavelength of the emissions then will depend on the time (t that the
proton needs to tunnel between binding sites. This time may be shorter than
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the transition rate. The time can be estimated from the uncertainty principle:
(t " 2:2) 10%16 s.

The current impulse of a proton tunneling event is written as a Gausssian
impulse:

i$t& # 2e
######

2p
p

(t
exp % 2t2

(t2

$ %

$B1&

The current impulse (B1) can be expressed as Fourier component amplitudes,
2e exp*%$pn(t2&+ per second. In such a presentation, n plays the role of freque-
ncy (in hertz) of radiated light.

The spectral radiance for the wavelength l is written as [122]

R$l& #
4p

###

m
p

ce2d2

3
###

e
p

l4e
c2h2

2l2(E2

$B2&

where d is the charge tunneling distance;(E is the height of the potential barrier;
e and m are the permittivity and permeability of a medium (i.e., water in our
case), respectively. For the estimated tunneling barrier ((E # 4:64) 10%19 J)
the maximum wavelength is lpeak # 213 nm.

All wavelengths are radiated simultaneously by a current impulse. The total
number of photons emitted by a single tunneling event is estimated by dividing
R$l& by the energy per photon (hc=l) and integrating over the observed interval
of wavelengths. The calculation yields 10%9 photons per one tunneling event
radiated into a band between 200 and 800 nm.

In the case of sonoluminescence, typically 106 photons are radiated for a
bubble collapse. This can be satisfied by 1015 tunneling events that happen
incoherently. The sample of water incorporated by one bubble included appro-
ximately 1016 molecules of H2O, which is quite enough for the number of
tunneling events needed for the phenomenon of sonoluminescence observed.

APPENDIX C: DIAGONALIZATION OF PHONON VARIABLES

Let us sum over l and q (or k) in the second term of expression (203) with
allowance for hnli # n # const, ul$q& # N%1=2uq exp$iqRl&, and "l$k& #
N%1=2"kexp$ikRl&. Then let us write Hamiltonian (192) as the sum of two terms:

H # H0 (H01 $C1&

H01 #
X

l

Eâ(l âl (
1

2

X

q

"h$o0$q& ( oac$q&&

%
X

l

"ho0$q&â(l âl*ul$q&b̂
(
q ( u0l $q&b̂q+ (

X

l;m

J$Rm&â(l(mâl $C2&
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The second term in expression (197), symmetrized in q, can be represented as

H0 #
X

a;b;q> 0

1

2
*Rab$q&x̂(a $q&x̂

(
b $%q& ( R0

ab$q&x̂
(
a $%q&x̂(b $q&+

0

( *Sab$q&x̂(a $q&x̂b$q& ( S0ab$q&x̂
(
a $%q&x̂b$%q&+

( *R0
ab$q&x̂a$q&x̂b$%q& ( Rab$q&x̂a$%q&x̂b$q&+

1

$C3&

where a # 1; 2; b # 1; 2; x̂1$q& # b̂q, x̂2$q& # B̂q

jjRab$q&jj #
0 hwnuq"q

hwnu0q"
0
q 0

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

jjSab$q&jj #
"ho0$q& hwnuq"q

hwnu0q"
0
q "hoac$q&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

$C4&

By means of the Bogolyubov–Tyablikov transformation [172,173]

b̂q #
X

#

*b̂#$q&f $1&q# ( b̂(# $%q&g$1&0q# +

B̂k #
X

#

*b̂#$k&f $2&k# ( b̂(# $%k&g$2&0k# +
$C5&

the Hamiltonian (C3) is diagonalized:

H0 # %
X

2

##1

X

2

a#1

X

q

"h$#$q&jg$a&%q#j
2(
X

2

##1

"h$#$q&b̂(# $q&b̂#$q& $C6&

The eigenvalues of H0 are determined from the equations

"h$#$q&f $a&q# #
X

b

*Sab$q&f $b&q# ( Rab$q&g$b&%q#+

%"h$#$q&f $a&q# #
X

b

*Sab$%q&g$b&q# ( Rab$%q&f $b&%q#+
$C7&

The functions f
$a&
q# and g

$a&
q# , where # # 1; 2, are determined from Eq. (C7). The

form of these functions should meet the requirement that passing from the
operators b̂1;2 back to the operators b̂q; B̂q, the Hamiltonian (C2) in the limit
w! 0 must be reduced to that without charge carrier interaction with acoustic
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phonons; that is, the coefficients of the terms â(l âl$B̂(
q ( B̂q& must be equal to

zero. The explicit form of the function f
$a&
ql and g

$a&
ql is presented in Ref. 165.

Returning to Hamiltonian (C1) in which the operator H0 is given by (C5)
and the operator H01 is given by (C2), expressed through the new operators b̂#
(here # # 1; 2), we obtain Hamiltonian (205). In expression (205) the energy is
counted from

1

2
"h
X

q

o0$q& ( oac$q& %
X

#

"h$l$q& 1(
X

a
jga%q#j

2

 !" #

APPENDIX D: PROTON BIFURCATION AND
THE PHONON MIXTURE

In the ammonium triiodate hydrogen NH4IO3 !2HIO3 crystal, the proton
bifurcation for T > Tc # 120 K is treated as the origin of a mixture of low-
frequency phonon mode (o1 # 99 cm%1) and high-frequency intracellular mode
(o2 # 756 cm%1, which characterizes the collective vibrations of IO3 pyramids).
Following Ref. 47, let us study a mechanism of the change of intensity of the two
aforementioned modes with temperature in the range Tc < T < T0, where
Tc # 120 K and T0 # 213 K.

The interaction between an incident electromagnetic field and a polar crystal
has the form Hint # P ! E$r; t&, where E$r; t& # E0e

iqr%iot. If the crystal
features two active optical modes, the components of its polarization can be
presented as follows [47]:

Ps$q; o& # %1( ess0$q; o&
4p

E0s0 $D1&

where the permittivity of the crystal is equal to

ess0$q; o& # e$0&ss0 (
X

2

j# 1

djs$q&djs0$q&

)
2o$o2 % o2

j $q&&
$o2 % o2

j $q&&
2 ( 4o2Z2

( iZ
4o2

$o2 % o2
j $q&&

2 ( 4o2Z2

" #

$D2&

Here djs$q& refers to the components of dipole moments of the crystal cell.
Upon the first phase transition (T > Tc), when a proton in a unit cell is

bifurcated, the proton deforms the lattice and interacts with crystal vibrations.
The interaction leads to the rearrangement of the phonon spectrum. Corres-
ponding transformations of the oj$q& values can be obtained in the framework
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of the small polaron model. For the crystal studied, the o1;2$q& change only by a
few cm%1 when the temperature passes the point T # Tc on the temperature
scale; and further on, for T > Tc, they remain constant (o1 # 99 cm%1 and
o2 # 756 cm%1). However, according to the experimental results, in the
ammonium triiodate hydrogen crystal these two modes that provide the proton
polaron motion have anomalous temperature behavior, unlike all the other
modes of the crystal. Consequently, in this case the proton should influence the
intensity of atomic vibrations of the crystal.

The first phase transition leads to very interesting changes in the lattice of the
crystal studied. For T > Tc, since each proton is bifurcated, it does not have a
strictly fixed position but migrates ceaselessly between two hydrogen bonds.
Protons in a polar crystal are strongly connected with the most polarizable
longitudinal optic mode—that is, the 99-cm%1 mode in our case. Then with two
possible positions of the proton the neighboring sites move in different potential
wells. However, the frequency of proton jumps is very large, on the order of
1013–1014 s%1. Therefore the sites have not managed to occupy new equilibrium
positions. So, the stationary state of the lattice is not fixed, but fluctuates
uninterruptedly. A similar statement is true for IO3 pyramids in the cell, whose
collective behavior is described by the 756 cm%1 mode. Thus, the proton
bifurcation can be considered as a distinctive fluctuation source that induces an
additional displacement dul of the cellular sites. The intensity I1 of the source
is directly connected with the lattice mode, 99 cm%1; that is, the real fluctuation
displacement of the lth site should be described by the term dul$I1&. This term
can be represented in the form dul # u2lgl$I1&, where gl$I1& is a function of
the intensity of the phonon field of the 99-cm%1 mode and u2l is the value that
describes the displacement of pyramid IO3 caused by the 756-cm%1 mode.
Below these two modes are the first mode and the second mode, respectively.

Let us introduce the Hamiltonian function for a model cubic lattice

(H # K ( U $D3&

Here the kinetic and potential energies are, respectively,

K # m

2

X

l

d _u2l ; U # g
2

X

l

$dul % dul%a&2 $D4&

In expression (D4), m is the mass of the IO3 pyramid, g is the effective elasticity
constant of the model lattice, and a is the lattice vector. The transition to new
collective vibrations Aq, which characterize a collective fluctuation motion of the
IO3 pyramids, could be made by means of the canonical transformation

dul #
1
####

N
p

X

q

Aqexp$il ! q& $D5&
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where Aq # A0
q and N is the quantity of the IO3 pyramids in the lattice. In the new

representation the kinetic energies take the form

K # m

2

X

q

_Aq
_A%q; U # m

2

X

l

(o2$q&AqA%q $D6&

where

(o2$q& # 4
g
m
sin2

1

2
a ! q

$ %

$D7&

Furthermore, we can write the Lagrange function as L # K % U and find the
generalized momentum Pq # qL=q _Aq # m _A%q. The classical energy (D3) as a
function of the generalized variables Aq and Pq has the form

(H # 1

2

X

q

1

m
PqP%q ( m(o2$q&AqA%q

! "

$D8&

A change of variables from Aq and Pq to operators Âq and P̂q transforms the
energy (D8) to the energy operator (H.

Usually, the permutation relations

*Âq; P̂q0 +% # idqq0 ; *Âq; Âq0 +% # *P̂q; P̂q0 +% # 0 $D9&

hold. However, in our case the displacement dul is a compound value:
dul # u2lgl$I1&. Therefore the collective variables Aq should have the same
structure; this can be presented as follows:

Aq # A2qe
1
2aN1q $D10&

whereA2q is the generalized combined variable of the motion the motion of IO3

pyramids, N1q is the quantity of phonons with the wave vector q of the first mode,
and a is the coefficient that characterizes the degree of influence of this lattice
mode on the second (i.e., intracellular) mode. In other words, a is the constant of
coupling between the two kinds of phonons. Note that the function of the
fluctuation intensity gq$I1& written in the q-representation is obviously in
complete agreement with the expression for the intensity I of a normal phonon
mode. The expression for I is determined by the thermodynamic averaging:

I #
Y

q

exphb̂(q b̂qi
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(see, e.g., Ref. 88). By this means, the transition from variables Aq and Pq to the
corresponding operators may be performed in the following manner:

Aq !Â2qe
1
2aN̂1q $D11&

Pq ! m$Â2;%qe
1
2aN̂1q&:

# P̂2qe
1
2aN̂1q ( 1

2
amÂ2;%qe

1
2aN̂1q _̂N1q $D12&

Here one takes into account that the generalized variable P2q corresponds to
m _A2;%q; N̂1q is the operator of the phonon quantity for the first mode. Using
relations (D9), which should be valid for the operators Â2q andÂ2q, we obtain
the permutation relations for compound operators (D11) and (D12):

*Âq; P̂q0 +% # i"hdqq0eaN̂1q ; *Âq;Âq0 +% # *P̂q; P̂q0 +% # 0 $D13&

(here one sets _̂N1q # i"h*N̂1q;
P

j;q b̂
(
jqb̂jq+% # 0). Then one can pass from these

operatorsÂq and P̂q to the Bose operators for phonons b̂(jq and b̂jq ( j # 1; 2),
which satisfy standard permutation relations

*b̂(jq; b̂j0q0 +% # djj0dqq0 ; *b̂jq; b̂j0q0 +% # 0 $D14&

The transition can be made via the following rules:

Âq #
"h

2m(o$q&

$ %1=2

$b̂(2;%q ( b̂2q&e
1
2ab̂

(
1;q b̂1q $D15&

P̂q # i
m"h(o$q&

2

$ %1=2

$b̂(2q % b̂2;%q&e
1
2ab̂

(
1;q b̂1q $D16&

Substitution of the variables Aq and Pq on the right-hand side of the Hamiltonian
(D8) the operators Âq and P̂q from expressions (D15) and (D16) converts the
Hamiltonian function (D3) into the fluctuation Hamiltonian

(H #
X

q

"h(o$q& b̂(2qb̂2qe
1
2ab̂

(
1;qb̂1q ( 1

2

$ %

$D17&

Since the unperturbed Hamiltonian of the crystal is

H0 #
X

j;q

"hoj$q& b̂(jqb̂jq (
1

2

$ %

$D18&
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the total Hamiltonian becomes

H # H0 ((H $D19&

Now we can consider the electromagnetic field absorption by the lattice
mode (the first mode) and the intracellular one (the second mode) when the
modes are perturbed by described fluctuations. We suppose that the operator
(H in the Hamiltonian (D19) is a small perturbation; that is, the fluctuation
energy is smaller than the energy of regular vibrations.

The absorption of the lattice mode is derived by the formula

hP$r; t&i # TrfrintP̂$r; t&g $D20&

where the operators of the crystal polarization and the correction to the statistical
operator are, respectively,

P̂$r& # 1

V

X

j;q

"h

2gj$q&oj$q&

 !1=2
q

jqje
iq!r$b̂(jq ( b̂jq& $D21&

rint # r0 %
i

"h

't

%1
*Hint$t&; r0+ dt; r0 #

e%H0=kBT

Tre%H0=kBT
$D22&

where the operator of the interaction between the incident electromagnetic field
and the operator of the crystal polarization is given by

Hint # P̂ ! E$t& $D23&

Having calculated the absorption by the lattice mode, we should substitute
the operator r0 for the following:

~r$H0 ((H& ’ r0$H0& % r0$H0&
'1=kBT

0

dlelH0(He%lH0 $D24&

Then calculations by formula (D20) have shown [47] that the permittivity that
represents the lattice mode—that is, the term with j # 1 in expression (D2)—
should be supplemented with the factor 1( f1$q; T&, where

f1$q; T& # % "h(o$q&
kBT*exp$"ho2$q&=kBT& % 1+ exp a coth

"ho1$q&
2kBT

$ %

$D25&

The Hamiltonian of the interaction between the electromagnetic wave and
the fluctuations of the intercellular mode in the crystal has the form analogous to
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expression (D23):

H
$fl&
int $t& # %

X

q

dfl$q& ! E0$V̂(
q % V̂q&eiot(Zt $D26&

Here V̂(
q $Vq& is the effective operator for the creation (annihilation) of

fluctuations of the intracellular mode:

V̂q # b̂2qe
ab̂(

1qb̂1q $D27&

The operator of the fluctuation dipole moment is

P̂fl$r; t& #
X

q

dfl$q&eiq!l$V̂(
q ( V̂q& $D28&

In expressions (D26) and (D28), dfl$q& is the effective dipole moment of the
fluctuations of the intracellular mode. In this case the polarization is defined as

hPfl$r; t&i # TrfrflP̂fl$r; t&g $D29&

where the statistical operator is expressed as

~rfl # ~r0 %
i

"h

't

%1
dt*H$fl&

int $t&; ~r0+ $D30&

In the present case we may neglect secondary effects of an expansion of ~r0$H&
in terms of (H. Hence we assume that in Eq. (D30), ~r0 ’ r0. This
approximation allows the calculation of the polarization (D29). The result
shows that the dielectric function of the intracellular mode fluctuation obtained
from expression (D29) differs of the second term in expression (D2) for the
permittivity only by the factor

f2$q; T& #
d$fl&2j$q& d$fl&2j0$q&
d2j$q& d2j0$q&

exp a coth
"ho1

2kBT

$ %

$D31&

Thus, the overall result for the imaginary part of the permittivity is

Im e$q; o; T& # 4o2

$o2 % o2
1$q&&

2 ( 4o2Z2
*1( f1$q; T&+

( 4o2

$o2 % o2
2$q&&

2 ( 4o2Z2
*1( f2$q; T&+ $D32&
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The investigation of the absorption [47] has shown that in the temperature
interval between two phase transitions (Tc # 120 K to T0 # 213 K) the relative
intensities of the absorption maximum (for the lattice 99-cm%1 mode) and
the scattering maximum (for the intracellular 756-cm%1 mode) have changed
very markedly. The first mode decreased by approximately a factor of two at
213 K. The second one increased by approximately a factor of five at 213 K.
Since the imaginary part of the permittivity defines the absorption (scattering)
maximum, the expression (D32) has to describe the real temperature behavior of
the two aforementioned anomalous modes.

The analysis of the behavior of Ime1$2& conducted in Ref. 47 in fact correlates
very well with the experimental data. Consequently, in the NH4IO3 !2HIO3

crystal the phonon–phonon coupling between the active lattice mode and the
intracellular one is realized due to the proton bifurcation. The availability
of moderate phonon–phonon coupling a (a # 0:95 [47]) permits the intra-
cellular mode to ‘‘live’’ on the energy of phonons of the lattice mode. Since the
lattice mode is more powerful than the intracellular mode [47], the latter has
taken energy out of the former through the phonon–phonon coupling. So, at the
second phase transition (i.e., 213 K), the power of the lattice mode can no
longer hold proton polarons very strongly and they become more mobile. Thus,
the crystal goes into a superionic state in which the band polaron conductivity
prevails (see Section III.I).
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